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The Town of Haverhill is located approximately 35 miles north
of Hanover, New Hampshire on the Connecticut River.
Haverhill was chartered in 1763, and named after Haverhill,
Massachusetts, home of many of the first settlers. In 1773,
Haverhill became the county seat for Grafton County.
Haverhill's population approximates 4,800 residents, and the
Town is a vibrant community comprised of: Woodsville, North
Haverhill, Mountain Lakes, Haverhill Corner, Pike, and East
Haverhill. Each of the village/district governmental units has
varying degrees of municipal responsibility. Four precincts
(Woodsville, Mountain Lakes, Haverhill Corner, and North
Haverhill) have water districts, there is one police department,
and it has three district volunteer fire departments.
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DEDICATION
The 2008 Town Report is dedicated to Gary Scruton. Over many years
Gary has been at the forefront of important initiatives and
organizations in the Community. He was instrumental in establishing
the Town Recreation Program and chaired the Recreation Commission.
He is currently Vice President of the Woodsville-Wells River Fourth of
July Committee and is a Director of the North Haverhill Fair Association
and served both organizations for many years. Gary was a member of
the School Board and a founding board member of the RC Racing Club.
He is currently Commander of the Ross Woods Post of the American
Legion. Gary is an active member of the Cohase Lions Club. In addition
to all these volunteer "jobs", Gary is a successful businessman, not only
working for many years at Tuck Press and the Bridge-Weekly but also
helping his wife Janice manage "Trendy Threads" a very popular
downtown business in Woodsville.
Whenever anything important is going on in the Community, Gary is




Glenn E. English, Town Manager
townnianager(a)sau23 .org

















Samuel A. Clough, Road Agent
Telephone: 787-6107
Airport Road, North Haverhill, NH
HAVERHILL WELFARE DEPARTMENT




Glenn Hatch, Recreation Director
glennhatch(a),charter.net
Telephone 787-6096
Selectboard meets every other week on Monday evenings at 6:00 p.m.
Location of Offices: James R. Morrill Municipal Building
2975 Dartmouth College Highway
North Haverhill, NH 03774
Fax number for all offices excluding Police Department: 787-2226
Fax number for Police Department: 787-2666
A special thanks to all who submitted photos for use in this report
Thanks to Phil Tucker, owner of Aldrich General Store, for the donation of delivery bags for the
distribution of this report, and Van Anderson and her 4-H group for their time delivering.
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Roderick M. Ladd, Chairman
David P. Joslin, Vice Chairman












Susan Brown Dale Kendall
Eleanor Ingbretson
Wyllian Thompson Barbara Eno
Mary Ingalls
Robert J. Rutherford Wayne Bigelow
Robert Clifford Howard Thayer
Howard Hatch
Linda C. Smith George Cataldo
James E. Graham Shirley Cobb




Steven Wheeler, Acting Chair
Roderick Ladd, Ex Officio
Peter Conrad, Alternate Ex Officio
Don Hammond Joel Godston
Michael Fenn Thomas Friel
Melissa Walker
LeeAnn Nystrom, Clerk
OFFICERS, BOARDS & COMMITTEES OF THE TOWN OF HAVERHILL (as of 12/31/08)
Zoning Board of Adjustment:







David Joslin, Ex Officio
Denise Russell Richard Guy
Mike Dannehy Robert Maccini
Sherri Sargent, Clerk
James Fortier, Airport Manager
Dr. Gerald Lyons, Chair
Harry Haskins, Vice Chair
Winston Currier, Secretary
Robert Maccini, Selectboard Rep.
Ron Fournier Joel Godston
Richard Guy Debbie Upton
Everett Rowley
Nate Swain, Reggie Lalmond and Tyler LeClerc
Student Reps
Gary Scruton, Chair
Peter Conrad, Selectboard Rep.
David Joslin Kurt Davis
Dianne Rappa Barbara Dutile
Thomas Johnson Sherri Sargent
Jo Lacaillade Denise Reardon
Lois Henson Shirley Cobb Jim Hobbs
Wayne Mitchell Carolyn Byrne
Bruce Simonds Christina Cronin
Jane Darby Frank O'Malley Dick Ekwall
Peter Heilemann, Selectboard Rep.
Assoc. Member Betsy Boveroux
Dianna Ash Karen Griswold
Ann Joy Jean Chamberlin
Pam Murphy Frank O'Malley
Reita Jones Shirley Cobb
Mike Dannehy Camille Wharey
Robert Stoddard - Chairman
Brian Smith - Vice Chair Treasurer
Nancy Leitner - Secretary
Michael Severino Melissa Walker
Ann Fabrizio, alternate
Scott Simano Mike Conrad
Barbara Dutile Richard Fabrizio
Bruce H. Simonds Howard Hatch
Richard McDanolds Larry Corey
Lynn Wheeler Wayne Fortier
Eleanor Ingbretson
State Representatives: Raymond S. Burton, Exec.Council
Deborah Reynolds, State Senator
Paul Ingbretson, State Rep.
Roderick Ladd, State Rep.
ATTENTION VOLUNTEERS!!!!!!
The Town needs the help of civic minded volunteers. If you have some time which you
could spare to make the TOWN OF HAVERHILL a better place in which to live, please
fill out and return this form to the Haverhill Town Offices at your earliest convenience.
If you have any questions about volunteering or about any of the groups listed below,
please call Glenn English, Town Manager at 787-6800.
THANK YOU.
Yes, I am interested in serving my Community as a volunteer and would be willing to
serve on the following:
Plarming Board







TOWN OF HAVERHILL - SELECTBOARD REPORT
Year 2008 was filled with many challenges, of which the impact of a staggering economy on
residents and local government has been a primary concern to Selectboard members.
In January, the Selectboard and Town Manager completed the annual goal setting process. Many
identified goals are in keeping with resident input, identified administrative needs, and




Continue to strengthen Town Government, Boards and Commissions,
2. Promote the sale of Business Park lots in accordance with Business Park Covenants and
the Selectboard Criteria Checklist,
Work with the Precincts Commissioners and Fire Chiefs to better coordinate and
administer fire and life safety inspection.
Continue to assess preparedness and readiness of the Town to effectively respond
during emergencies through updating the Emergency Management Plan and the Hazard
Mitigation Plan (Emergency generator placed in Municipal Building '08),
Encourage more public participation in town government.
Upgrade office software to assess property and replace out-dated technology with
fiinctioning equipment and software,
Finalize improvements to Railroad Park, i.e., construct park path, install playground
equipment, address access and parking, and install the informational Kiosk,
Continue to upgrade the town website to reflect current and accurate information
(http://www.hawerhill-nh.com).
Develop a plan for the use of the Armory (Center Haverhill) and accompanying land,
and
10. Update town employee job descriptions, revise the Persormel Policy Manual to better
reflect pubic and employee input, and finish office renovations to meet employee safety
and health needs.
I would like to again congratulate Haverhill's Fire Chiefs for
their support and continued efforts in addressing the need for
third party fire and life safety inspection of commercial,
industrial and institutional buildings and multi unit
dwellings having more than two units. While establishing a
consistent, well-coordinated process for fire and life safety
inspections, we are attempting to resolve issues of
responsibility, costs, and liability that are currently
associated with Fire Chiefs, Commissioners and the Town.
White Mountain BioDiesel has purchased a lot in the
Business Park for the purpose of constructing a biodiesel
processing plant. Biodiesel is a biodegradable substitute for
petro diesel made from plant oils, animal fats and used
cooking oil. White Mountain intends to use waste cooking
oil as its primary feedstock for use in the biodiesel








In an effort to assist our elderly population during this very difficult economic time, the
Selectboard is recommending that the Town approve the warrant article providing tax relief to
seniors who qualify based upon maximum income and assets. Currently, approximately 37
elders above the minimum age of 65 request the exemption, with the majority of recipients above
age 80.
Recommended changes follow:
Age Eligibility Exemption Amount









Unlike the Veterans Exemption, the Elderly Exemption is not subtracted directly from the tax
bill, but subtracted from the assessed property value prior to calculating the tax bill.
In accordance with RSA 37:1 and the Agreement between the Town of Haverhill and the
Woodsville Fire District, the Town of Haverhill is required by statute to allocate Woodsville a
portion of the highway budget. The amount of20% was established in 1990, and premised upon
assessed property value of the district in relation to Haverhill's total property value. Woodsville
Fire District property value is currently 27.7% of the whole. Following several meetings with
Woodsville Commissioners, it was determined by the Selectboard that the formula should be
amended to include a percentage based upon valuation as reported on the annual MS-1 to the NH
Department of Revenue Administration. It was also determined that Woodsville would receive
its proportion of Highway Block Grant funds distributed to towns based upon the State allocation
formula which considers population and road mileage. Local highway departments use block
funding to maintain and construct roads and bridges. The additional highway fiinding allocation
to the Woodsville Fire District is reflected in the 2009 Budget.
In closing, the Selectboard thanks all that contribute time and effort to make Haverhill the
wonderful place we call home. A debt of gratitude is also conveyed to our Town employees who
work above and beyond. A special appreciation and thank you is offered the Budget Advisory
Committee who reviewed the budget and offered many fine recommendations. Lastly, I again






Although the Selectboard and I agree that the year 2008 brought continued progress for us as a
town government the year ended with the realization that the Country has some serious
economic problems. National statistics however do not necessarily mirror our local situation
and we can be thankful that, to date, our unemployment rate, the condition of our local
financial institutions the stability of our businesses and the value of our real estate have not
seen the same degree of deterioration that has occurred in other areas of the Country.
At any rate, your Town government has been responsive to these concerns and the proposed
2009 town budget is reduced from 2008. Although spending has been kept to a minimum,
only to preserve existing programs, our revenue situation has deteriorated due to a drop off in
Motor Vehicle revenues and this may cause a tax rate increase later this year. Rectifying
inequities in the highway reimbursement to the taxpayers in Woodsville has also had a
significant impact on the 2009 budget.
During the budget review process the issue of increasing property taxes kept coming up. As I
explained to the Advisory Budget Committee it needs to be reiterated that the town
government's share of the tax burden is about 20% of the total tax bill. The majority of taxes
continue to fund education with an ever increasing amount going to fund County government.
The town also bills but does not control your individual district or "precinct" taxes. It is also
important to realize that as the state and federal government cut expenses, grant tax cuts or
refuse to provide funding for programs that people want the cost burden is often shifted to the
local towns and hence the local property tax.
I am proud of the job that our employees have done this year. We have refilled several
essential vacant positions with the highest quality people we could find using a fair and
competitive process. We have done this within budget and have improved the quality of
services we provide to our "customers".
I hope you will closely examine and support this year's proposed town budget and will also





2009 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE .
To the inhabitants of the Town of Haverhill, in the County of Grafton, State of New
Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James R. Morrill Municipal Building in
North Haverhill Village on Tuesday, March 10, 2009 at eight o'clock in the forenoon
to act on the following matters. Article One will be decided by written ballot. The
polling booths will be open from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM. At 6:00 PM the meeting will
adjourn to reconvene at 7:30 PM at the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School, in
said Town of Haverhill for consideration of the remaining articles on this
WARRANT:
ARTICLE 1: To choose by non-partisan ballot a Selectman for a term of three (3)
years; a Selectman for a term of three (3) years; a Selectman for a term of one (1)
year; a Treasurer for a term of one (1) year; a Trustee of Trust Funds for a term of
three (3) years; a Town Clerk for a term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 2: To announce the results of the balloting on Article One.
ARTICLE 3: "Are you in favor of changing the term of the town treasurer from
one year to 3 years, beginning with the term of the town treasurer to be elected at
next year's regular town meeting?"
ARTICLE 4: "Are you in favor of abolishing the optional elective office of town
library trustee effective at next year's regular town meeting."
ARTICLE 5: To choose a Cemetery Commissioner for a term of five (5) years; to
choose a Library Trustee for a term of three (3) years; and to choose any other
necessary Town official.
ARTICLE 6: To hear the reports of the Selectmen, Town Manager, Treasurer,
Cemetery Commissioners, Airport Commissioners, Recreation Commissioners,
Heritage Commissioners, Conservation Commissioners, and any other Town
officers and committees heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Moderator to
appoint an Advisory Budget Committee to review the Town Manager's preliminary
budget and to present to the Selectboard their recommendations as to any
modifications thereto.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an operating
budget of $3,213,700 as recommended by the Selectboard in its report. {Does not
include special or individual Warrant Articles}.
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ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty thousand dollars [$20,000] to be added to the Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund
previously established. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory Budget
Committee supports this article.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
sixteen thousand five hundred dollars [$16,500] as the Town's cost to continue the
agreement with the Town of Newbury, Vermont to provide household recycling
services to residents of the Town of Haverhill at their recycling facility in Newbury.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
thousand dollars [$2,000] to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund for Parks and
Recreation previously established. The Selectboard supports this article. The
Advisory Budget Committee supports this article.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
thousand dollars [$2,000] to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund for the
Municipal Building previously established. The Selectboard supports this article.
The Advisory Budget Committee supports this article
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Haverhill Business Park
Expendable Trust Fund pursuant to RSA 31-19-a the purpose of said Fund being to
dedicate revenue from the sale of land in the Business Park to fund capital
improvements to and maintain the infrastructure of said Park and related utilities.
To make an initial appropriation of one dollar [$1.00] into said Fund. Proceeds
from the future sale of lots in the Business Park may be appropriated into said Fund
by subsequent town meetings. To name the Selectmen as agents of said Fund.
This Fund may be revoked by a vote of any future town meeting. The Selectboard
supports this article. The Advisory Budget Committee supports this article.
ARTICLE 14: "Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the
Town of Haverhill, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows:
for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years. Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000); for a
person 75 years of age up to 80 years, Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000); for a
person 80 years of age or older. Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000). To qualify, the
person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 3 years, own the real
estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse,
they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition the taxpayer must
have a net income of not more than Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) or, if
married, a combined net income of less than Thirty Five Thousand ($35,000), and
own net assets not in excess of Seventy Thousand Dollars ($70,000), excluding the
value of the person's residence." This article shall take effect for the 2009 property
tax year.
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ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand eight hundred and ninety four dollars [$5,894] for the support of the
White Mountain Mental Health Association.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four
hundred and eighty dollars [$480] for the support of the River's Reach Regional
Resource Center,
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to grant a conservation easement to the
Upper Valley Land Trust to protect the "Hazen Home Site", lot 114 on Haverhill
tax map 206, from future development inconsistent with the easement or sale.
ARTICLE 18: To take any other action that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 5th day of February, 2009.
HAVERHILL SELECTBOARD
Roderick M. Ladd, Chair






BUDGET WORKSHEET - REVENUES
[GENERAL FUND |
ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT NAME
REVENUE FROM TAXES




LAND USE CHANGE TAX
01-3120.01 Current Use Change Penalty












































































PENALTIES & INTEREST ON TAXES
01 -31 90.01 Interest on Property Tax
01-3190.02 Interest on Land Use Tax
01 -31 90.03 Interest on Yield Tax
01-31 90.05 Penalties on Resident Tax
01-31 90.97 Interest & Costs-Liens
TOTAL PENALTIES & INTEREST ON TAXES
TOTAL REVENUE FROM TAXES
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX
01-3220.10 Motor Vehicle Tax
TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLE TAX







BUILDING & CODE PERMITS
01-3230.10 Building Permits
TOTAL BUILDING & CODE PERMITS
OTHER LICENSES
01-3290.10 Dog Licenses and Fines
TOTAL OTHER LICENSES
TOTAL LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES
REVENUE FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
FOREST CONSERVATION
01 -3350.1 Forest Conservation
TOTAL FOREST CONSERVATION
62,500 80,588 128,968 112,494 88,500
100 145 100 1,218 100
100 608 200 406 200
300 392 300 380 300
26,000 8,333 9,000 23,526 900
89,000 90,066 138,568 138,024 90,000
109,800 1,338,874 1,694,425 1,724,255 1,831,796
780,000 738,807 710,000 708,193 670,000
780,000 738,807 710,000 708,193 670,000
2,800 1,419 79 79
30,200 30,754 31,077 30,864 25,000
33,000 32,173 31,156 30,943 25,000
1,090 1,100 3,200 3,440 8,000
1,090 1,100 3,200 3,440 8,000
6,000 5,068 5,663 5,631 6,000
6,000 5,068 5,663 5,631 6,000
820,090 777,148 750,019 748,207 709,000
970 906 967 967 967
970 906 967 967 967
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ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT NAME
REVENUES FROM STATE AND FEDERAL
01-3351.10 NH Shared Revenue Block Grant
01-3352.10 NH Rooms & Meals Revenue
01-3353.10 Highway Block Grant
01-3354.10 Aeronautical Grant
01-3354.25 State Sewerline Grant
01-3356.15 Aero Fund




01-3357.20 Scenic By-way Grant
01-3357.30 State Records Grant-TC
TOTAL REVENUES FROM STATE AND FEDERAL







01-3401.20 PB Application Fees
01-3401.30 ZBA Application Fees
01-3401.40 PD Report Copies
01-3401.41 PD Miscellaneous




01-3401.61 AC Dog Boarding
01-3401.60 HW Miscellaneous
01-3401.61 JRM Miscellaneous
01-3401.62 EL-Voter Registration Lists
01-3401.70 REC HARP Registration Fees
01-3401.71 REC Youth League Reg. Fees
01-3401.72 REC Adult League Reg. Fees
01-3401.80 REC HARP Donations
01-3401.81 REC HARP Grafton County Incentive
01-3401.90 REC Fund Raisers/Donations
01-3401.91 REC Pool Admissions
01-3401.93 REC Pool Swimming Lessons
01-3401.92 REC Concerts
TOTAL INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
REVENUE FROM MISC. SOURCES
01-3501.10 Sale of Property
01 -3501 .1 Sewer Hook-Up Fees-Business Park
TOTAL REVENUES FROM MISC. SOURCES
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS
01 -3502.1 Interest on Investments
TOTAL INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS
RENTS ON PROPERTY
01-3503.10 Rent Municipal Building
TOTAL RENTS ON PROPERTY
INSURANCE REFUNDS, REIMBURSEMENTS
01-3506.20 Property & Liability
01-3506.30 Other Insurance Refunds












Transfer from General Surplus
Transfer from Capital Reserve-Parks
Transfer from Vehicle Reserve
Transfer from Reval Reserve
2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET
81,473 81,473 81,473 81,473 81,473
199,000 199,601 210,544 210,544 215,000
142,996 142,996 148,449 148,449 155,376
20,000
9,403 9,402 9,403 9,403 9,402





441,645 449,938 553,183 490,500 508,288
442,615 450,844 554,150 491,467 509,255
500 801 600 584 300
8,341 8,423 8,301 8,919 10,201
13,519 16,613 15,737 16,413 27,000
10,000 5,200 5,000 10,000 6,000
1,400 3,106 2,000 2,291 2,000
400 315 150 183 200
1,200 1,247 1,050 1,100 1,000
6,900 2,289 3,500 3,545 3,250
2,221 5,509 8,280 8,280 8,023
5,000 10,808 9,900 14,487 10,000
4,260 4,260
3,000 403 2,190 2,190 1,600
9,000
100 10 10
12,000 13,622 12,692 12,692 13,500
1,000 1,400 1,010 1,040 1,000
500 240 200 200 250
2,500 2,221 2,005 2,005 2,000
3,000 2,200
2,000 1,668 1,106 1,106 2,000
3,250 1,162 1,282 1,282 1,500
25 791
791 700
76,831 77,252 80,064 91,378 99,524
25,000 79,740 90,952 131,900 25,000
25,000 25,000 50,000
50,000 79,740 115,952 131,900 75,000
24,000 38,910 12,000 11,992 12,000
24,000 38,910 12,000 11,992 12,000
21,000 21,300 22,220 21,100 21,000










246,019 146,091 35,661 7,820 3,000
2,990,355 2,931,307 3,264,491 3,228,756 3,260,575
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GENERAL FUND


















TOTAL BOARD OF SELECTMEN
TOWN OF HAVERHILL

















EX Repairs & Maintenance
EX Insurance
EX Printing

















































TOTAL TRUSTEES & TRUST FUNDS
7,500 7,500 7,500 7125 7500
465 465 465 442 465
109 109 109 103 109
15 3 15 15 15
6,500 5,633 2,900 2156 2100
3,500 3,723 14,820 12034 19,339
1,000 1,390 1,500 1547 1500
3,273 2,112 2,300 2400 2400
6,800 6,762 6,000 5960 6200
700 362 700 516 400
500 1,018 1,000 1189 1650
2,326 2,205 3,000 3821 3050
2,200 4,416 3,000 2875 3200
200 505 200 109 200
378 2000
35,088 36,203 43,509 40,670 50,128
54,341 55,535 58,576 58,576 60,805
11,544 10,832 12,615 12,092 11,772
3,443 3,443 3,632 3,632 3,770
805 805 849 849 882
4,323 4,323 5,120 5,120 5,422
150 104 150 199 150
25 25 30 30 30
172 117 109 100 115
100 46 100 100
435
74,903 75,230 81,181 81,033 83,046
100 100 400 400 100
7 6 25 25 6
1 1 6 6 1
1 1 1 1 1
109 108 432 432 108
200 200 200 200 200
13 12 13 13 13
3 3 3 3 3
1 1 1 1
4,392 4,392 4,400 3,989 4,400

























TC Salary-Deputy Town Clerk









TC Software & Support
TC Meetings & Training








































FA Meetings & Training
FA Computer Upgrade
TOTAL ACCOUNTING & AUDITING
2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
14,100 14,810 14,557 14,468 14,992
31,019 31,019 31,983 31,983 32,943
12,185 11,434 11,601 11,487 13,508
2,797 2,841 2,886 2,880 2,972
654 664 675 674 695
3,513 3,559 4,068 4,060 4,274
80 16 80 25 80
37 37 46 46 46
140 41 89 70 93
600 501 600 698 700
1,186 1,107 500
400 662 650 309 650
200 40 200 268 200
100 212 300 69 300
500 719 500 1,024 500
500 375 500 358 500
1,750 1,568 1,750 1,625 1,750
533 683 500 150
70,294 70,288 70,985 70,693 74,203
200 190 800 872 200
4,410 4,355 7,300 7,275 4,410
199 282 360 500 199
46 65 84 118 46
8 2 8 8 8
500 188 500 276 500
5,363 5,082 9,052 9,049 5,363
67,532 67,211 69,875 67,902 72738
6,413 6,018 6,307 6,046 5886
4,187 4,167 4,332 4,210 4510
979 975 1,013 985 1055
3,455 3,455 4,019 4,019 4223
400 32 400 506 600
50 43 61 15 61
210 122 134 110 140
14,050 15,452 14,500 12,252 15,000
300 91 300 296 300
75 1,500






























01-4150.60-330 DP Software Support
TOTAL DATA PROCESSING
REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
01-4152.10-390 AS Contract Appraiser
TOTAL REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
LEGAL EXPENSE

















TX Meetings & Training
TX Register of Deeds
TX Repairs & Maint.
















2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
15,529 15,177 17,963 16,071 18,498
5,772 5,416 5,677 5,441 5,298
1,081 941 1,114 996 1,147
253 220 260 233 268
1,290 1,193 1,570 1,405 1,649
200 200 19 200
12 12 15 61 15
54 71 34 25 36
600 498 600 620 625
200 200 50 200
2,400 2,482 1,200 1,138 1,500
40 20 40 20 40
50 50 50
1,500 2,031 2,250 2,449 2,250
4,000 4,308 4,600 4,420 4,600
2,500 3,009
35,481 35,378 35,773 32,948 36,376
1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600
99 99 99 99 99
24 23 24 24 24
8 -3 8 8 8
300 237 300 398 500
2,031 1,956 2,031 2,129 2,231
5,600 5,581 6,527 6,147 6,500
5,600 5,581 6,527 6,147 6,500
61,000 61,000 62,000 62,145 55,000
61,000 61,000 62,000 62,145 55,000
13,642 13,642 15,695 16,069 14,000








































ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
01-4191.30-120 ZBA Salaries - P/T
01-4191.30-220 ZBA Social Security
01-4191.30-225 ZBA Medicare
01 -4191 .30-250 ZBA Unemployment Insurance
01-4191 .30-260 ZBA Worker's Compensation
01-4191.30-610 ZBA Advertising
01-4191.30-620 ZBA Supplies
01 -41 91 .30-625 ZBA Postage
01-4191.30-840 ZBA Training
TOTAL ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
HAVERHILL/BATH COVERED BRIDGE
01-4194.20-341 HBCB-Telephone
01-4194.20-430 HBCB-Repairs & Mntc.
TOTAL HAVERHILL/BATH COV'D BRIDGE
INSURANCE NOT OTHERWISE ALLOCATED
01-4196.10-520 IN PUT Deductible
TOTAL INS. NOT OTHERWISE ALLOCATED
REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS





01-4199.20-210 JRM Health Insurance
01-4199.20-220 JRM Social Security
01-4199.20-225 JRM Medicare
01-4199.20-250 JRM Unemployment Ins
01-4199.20-260 JRM Worker's Comp
01-4199.20-410 JRM Utilities
01-4199.20-411 JRM Fuel





2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
5,150 5,124 8,041 7,289 11,290
372 318 499 448 700
87 74 117 106 164
260 80 300 330 500
19 18 30 30 43
19 18 11 8 12
380 358 1,800 1,412 1,800
510 809 800 443 800
1,000 837 1,000 490 1,000
1,200 569 1,100 681 1,200
800 1,561 1,600 741 1,200
100 6 50 50
200
515 205 450 296 1,680
10,412 9,977 15,798 12,274 20,639
400 466 1,300 539 678
81 29 81 33 42




2 6 3 3 3
250 176 250 91 250
100 151 100 238 100
600 330 600 133 300
200 200 126 200




2,000 1,685 1,000 1,000 2,000
2,000 1,685 1,000 1,000 2,000
4,111 4,110 4,257 4,257 4,257
2,661 2,661 2,907 2,907 2,907
6,772 6,771 7,164 7,164 7,164
20,609 20,619 21,965 21,439 22,620
8,825 8,225 8,562 8,150 7,890
1,197 1,278 1,362 1,609 1,402
280 299 318 376 328
46 46 55 55 56
857 . 890 583 600 612
12,000 11,597 11,760 11,185 15,000
15,000 15,520 25,000 23,063 25,000
22,625 23,807 27,468 31,518 44,182
1,809 2,086 2,100 2,200 2,200
3,200 3,049 6,000 3,182 4,191
409 900 900
86,448 87,825 106,073 104,277 123,481
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ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT NAME
SEWER/BUSINESS PARK
01-4199.30-410 Business Park Utilities



































































PD Salaries - P/T
PD Overtime
PD On Call
PD Shift - Evenings
PD Shift - Nights
PD Shift - Weekends
PD Shift - Wkend Evenings












PD Vehicle Maint & Repairs
PD Insurance















POLICE DEPT. VEHICLE LEASE
01-421 0.30-760 PD Cruiser















2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
345,160 348,697 364,122 362,280 392,475
4,500 3,998 4,500 4,984 4,725
25,500 25,714 27,000 30,149 28,350
3,120 1,973 2,000 640 1,000
5,600 7,085 7,356 7,288 9,256
5,200 2,413 3,328 2,212 2,808
1,352 612 936 379 988
5,424 5,406 7,176 6,000 6,968
1,352 2,061 1,456 2,072 1,352
85,337 84,577 100,858 96,049 98,592
3,108 3,513 3,996 3,413 4,281
5,839 5,831 6,124 6,120 6,495
41,044 40,282 46,413 45,791 50,353
3,220 1,535 5,513 2,600 5,000
257 247 334 334 334
13,510 16,409 6,256 5,485 6,569
200 200 200
4,000 3,709 4,000 3,663 4,000
3,869 4,049 3,839 3,718 3,916
3,500 2,830 5,020 3,832 4,628
4,000 6,161 5,300 11,112 7,566
13,995 13,825 14,000 14,168 14,500
1,295 1,696 1,295 1,728 1,539
3,145 2,126 4,020 3,446 4,500
500 325 1,440 1,570 500
4,000 3,647 4,530 3,983 4,530
775 632 775 408 775
11,000 12,834 15,500 15,723 17,500
350 120 350 18 350
14,768 13,572 28,254 29,162 19,502
2,000 2,478 2,000 1,976 2,000
1,800 583 1,800 591 1,800
5,529 3,706 4,659 2,209 5,529
1,800 750 1,550 300 1,550
81,259 81,259 83,296 83,296 94,273
41,600 42,848 44,562 44,237 45,899
748,908 747,503 813,758 800,936 854,603
37,012 36,839 11,877 11,877
37,012 36,839 11,877 11,877
4,200 4,356 7,123 6,891 7,000
5
28 63 73 99 102
225 64 592 788 888
4 12
64 33 32 25 33
4,521 4,516 7,820 7,820 8,023
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2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT NAME BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
01-4220.10-610 FD Woodsville 22,220 22,220 22,220 22,220 22,220
01-4220.10-740 FD Woodsville Equip 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
01-4220.90-610 FD Haverhill Corner 15,400 15,400 15,400 15,400 15,400
01-4220.90-740 FD Haverhill Corner Equip 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
01-4220.91-610 FD North Haverhill 21,780 21,780 21,780 21,780 21,780
01-4220.91-740 FD North Haverhill Equip 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
01-4220.92-390 FD Mutual Aid 1,800 1,664 1,800 1,867 1,850
01-4220.93-390 FD Dispatch 10,656 10,656 11,166 11,166 6,611
01-4220.94-390 FD Forest Fires 1,100 1,055 3,000 1,839 3,000
01-4220.95.740 FD Equipment 3,000 2,963
TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENTS 132,956 132,775 138,366 137,235 130,861
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
01-4230.10-100 Emer Mnmt-Training
01-4230.10-110 Emer Mnmt-Director 1,200 1,200 1,236 1,236 1,273
01-4230.10-220 Emer Mnmt-Soc. Sec. 18 75 77 77 79
01-4230.10-225 Emer Mnmt-Medicare 18 17 18 18 18
01-4230.10-250 Emer Mnmt-Uneply. Ins. 4 5 5 5
01-4230.10-260 Emer Mnmt-Wrks Comp 4 55 50 58
01-4230.10-740 Emer Mnmt-Equip 2,000 1,850
TOTAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 1,244 1,292 3,391 3,236 1,433
CEMETERIES
01-4240.10-260 CE Worker's Comp 565
01-4240.10-390 CE Professional Serv 44,500 43,924 42,642 42,642 44,134
TOTAL CEMETERIES 44,500 44,489 42,642 42,642 44,134
AIRPORT
01-4299.20-120 AP Airport Manager 4,875 4,875 5,021 5,021 5,172
01-4299.20-220 AP Social Security 302 1,031 516 509 538
01-4299.20-225 AP Medicare 71 241 121 119 126
01-4299.20-250 AP Unemployment Ins 15 14 19 19 33
01-4299.20-260 AP Worker's Comp 237 142 447 440 469
01-4299.20-390 AP Meetings & Training 200 219 250 202 350
01-4299.20-410 AP Electric/Water 800 604 800 725 800
01-4299.20-411 AP Fuel 12,000 11,780 14,400 12,287 21,600
01-4299.20-520 AP Insurance 3,000 2,175 2,500 1,750 2,500
01-4299.20-610 AP Advertising 400 92 300 300
01-4299.20-620 AP Supplies 200 246 250 232 250
01-4299.20-625 AP Postage 200 67 100 65 100
01-4299.20-630 AP Maint., Repair, Imp. 6,850 5,378 9,600 7,821 11,050
01-4299.20-690 AP Misc., Special Proj 950 871 950 514 950
01-4299.20-691 AP Hanger 40,000
01-4299.20-740 AP Equipment
TOTAL AIRPORT 30,100 27,735 35,274 29,704 84,238
TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY 999,241 995,149 1,053,128 1,033,450 1,123,292
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HW Salaries - F/T



































01-431 2.30-760 HW Vehicles
TOTAL HIGHWAY DEPT. VEHICLES
WOODSVILLE HWY. REIMBURSEMENT
01-4312.30-730 HW-Woodsville Hwy Reimb.
TOTAL WOODSVILLE HWY REIMB























2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
179,973 181,712 185,521 187,307 190,391
1,000 397 4,000 2,000
28,800 30,017 28,000 27,921 28,840
55,756 50,913 59,999 53,042 60,392
12,894 13,152 13,486 13,344 13,716
3,016 3,076 3,154 3,121 3,208
13,519 13,167 18,662 17,543 19,597
500 682 600 908 600
127 114 167 167 160
11,319 11,043 10,828 9,649 11,370
300 300 300
600 645 700 461 500
150 60 150 252 150
3,000 2,605 2,800 3,137 2,800
500 500 437 1,100
20,000 24,071 30,000 41,698 28,000
74,320 78,670 88,803 67,504 65,000
8,592 10,329 10,700 10,800 10,800
7,000 10,083 8,000 8,924 8,000
31,000 35,761 43,700 47,559 45,000
4,000 4,573 9,985 10,079 10,000
500 629 500 486 500
10,000 9,629 9,600
600 462 600 715 600
5,000 5,127 5,000 9,062 5,000
1,000 7 1,000 107 1,000
40,000 34,706 60,000 65,890 40,000
200 124 200 40 400
100,000 100,000 120,000 104,633 80,000
2,000 1,386 2,000 1,028 2,000
884 1,000 24 1,000
13,000 12,885 15,000 13,335 15,000
26,000 24,902 28,000 37,976 38,850
15,000 11,568 18,900 20,501 18,900
659,666 663,750 782,255 767,279 714,774
94,051 94,051
94,051 94,051
186,159 186,159 195,564 195,564 302,202
186,159 186,159 195,564 195,564 302,202
939,876 943,960 977,819 962,843 1,016,976
11,000 10,953 11,500 10,764 14,452
744 679 713 668 896
174 159 167 156 210
25 25 30 30 30
237 66 115 115 120




3,000 2,614 3,000 3,019 4,500
16,180 14,879 16,525 15,943 27,208
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ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT NAME
OTHER HEALTH
01-4415.10-390 Ambulance

















01 -441 9.40-390 Meals on Wheels
01-4419.50-390 TrI-County Comm Action
TOTAL OTHER HEALTH AGENCIES
GENERAL ASSISTANCE




















GA Meetings and Training
















GA Heat and Oil








TOTAL GA DIRECT ASSISTANCE
TOTAL GENERAL ASSISTANCE
2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
67,816 67,816 68,570 64,872 68,570
10,169 10,169 10,169 10,169 10,169
77,985 77,985 78,739 75,041 78,739
1,210 1,210 1,246 1,246 1,500
75 75 77 77 93
18 17 18 18 22
4 4 5 5 6
4 38 56 50 59
1,311 1,344 1,402 1,396 1,680
618 618 618 618 618
2,557 2,557 2,557 2,557 2,557
12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000
4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000


























43,000 42,436 60,729 54,768 61,089
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ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT NAME
PARKS AND RECREATION
01-4520.10-110 HARP Counselor Salaries
01 -4520.1 0-220 HARP Social Security
01-4520.10-225 HARP Medicare
01-4520.10-250 HARP Unemployment Insurance
01-4520.10-260 HARP Worker's Compensation
01 -4520.1 0-341 REC Telephone








01 -4520.1 0-692 HARP Field Trips & Bussing
01 -4520.1 0-695 HARP Supplies
01 -4520.1 0-697 HARP Snack Program
01 -4520. 1 0-744 REC YMC
A
01-4520.11-110 REC Director Salary
01-4520.11-210 REC Health Insurance
01 -4520.1 1 -220 REC Social Security
01-4520.11-225 REC Medicare
01 -4520.1 1 -230 REC Retirement
01-4520.11-240 REC Mileage/Travel
01-4520.11-250 REC Unemployment Ins
01-4520.11-260 REC Worker's Comp
01-4520.11-560 REC Dues/Subs/Trng
01 -4520.1 1 -740 REC Computer Upgrade
01-4520.12-110 Pool Lifeguards
01-4520.12-220 Pool Social Security
01-4520.12-225 Pool Medicare
01-4520.12-250 Pool Unemployment Ins






















01-4589.10-692 Haverhill Heritage Comm.
TOTAL CULTURE & HERITAGE
2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
10,000 10,089 12,000 10,358 12,000
620 626 744 642 744
145 146 174 150 174
38 38 38 38 55
444 587 291 285 305
400 558 400 802 650
1,000 1,572 1,500 1,446 1,000
3,500 3,720 2,500 1,935 2,500
2,000 2,120 2,000
1,600 1,554 500 568 2,500
1,500 1,557 1,500 1,681 1,500
310 1,200
1,200 688 1,700 1,660 1,500
50 30 50 21 50
1,000 457 1,000 414 750
1,000 691 1,000 1,187 1,000
100
500 500 500 500 500
27,000 26,608 28,827 28,827 30,147
11,544 10,832 11,353 10,883 10,595
1,650 1,650 1,787 1,787 1,869
386 386 418 418 437
2,072 2,073 2,519 2,520 2,688
200 106 200
25 25 30 30 30
1,185 1,798 808 640 848
50 65 300 90 90
1,500
8,500 8,081 8,500 6,997 8,500
527 501 501 434 501
123 117 117 101 117
38 38 38 55
377 90 247 200 259
3,200 3,107 3,300 2,491 3,300
5,356
5,000 4,238 4,500 3,780 4,500
4,200 750 3,000 2,039 2,200
250 1,000 1,090 1,200
89,224 88,800 94,542 86,278 96,264
13,200 13,200 15,580 15,580 17,917
10,000 10,000 11,280 11,280 13,400
10,000 10,000 11,280 11,280 11,280
6,800 6,800 8,000 8,000 7,000
40,000 40,000 46,140 46,140 49,597
3,050 3,036 2,000 1,275 2,000
3,050 3,036 2,000 1,275 2,000
1,800 1,800
600 600 600 600 600
2,400 2,400 600 600 600
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ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT NAME
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
01 -461 1 .20-690 CC Conservation Comm
TOTAL CONSERVATION COMMISSION
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT













TOTAL BUDGET BEFORE WARRANT ART
2007 2007 2008 2008 2009
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL Requested
225 225 500
225 225 500
2,208 2,208 2,208 2,208 1,104
15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000
17,208 17,208 17,208 17,208 16,104
26,749 26,749 40,000 17,020 20,000
49,394 44,459 45,579 45,579 46,747
21,770 26,705 20,374 20,392 18,952
4,669 4,669 4,392
97,913 97,913 110,622 87,660 90,091
2,859,547 2,858,351 3,068,087 2,962,053 3,213,700
WARRANT ARTICLES
01-4850.10-740 Recycling 16,500 16,500 16,500 16,500 16,500
01-4850.10-741 HH Hazardous Waste Day 7,094 4,600
01-4850.10-742 Hav/Bath Covered Bridge
01-4850.10-743 White Mt Mental Health 5,894 5,894 5,894 5,894 5,894
01-4850.10-744 Airport Hangar 10,000 10,000
01-4850.10-746 Railroad Park 73,934 3,474 92,515
01-4850.10-747 River's Reach 480 480 480 480 480
01-4850.10-748 JRM Generator 49,921 49,921
01-4850.10-750 Business Park Trust 1
TOTAL WARRANT ARTICLES 106,808 36,348 172,404 77,395 22,875
RESERVES
01-4915.10-960 Capital Reserve-Vehicle 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
01-4915.20-960 Capital Reserve-Rev
01-4915.30-960 Capital Reserve-Parks/Rec 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
01-4915.40-960 Capital Reserve-Buildings 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
TOTAL RESERVES 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000
TOTAL BUDGET 2,990,355 2,918,699 3,264,491 3,063,448 3,260,575
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2008 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING MINUTES
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Haverhill, in the County of Grafton, State ofNew
Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James R. Morrill Municipal Building in North
Haverhill Village on Tuesday, March 11, 2008 at eight o'clock in the forenoon to act on the
following matters. Article One will be decided by written ballot. The polling booths will be
open from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM. At 6:00 PM the meeting will adjourn to reconvene at 7:30
PM at the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School, in said Town of Haverhill for
consideration of the remaining articles on this WARRANT:
Town Meeting was called to order by Moderator Archie Steenburgh at 7:30 PM,
Moderator Archie Steenburgh led Pledge of Allegiance and Rev. Glenn Hatch gave the
invocation.
ARTICLE 1: To choose by non-partisan ballot a Selectman for a term of three (3) years; a
Moderator for a term of two [2] years; a Treasurer for a term of one (1) year; a Trustee of
Trust Funds for a term of three (3) years and a Supervisor of the Checklist for a term of six
[6] years.
ARTICLE 2: To announce the results of the balloting on Article One.
Selectboard Trustee of Trust Fund
Leslie A George 117 Shirley Cobb 351
Peter Heilemann 252
Supervisor of Checklist
Treasurer Mary Ingalls 362
Robert F Miller Jr. 348
Moderator
Douglas McDonald 81
ARTICLE 3: To choose a Cemetery Commissioner for a term of five (5) years; to choose a
Library Trustee for a term of three (3) years; and to choose any other necessary Town
official.
Robert Rutherford nominated Wayne Bigelow for Cemetery Commissioner, Steve
Corzilius seconded. Passed by a voice vote. Susan Brown nominated Eleanor Ingbretson
for Library Trustee, seconded by Regis Roy, passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 4: To hear the reports of the Selectmen, Town Manager, Treasurer, Cemetery
Commissioners, Airport Commissioners, Recreation Commissioners, Heritage
Commissioners, Conservation Commissioners, and any other Town officers and
committees heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
Robert Maccini moved the article to accept the reports as printed in Town Report. Susan
Brown seconded. No discussion, passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Moderator to appoint an
Advisory Budget Committee to review the Town Manager's preliminary budget and to
present to the Selectboard their recommendations as to any modifications thereto.
Robert Maccini moved the article. Regis Roy seconded. No discussion, passed by a voice
vote.
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ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to make any alterations in the amount of money
to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the Town as
recommended by the Selectboard in its report, to raise and appropriate all sums
determined for said purposes, and to pass any other vote relating thereto. {Does not include
special or individual Warrant Articles}.
Roderick Ladd moved to appropriate $3,073,008 for the 2008 Town operating budget.
Seconded by Robert Maccini. Mike Conrad, a budget committee member, spoke to the
article and said he does not agree with the budget. On page 16 of the Town Report under
General Government Professional Services $7,000 for tire clean up at Haverhill Corner. I
think the Town should get bids to do this clean up and then bring it before the people.
Page 19 Business Park utility for $7,000, they want to put a high line to the airport, and
$12,500 for sewer hook up, we have put this in the budget for the last 6 years. That is
$75,000 we have put in this line item. This money should be encumbered and not spent for
other items. Page 23, Parks and Recreation director's salary I voted against the 10% raise
because all other employees in Town get a 3% raise everyone should get the same. John
Roden spoke for the police department for another officer. Harold Brown asked if Mike
Conrad would like to make a motion to the issues on the budget. Mike Conrad said he was
a Budge Committee Member and he wants to leave it up to the people. Robert Maccini
moved the question, seconded by Susan Brown.
Passed by a voice vote. Back to the original motion, Roderick Ladd to appropriate
$3,073,008 for the 2008 Town operating budget seconded by Robert Maccini.
Voice vote was to close to call so went to Ballot vote. Yes 93 No 78 Article 6 passed.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty
thousand dollars [$20,000] to be added to the Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory Budget Committee
supports this article.
Susan Brown moved the article, seconded by Joel Dupuis. No discussion passed by a voice
vote.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixteen
thousand five hundred dollars [$16,500] as the Town's cost to continue the agreement with
the Town of Newbury, Vermont to provide household recycling services to residents of the
Town of Haverhill at their recycling facility in Newbury. The Selectboard supports this
article. The Advisory Budget Committee supports this article
Steve Wheeler moved the article, seconded by David Joslin. No discussion, passed by a
voice vote
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand
dollars [$2,000] to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund for Parks and Recreation
previously established. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory Budget
Committee supports this article.
' Peter Conrad moved the article, seconded by Kurt Davis. No discussion passed by a voice
vote.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
thousand dollars [$2,000] to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund for the Municipal
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Building previously established. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory
Budge Committee supports this article.
Annmarie Godston moved the article, seconded by Edith Celley. No discussion passed by a
voice vote.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
Of seven thousand ninety four [$7,094] dollars to hold a Household Hazardous Waste Day
in 2008. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory Budget Committee supports
this article.
Joel Dupuis moved the article, seconded by David Joslin. Question, Do we spend this ever
year? Robert Maccini stated that we do so every other year. Passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty five
thousand [$45,000] dollars for the purchase and installation of an emergency generator for
the Municipal Building; up to 50% of said cost to come from a State Emergency
Management Grant. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory Budget
Committee supports this article.
Barbara Dutile moved the article, seconded by Roderick Ladd. Question how much money
are we actually spending? Glenn English stated the estimate on the cost is $45,000 right
now the state will reimburse 50% of what ever we spend. Question why do we need an
emergency generator when we do not have an emergency plan for evacuation for the town.
Roderick Ladd stated that the Town of Haverhill does have an emergence management
plan. They are working on updating the plan.
Question why is the cost so high? Glenn English stated that the kilowatt load of the
building is 43,000. Contractor recommended 45-kilowatt generator. The way towns have
to budget is gross budget so when you are going to appropriate money for something you
have to appropriate the entire amount and then you say were the revenue is coming to go
against that appropriation; so you will see in the revenue budget half that amount as a
State grant. So you are appropriating the full amount. We buy the generator we get
reimbursed half that amount which goes in the revenue side of the budget so you end up
supporting half the item with tax money. On the Revenue side of the budget you will see a
revenue line called State Emergency Management Grant for $22,500 that General
Revenues makes up that $45,000. We do not lump grant money on top of the
appropriation. You're appropriating the entire amount, half of which is reimbursed by the
grant. Jay Holden moved the question seconded by Barbara Dutile. Passed by a voice vote.
Back to the article it was moved by Barbara Dutile, seconded by Roderick Ladd. Passed by
a voice vote.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ninety two
thousand five hundred and fifteen 1$92,515] dollars to complete the Railroad Park project;
[$65,000] of said amount to come from a State Scenic By-way grant and the balance of said
amount [$27,515] to come from the Parks and Recreation capital reserve fund. This
appropriation shall be non-lapsing and may be encumbered by the Selectboard for up to
four years. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory Budget Committee
supports this article.
Barbara Dutile moved the article, seconded by David Joslin. Question what is left to
complete the park? Glenn English said we need to do a walking path around perimeter,
five park benches and five picnic tables, lamp posts, topsoil and grass, casement from
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Kevin Shelton to access property. Purchase a boxcar, split rail fencing around entire
property for safety and to purchase some play equipment for the children. Regis Roy
asked do we have insurance to cover and security at the park? Yes we have insurance.
Leslie George asked about the $65,000 appropriated and approved 2 years ago for Railroad
Park where does this money come in. Glenn English the federal government put a hold on
every scenic byway project in the state including ours, so we never received the $65,000
that was frozen by the state government. Article passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand eight hundred and ninety four dollars [$5,894] for the support of the White
Mountain Mental Health Association. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory
Budget Committee supports this article.
Regis Roy moved the article, seconded by Jay Holden. George Thurston, a representative
of White Mt Mental Health spoke on behalf of the appropriation and thanking the town for
its participation. Jay Holden, moved the question, seconded by Barbara Dutile. Moving
the question passed. Back to Article, Passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four
hundred and eighty dollars [$480] for the support of the River's Reach Regional Resource
Center. The Selectboard supports this article. The Advisory Budget Committee supports
this article.
Susan Brown moved the article, seconded by Lynn Wheeler. Question what is River's
Reach Resource Center? Connie Phileo, explained that they help people with everyday
problems faced by persons of all ages and income levels. Passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Trail Capital Reserve Fund
previously established. The Fund has a zero balance. The Selectboard supports this
article.
Jay Holden moved the article, seconded by Steve Corzilius. Passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to approve the following resolution to be
forwarded to our State Representatives, our State Senator and our Governor:
Resolved: We the citizens of Haverhill, N.H. believe in a New Hampshire that is just and
fair. The property tax has become unjust and unfair. State leaders who take the pledge for
no new taxes perpetuate higher and higher property taxes. We call on our State
Representatives, our State Senator and our Governor to reject the "Pledge", have an open
discussing covering all options, and adopt a revenue system that lowers property taxes. [By
Petition]
Susan Brown moved the article, seconded by Leslie George. Passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of $3,840 for the support of the
libraries in addition to the $42,300 in the proposed budget. The total appropriation will
then be the $46,140 originally requested. [By Petition]
Dale Kendall stated he would like to move to pass over the article because the funds have
been restored to the budget and this on longer required, seconded by Susan Brown. Passed
by a voice vote
29
ARTICLE 19: To take any other action that may legally come before this meeting.
Richard Guy thanked Robert Maccini and Archie Steenburgh for their years of service to
the town.
Roderick Ladd thanked Ruth Wellington and Marilyn Seminerio for their dedicated
service to the town. Mr. Ladd thanked Robert Maccini for his service to the town.
Howard Hatch presented Archie Steenburgh with a plaque for his many years of service as
Moderator of the Town. Susan Brown stated that Rivers Valley Vet. Practice has given the
Town of Haverhill the chip reader so you get find your pet it was gift so the people should
know it is available.
Jay Holden moved to adjourn and seconded by Barbara Dutile. Meeting adjourned at 9:10
P.M. March 11, 2008
Respectfully Submitted,
Bette Pollock, Town Clerk
Haverhill Recreation Preschool Class
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TOWN EMPLOYEE WAGES PAID 2008
Employee Name Position Regular Overtime Spec Duty Shift Diff Total
Conrad, Peter Selectboard Member 1,500.00 1,500.00
Dupuis, Joel Selectboard Member 375.00 375.00
Joslin, David Selectboard Member 1,500.00 1,500.00
Heilemann, Peter Selectboard Member 1,125.00 1,125.00
Ladd, Roderick Selectboard Member 1,500.00 1,500.00
Maccini, Robert Selectboard Member 1,125.00 1,125.00
English, Glenn Town Manager 58,576.01 58,576.01
Lacaillade, Jo Finance Officer/Admin Asst 45,986.50 45,986.50
Gate, Anita Bookkeeper-AP/PR 22,364.44 22,364.44
Pollock, Bette Town Clerk/Dep.Tax Coll 31,983.33 31,983.33
Roy, Sandra Tax Coll./Dep. Town Clk 30,430.21 108.45 30,538.66
Ramsay, Leslie Welfare Administrator 8,058.00 8,058.00
Clough, Samuel Road Agent 49,025.55 10,306.16 59,331.71
Boucher, Albert Highway-Equipment Oper. 12,002.00 2,502.36 14,504.36
Gadwah, Gene Highway-Truck Drvr/Mtnc 32,305.50 4,507.62 36,813.12
Irwin, Jon Highway-Truck Drvr/Mtnc 36,628.00 5,509.77 42,137.77
Parker, Lester Highway-Truck Drvr/Mtnc 34,117.68 3,943.20 38,060.88
Vance, Richard A Jr. Highway-Truck Drvr/Mtnc 22,600.00 1,770.75 24,370.75
Williams, Jeffery Police Dept. - Chief 60,590.53 351.00 60,941.53
Smith, Cecil Police Dept-Sergeant 51,886.37 4,175.08 3,004.00 59,065.45
Charles, Byron Police Dept-Corporal 47,082.19 2,360.20 882.00 1,626.00 51,950.39
Trott, Wallace Police Dept-Corporal 44,653.44 5,984.51 838.50 3,465.00 54,941 .45
Ailing, Brandon Police Dept.- Officer 36,648.11 5,165.44 1,321.50 2,829.00 45,964.05
Hebert, Gary Police Dept.- Officer 38,295.05 4,025.82 945.00 2,744.00 46,009.87
Martin, Robert Police Dept.- Officer 35,954.10 7,053.95 1,071.00 2,804.00 46,883.05
Fournier, Ronald Police Dept.- Officer P/T 777.00 777.00
Stapelfeld, Donald Police Dept.- Officer P/T 4,108.61 663.00 516.75 5,288.36
Peterson, Lorimarie Police Dept. -Office Mgr 37,227.03 233.02 37,460.05
Lenig, Barbara Police Dept.-Clerk P/T 1,254.00 1,254.00
Surette-Mills, Janet M Police Dept.-Clerk P/T 6,529.63 6,529.63
Irwin, Benjamin Police Dept.-Clerk P/T 4,912.50 4,912.50
Hatch, Glenn Recreation Director 28,827.00 28,827.00
Cate, Alaina Asst. Director/HARP 2,331.00 2,331.00
Forsythe, Melysa R HARP-Counselor 523.69 523.69
Garone, McKenzie Y HARP-Counselor 785.13 785.13
Huntington, Samantha HARP-Counselor 858.00 858.00
Joslin, Kyla Lifeguard 1,802.00 1,802.00
Kidder, Rachel P Lifeguard 1 ,491 .00 1,491.00
Maerder, Morgan HARP-Counselor 1 ,056.00 1,056.00
Page, Zachary C HARP-Counselor 236.25 - 236.25
Roy, Samuel HARP-Counselor 987.25 987.25
Salerno, Christina M HARP-Counselor 445.50 445.50
Smith, Samantha HARP-Counselor 1,665.00 1,665.00
Somers, Sarah J HARP-Counselor 513.19 513,19
Waterhouse, Samantha HARP-Counselor 957.00 957.00
Roy, Charles Lifeguard 1,260.00 1,260.00
Waterhouse, Mollie Lifeguard 2,443.75 2,443.75
Nystrom, LeeAnn E PB Clerk 3,527.61 3,527.61
Sargent, Sherri ZBA Clerk/PB Clerk 4,843.98 4,843.98
Clifford, Mabel JRM-Maintenance 6,693.27 6,693.27
Clifford, Robert Sr. JRM-Maintenance 18,103.67 1,149.94 19,253.61
Fortier, James Airport Mgr/Maintenance 8,213.54 8,213.54
Cataldo, George Animal Control 10,763.66 10,763.66
Eno, Barbara Supervisor-Check List 1,475.00 1,475.00
Ingalls, Mary Supervisor-Check List 1,950.00 1,950.00
Thompson, Wyllian Supervisor-Check List 3,850.00 3,850.00
Bigelow, Alice Ballot Clerk 263.01 263.01
Bigelow, Janice Ballot Clerk 234.26 234.26
Page, Marjorie Ballot Clerk 143.38 143.38
McDonald, Douglas B Moderator 200.00 200.00
Steenburgh, Archie Moderator 200.00 200.00
Robbins, Stephen Health Officer/EMD 2,482.00 2,482.00
Miller, Robert Treasurer 1 ,600.00 1,600.00























Balance 12/31/08 44,897.40 Balance 12/31/08 6,034.37





























Town of Haverhill, Common Fund
MS-9, December 2008
PRINCIPAL ACCT It S2330O020S INCOME- ACCT It S2330O020S




































Souiliafd Fund 6.B57J6 0.00 (35.36) 0.00 6.B220D 3.505.S1 0DD62 296.05 (309.65) 3.431.91 10,313.91
Nan F. BiminBton CaBpooKoifibl Slda&BnS aoi Z766.2B 0.00 (14.26) aoo 2.75202 4.58832 0025 119,43 (3.68 4,702.46 7,454,46
LaillB Lackle SIeXi&8Mi ato ZSS5JBA aoo (13.33) 0.00 2.582.46 1331.10 00024 112,07 (138.39 1.904.76 4.487.24
1386 WInnlhed Moran • FimaaBMUf 5id34BM> 0.07 ao.37<t.» aoo (38921) |S.000.00)| 74.B84.99 7.9aa79 00684 3.349 40 (lOa.BS 11.221.33 56.206,32
Silas Bartfatt Fund FkMwFurid sUkiABrxb o.c» 136.20 0.00 (0.70) aoo 135.40 5.40 O.0001 5,68 (5.S9 S.B9 141,16
Knlth Fimbam FlworFuid fiUb&Bfds o.ca 136.20 0.00 1070) OOO 13S.49 5.40 0.0001 5.68 (5.S3 5.65 141.18
Mary E. Gulllcttt Ftawi'Firt filda&Bndi am 136^ aoo (0.70) aoo 13&49 5.40 0.0001 5.68 (5.59 5.69 141.18
willlamH.lnaalla Fbs«(Fuid Slda&Bndl OCtl 2I2.A2 aoo (1.40) 0.00 271,01 10.60 0.00O2 11.76 (11.16 11.37 2B239
Jamti Cladcr FbwtfFmJ ' 5(cU& Brih (LOQ 138.20 0.00 (0,70) 0£0 135.49 5.40 0.0001 5^8 <5.59 5.69 141.16
Jamil Sattls Lot FbonFiAl Gtcb&Bnls ODO 136.20 aoo (0.70) aoo 135.45 5.40 0.0001 SM (559 S.63 141.18
aTCEB Canon &lnne!ngBfls FtowarFuvJ StUiABKb 0X0 ^06.63 aoo (Z11) ooo 40653 16J0 0.0004 17.64- (IB.77) 17.06 423.59
{MB Lawraneo BuUon FbwiiFmf S(e»aandi 0.00 27Z42 aoo 0^) aoo 27IJ31 10.SQ 0.0002 11.78 (11.16) 11.37 26239
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TSSn Raymond LoltfTB FtawuFin) Sle»&8nA ODO 408^ 0.00 (2.11) ooo 408.46 16.19 aooa4 17.64 (16.76) 17.07 423,55
2702 EmmaMAnnit FbwirRjif Gicki&anth ODO 408.53 0,00 (2.11) aoo 40B.46 16,19 0.0004 17.64 (16.76) 17JJ7 423.55
1974 DfSHriWELJWrenei FliwsrFuv] Sieu&BAfa 0£0 AOajSB aoo (2.11) aoo 408.46 18.19 0.0004 17.64 (16.76) 17.07 423,55
1961 RoyF. Wmball FtawirFind filcU&Snti oxo 406.59 aoo (2.11) 0.00 40648 18.19 00004 17.64 (16.76) 17.07 423.55
1961 Roy F. Kimball SMu^B-SctooJ 51cb&&«b D.m B29.9a 0.00 {Am 0.00 825.62 1.246.44 aoooa 35.63 (1.17) 1,281.10 Z 105.72
13» FllllanfUfid Awfd Slda&endi aoo 1.304.45 aoo (6.47) (5000) 1.347.37 427JS aooii 55.11 (1.79) 460.67 1.728.6'1
1961 Roy F. Khibfltl OOM SlcB&BKta aoo 634.fil aoo (353) aoo 681.28 27.14 aoooe 29.S7 (26.10) 28.61 709.83
MaryD.CarbK HDipol SIcia&Bnli aoo 553.25 aoo (2.B5J 0.00 550.40 917.34 0.0005 23.63 (0.78) 94044 1,490.84
John Oeztir Locke 'p<b SLb&BnU 0X0 679.B6 0.00 (151) aoo 676.37 423.3S 00006 29.35 (0.96) 451.67 1,126.05
John Oeitcr Locks UtinProB Sicb&BKb aco 1,&332<) aoo (8.42) 0.00 1.E24.B2 M.63 0«]15 7D.51 (230) 155.04 1.779J7
KBtEMoKiBnJofuiion U»P!r sim&smi o.co 691.57 aoo (3J7I 0.00 eeaiM 1.146.72 . O.OOOfl 29.66 (0.97) 1.17161 1.663.61
HawtltilllUbraryAiiDc Uwrr Sicto&Bnta ceo 12,44aT7 aoo (64.15) 0.00 12.375,83 20.401.18 0.0113 537.11 (17.50) 20520.78 33,257.41
\gri HavirtilllLrbAiaoe liHiy Steta&Bnb oco aOI8J3 aoo (10.41) oco Z0O7.B2 3.570.75 0.0018 67.14 (2.64) 3.655.04 5.88297
JohnDeiUrLKha UbarfSoeXi SUb&Bnb aoo 1.383.13 aoo (7.13) Oi» 1.376i)0 2.214.18 0.0013 59.71 (1.95) 1271.95 3.647X5
196T Roy f. KImbill liaty 5U3&Bnd* 0.00 69T.S7 aoo (3.57) 0.00 688.00 61.55 aooos 29JB (0.97) 90.44 776.44
CtmaiifyFunds Postal tail Sldii&BrKb 0.19 203.163.24 3,000,00 (l.D63iM) 0.00 205.106JO 32.319.50 0.1670 8.S00.98 (12.290.06) 28.930.41 234.D3B.61
test Roy F. MmDall RotBtyCUi Glcb&Bndl ax 605.63 000 (3.54) 0.00 662.16 ??.17 aoooe 29.60- (28.14) 23.63 71079
OreuttFimd SclnknMp SicU&Bnd) aoi 24.323.28 aoo (125.41) 0.00 24.1ff?.66 1.233.11 00221 1.05O.11 (1.296.77) 1.046.45 25244,31
SgLJametJaekton Sctebnhp SUO&Bnb OjOI 13G.1G 0.00 (0.70) OJM 13548 1S.49 aoooi 5.68 (0.19) 25.18 150.54
I9M Kendall F. Biaion W^m. BIctitBnfa 003 1.367^9 aoo (7.15) aoo 1.350.13 73.75 0.0013 59.69 0.35) 131.63 1.511.83
ednaM.Honlll Si«ti&Bnb aoo 5.436.65 aoo (2fi.15( 0.00 5.43050 290.20 0.00SO 235.67 (291.01) 234.65 5.GaSJ6
HsvartilllConicrvattonCoin. fichsunnp Sicb&finb 0.01 7.381 J9 0.00 (37.96) 0.00 7.32403 5.95212 OOOS7 317.S4 (10.38) 6.2S9.60 13.583.0
1OTB Richard G.Klndtr Mam Fund Fbm SUUaflndj 0.01 9.808.51 0.00 (51.09) aoo a.857.42 74238 0.0090 427.78 (13.94) 1.156.22 11.D13B4
issr CaSierlnaE-NaMmin StEki&BnD OIO 3i978.ra 0.00 (175.19) DM 33j60aS4 Lfloaao ao3oa 1,466.85 (1.611.39] 1.461,74 35,25258
JoiBph A. LavDle Vo-Toeh Sth9lir«tp sru3&s«(fa 001 5,370,64 0.00 (27.69) aoo 5,343.15 80O.S2 00049 231.68 (7.56) 1.124J4 6.46739
1S99 Cart SawyarMamoriil Fund SIckitBnl] 000 606.65 aoo (J.15) 0.00 802.50 4258 0.0007 34.83 (43.00) 34.70 837.20
1993 PaulTucUrScholarthIp SUoKitrtp* SldsABrtli 003 ZS41.62 aoo (15.17) aoo Ze26.45 156.38 00027 127.00 (160.83) 12256 3,049.01
issg GncoThaytrHallochMtmoriil aietat &«ii aoo 1.868.73 om (fi.«) 0.00 1.8GD.09 629.06 00017 80.72 PZ13) 677.65 2537.75
19S MonluSmlthMamoilalFund Sl£b4B«W 0,00 556.76 OJOQ (ZS2) aoo 55384 30.13 OD0D5 24.47 (30.22) 24.39 56022
2001 Doan Metnorial AvIaBOn SeMlUiTip Slcb&Snto a.<u 37.276.56 0,00 (192.20) aoo 37.0&i,35 6.41102 00338 .. 1.603.35 (52.44) 7,970.73 45.(KSm
200) Murl*l Lamon Memortil Fund Sdolmhp jtiBiBnda 0.00 228.30 o.oo (1.18) 000 227.13 48.05 00002 9.85 (032) 55.S8 282.71
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TOTAL 1.083.373.43 2B.733.B0 (S.E9822) (7.636.20) 1.038.77231
'
121.416,29 1.00DO 47.2G3.29 (32739.05) 13534253 1.23271534
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urAnowi Mtn Lakes Capital Improvement 5334002321 Capital Reierw
uMuuMi School District 5334D02319 CBpllal Retant
unknavm Revaluation 5334002247 CspiialRaiBfvo
unlaiovin Parks & Recreation S334003294 CapilBl RflSBfve
unknoan Mtn Lakes Water Dept Surplui S334M2323 Capjisi Reserve
it^rofm Mtn Lakes Recreational S334DD2320 Caprlal Reserve
wAnowiMtn Lakes Facility Improvement 5334002822 Capital Reserve
irtowffi Vehicle 53340023J4 Capital Reserve
2004 Buildings eOOOO[U2S3 CapitBlReservo












































































































338.879.54 44.O0O.DD 0.00 (211.602.87) 171.276.67 38.871,77 6,030.04 (6.429.85) 38.471.96 1 209.748.63
Town of Haverhill, Expendable Funds
MS-9, December 2008
DATE TRUST NAME
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TOTAL 705.286.36 23.403,25 0.00 (4B7.661.S9) 241.029.62 81.874.61 1,0000 15,047,93 (13,596121; 84.226,42 325.256,04
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TOWN CLERKS REPORT
I hereby submit the following report of funds received by me and paid over to the Town




Dog Licenses Issued $4,869.00
Fines $762.00
Total $5,631.00
Statement of fees collected from Jan. 1, 2008 to Dec. 31, 2008
Mortgages & Discharges $1,995.00
Car Titles & Applications $2,144.00
Vital Statistics $5,983.00




A/C Automobile Permits $708,192.67




Bette Pollock, Town Clerk
35
2008 Tax Collector Report
Debits
Uncollected Taxes:














Added Property Taxes 6,210.42
Resident Taxes 28,200.00








Resident Penalties 48.00 283.00
Yield 38.73 378.77
Gravel 4.75
Current Use 333.08 179.01
Tax Lien:




Current Use Interest 706.49






Total $7,538,782.55 $601,111.35 $3,914.49 $2,910.36 $121.00
36
2008 Tax Collector Report
Credits
Remittance to
Treasurer 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 & Older
Property Taxes 6,587,327.68 342,884.14
Property Interest 4,572.59 10,168.66
Resident Taxes 20,264.00 2,849.00 250.00 70.00 10.00
Resident Penalties 48.00 282.00 25.00 7.00 1.00
Current Use Change 43,575.00 1,810.73
Current Use Change Interest 333.08 179.01
Yield Taxes 24,132.69 16,468.58




Pilot - Opera Block 14,868.50
Conversion to Lien:
Property Taxes 189,639.65






Land/Use Change Interest 706.49
Abatements
Property Taxes 66,259.82 6,421.08 2,675.71 2,663.36
Resident Taxes 1,530.00 981.00 272.00 60.00 20.00





Resident Taxes 7,046.00 2,230.00 540.00 110.00 90.00
Yield Taxes 1,867.40
Gravel Taxes
Current Use Tax 5,570.00
Total 7,538,782.55 601,111.35 3,914.49 2,910.36 121.00
I hereby certify the above amounts are correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief." Sandra Roy, Tax Collector
37
Tax Collector's Report MS-61




2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 & Older
Unredeemed Liens 135,702.78 78,283.02 77,473.85 57,388.87
Balance at Beg of 9,660.43 13,083.78 34,543.26 35,627.24












Interest & Cost Collected
(After Lien Execution) #3190
Abatements of
Unredeemed Taxes




Levy 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 & Older
68,927.99 50,191.32 28,584.35 72,522.76 49,349.52
2,381.14 9,660.43 13,083.78 34,543.26 35,627.24
535.00 439.00 330.00 492.50 821.20
1,389.51 875.71 1,015.26 1,727.21
cost
Unredeemed Liens
Balance End of Year #1110 145,597.07 84,191.95 48,882.96 3,985.83 6,431.14
cost 1,850.00 837.00 710.00 70.00 161.74
Total Credits 219,291.20 146,709.21 92,466.80 112,629.61 94,118.05
38
VALUATION COMPARISONS





































4.51 4.87 2.91 3.61 4.33
9.86 16.79 10.51 10.87 10.54









29.65 27.15 16.44 17.55 18.16
VILLAGE DISTRICT (PRECINCT) TAX RATES
.82 .97 .53 .73 .95
3.13 3.62 2.26 2.06 3.16
.61 1.59 .76 .76 .56
10.99 9.96 5.50 5.73 5.44
TAX COMPUTATIONS
2008 2007 2006
TOWN APPROPRIATIONS [+] 3,264,491 2,916,421 2,903,488
REVENUES AND CREDITS [-] 1,593,969 1,463,491 1,854,751
NET TOWN TAX [=] 1,670,522 * 1,452,930* 1,048,737*
NET SCHOOL TAX [+] 4,824,946 4,664,023 4,499,506
NET COUNTY TAX [+] 501,661 438,591 330,599
TOTAL TAX [=] 6,997,129 6,555,554 5,878,842
* Includes tax to support town budget, overlay and veterans' credits
LOCAL TAX DOLLARS TO SUPPORT
TOWN, SCHOOL, GRAFTON COUNTY BUDGETS
2001 - 2008
TAX DOLLARS RAISED Sources: NH Dept. ofRevenue




2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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HAVERHILL POLICE DEPARTMENT
2975 DARTMOUTH COLLEGE HIGHWAY
NORTH HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHII^ 03774
JEFFERY L. WILLIAMS, CHIEF OF POLICE
EMERGENCY 911
In writing and preparing our town report for 2008 as well as reflecting back on the past year, 1
again am proud to report that your Police Department fulfilled its duties, to you the people of the Town
of Haverhill to the best of our abilities.
The town is blessed to have a very talented group of officers and employees who are very
dedicated, work difficult hours and in dangerous situations every day all in service to you. They make a
positive difference in your communities.
So many times, just by the lone officers presence at a scene, be it a very violent volatile call or
helping an elderly person work their VCR because she is unsure due to the recent loss of a loved one
that always was there to run the machine for her, your police employees answer every call for service
with professionalism.
Certainly the most notable event for the Department in 2008 was the homicide of Christopher
Gray at the Robie/Talbot residence in North Haverhill. Because your department had experienced
officers that recognized suspects in this case soon after evidence came to light, important interviews
were able to be conducted by your officers that lead to the discovery of this crime. Without the
Department having this caliber of employee, the Gray homicide may still have remained an open
unsolved case.
Another major event in 2008 was a disturbance on Highland Street in Woodsville. In this case a
firearm was discharged after a fight had broken out involving personal weapons and edged weapons.
This call demonstrated two very important issues that we have been battling for the past several years.
1
.
All too often there is only one officer on duty in your town. This officer's closest assistance
can be as little at fifteen minutes away or much longer. Those fifteen minutes is way too
long to have a lone police officer or victim wait in an emergency situafion.
2. The town is faced with very serious crimes that require professional/careful
investigation. Because of current staffing, these investigations take longer to
conduct and conclude than is reasonable or safe in my opinion.
I continue to ask for the Towns support in increasing the police staffing for the above
reasons and ask you to call the different budgeting boards and let them know your feelings on these
issues.
The following is statistical information for 2008. 1 again ask you to please see these as more
than just numbers. They represent personal loss and people that have been victimized by crime.
The Haverhill Police Department continued this year to have a significant number of felony
cases submitted to the Grafton County Attorneys Office. Haverhill Police Department had the fourth
40
largest case submission in Grafton County as we did last year. Only State Police, Lebanon, and
Littleton submitted more felony work to that office. Those above departments have far more police
employees than Haverhill, yet we continue to produce a high number of cases. This again is a
credit to the existing employees that you have.
In closing, I want to again thank the different boards and employees and the townspeople
for your support through 2008.
Respectfully Submitted,
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From: 01/01/2008 Thru: 12/31/2008
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1 1 1 3 1 7
1 1 2 4 2 1 11
1 1 1 3
1 2 1 4 2 1 1 12
1 3 2 1 7
1 1 1 1 4
1 1 2 4
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Average posted speed at the accident scene
Occurred at On-ramps
Occurred at Off-ramps
Occurred at an intersection
Occurred at a rotary
Occurred on a one lane road/highway
Occurred on a two lane road/highway
Occurred on a three lane road/highway
Occurred on a four lane road/highway
Occurred on other number of lanes

































This year was pretty near a carbon copy of last year except
for the heavy record snows. We were able to do as planned putting
out the gravel this past year. We put 7000 cyds. of 1 crushed
gravel down out to Mountain Lakes and another 3500 cyds. were
put down on the other end of Town in the Haverhill Comer area.
We were also able to put in several more culverts this past
year that we weren't able to do the previous year. We were not
able however to do much ditching as planned. Completing the
paving on the second half of County Road from last years project
to Brushwood Road was not possible with the price of oil going up
so much I had figured an extra $20,000 into my budget for this but
it wasn't enough to complete the project. We had to put it out to
bid three times before finally doing the project and this only put
the base asphalt down. The top will be completed in the 2009
season.
I cut my budget this year by $60,000 +/- from last year due to
the economy and it will also give us more time to hopefully ditch
most of the Town as well as still put out around 4000 cyds. of
gravel.
Let's hope for no heavy rains this spring along with wind. I
would like to thank my men for another good productive year and
am looking forward to another great year. Thanks to the many










I would like to introduce myself to all of you who may not have already had the opportunity to
meet with me. My name is Leslie Ramsay and I am the Welfare Administrator for the Town of
Haverhill and have been in this position since May of 2008. As you know this is a new position
and it is my hope to reassure all of you that it is a necessary position in order to provide
assistance to those who qualify. Since I have been in this position I have dealt with both
seasoned clients and new clients. At this time I have approximately thirty active files. During
the past eight months of dealing with clients who have come in with difficult situations I have
learned a great deal about the area as well as the residents who live in our community. This is
probably a good time to give you a little ofmy background and the reason why I felt this position
would be in my area of expertise. I have been in the workforce for almost forty years, most
always in a position dealing with the public. Most ofmy career was in healthcare and after a
back injury I was forced to go back to school where 1 received a degree in Human Science with a
specialty in the "Administration of the Diverse Population". You may ask what that means when
it comes to my present position. It means that I enjoy working with people that sometimes don't
use the best judgment when making decisions, or it may mean that they are just not capable of
making choices that are to their best interest. The people that I see on a daily basis range from
those who come to us because it is a last resort and have had too much pride to ask for help from
family or friends. It might be your neighbor who has to no fault of their own been laid off, out of
work because of medical issues, have suddenly found themselves on their own and maybe have
never held a job in their life and don't know the first thing about getting one. Of course there are
those who have grown up in a "welfare household" and have learned and developed the attitude
that they are owed by society and should be taken care ofby the welfare assistance programs
offered by the Town or State assistance programs.
Making decisions and following the guidelines set forth by the Haverhill Board of Selectmen is a
job requiring patience, persistence, investigation, developing relationships with other agencies,
continual updates of client status, job search follow ups, closely working with Homeless
Shelters, and other agencies that can provide assistance.
When someone comes in for an application the process generally takes at least two face to face
visits and review paperwork of the client's financial status. Once the information is gathered and
phone calls have been made to confirai the information provided is accurate a general decision is
given within seventy-two hours. It may take longer if the information is not available or
immediately accessible to the client. If an immediate decision is necessary due to emergency
situations that will be taken into consideration while the client gathers the missing documents.
Over the past eight months I have learned to be more thorough and to closely check the
information given to me by the client. I have dealt with Mortgage Companies, Electric
Companies, Telephone Companies, and Landlords. My goal is always to make a fair decision
based on the information given to me. It is sometimes necessary to take on the role of a Social
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Worker, and many times there are resources other than the town assistance program that can help
these people. There are times when I feel like a private investigator especially when I catch
people who are just trying to use the system when they should be using their energy to take
responsibility for themselves. In the past I have worked as a Police Officer, Special Deputy,
Grafton County Dispatcher, and most recently as Admissions Director in a Drug Rehab. My past
experiences have taught me a lot about human behavior and how to be non-judgmental yet firm
in the belief that humans need to take responsibility for themselves and learn from their past
history of problem solving and life choices. 1 feel fortunate to have had these experiences in my
lifetime ofwork and really enjoy my current position here at the Town of Haverhill.
Not having experienced working through the winter months I am going by the previous data
which would show that there hasn't been an increase in fiael assistance as yet even though we
had expected there would be. Most recently there have been several families that have moved
from out of state or other towns to the Haverhill area with no jobs or financial backing. These
families come to the town for help getting an apartment, immediate shelter, food, utility deposits,
and pharmacy assistance. Given that I have the time and ability to look into alternative
assistance for some of these needs I believe that the town has benefited. Over the last months
letters were sent out to those we have given assistance to in the past with a fair response and
payment plans setup. I believe we have recovered several thousand dollars irom clients we have
assisted and hope that this will continue through 2009. By sending out reminders of client
assistance with balance sheets and a return payment fomi it stimulates a response from those
who are now able repay even in small increments. It is my responsibility to the community to
provide continual assistance and recovery of such to the best ofmy ability during my
employment for the Town of Haverhill.
Respectfully submitted,
Leslie Ramsay, Welfare Administrator
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Dean Memorial Airport Commission Report
The year of 2008 brought another year of challenge for Dean Memorial Airport. We continue to be proud of our ability to run the
airport efficiently without the need for direct town monies. We hope we will be able to continue this record in the future for the
day to day operation of the airport. We realize, as we have mentioned in, the past, that we cannot generate enough income to
meet the future needs for infrastructure, upkeep, and repair. The most substantial needs for the near future will be runway
repaving and the project of bringing the south approach end of the runway into compliance with federal regulations. The
required expenditures for these projects are presented in "Airport Master Plan and Site Feasibility Study", performed in 2006
with a Supplement completed January 19, 2009. The necessary 'near term' project will require funds well over $100,000.00. In
order to meet the needs for this funding, the Airport Commission has been diligently working over the past several years to join
the NPIAS program. This program is an FAA program that has 95% federal, 2.5% state and 2.5% local dollars. The program is set
up to maintain a system of airports in the United States that is up to date to federal standards. The process of being accepted
into this funding system (NPIAS program) is complete, except for the acceptance by the Select board. The Select board has
placed specific concerns on the table before accepting this program. The Airport Commission has taken these concerns and
worked to mitigate them as much as possible. We have made revisions, as requested, to the Airport Master Plan about the
closure of Airport Road, eliminating that proposal from any consideration in the future. One other major concern is the need of
the town to commit to a twenty year agreement to maintain the airport. The town is already committed to maintaining the
airport for this length of time because when monies were provided from the State of New Hampshire for other projects
completed in the past few years, this was a stipulation. In addition, the town has leases on the airport to hangar owners for
similar lengths of time. Finally, considering the concern for infringement on property rights of airport abutters, the FAA is very
sensitive to neighboring property owner concerns that may arise related to any airport development and will make any project
considered contingent on settling these concerns. There will be no new laws or restrictions that pertain to the airport. All of
these restrictions currently pertain to the airport as it is now and are in effect.
If the airport joins the NPIAS program a $100,000.00 project will cost the town $2,500. If we do not join NPIAS, the town would
pay $100,000.00 or try to get a 50/50 grant from the State of New Hampshire and pay $50,000.00: but presently the state does
NOT have funding levels like this. Simply put, we need the NPIAS program to survive and maintain safety for the public in the air
and on the ground, without placing undue financial burden on the town.
The airport sponsored the 12th Annual Airport Awareness Day on June 1st (please visit the website <www.mtlakesnh.com>
L\^ under mountain lakes video tour to see details of the event); and we
were able to fly 48 Young Eagles, providing over 700 Young Eagles
since the inception of the program at Dean Memorial Airport. Thanks
again to members of the Commission and the Community who helped
again to make this event a success.
The Balloon Ride Raffle was again a success this year with $2148.00
raised. Thank you to Dick Guy and Harold Haskins for organizing the
event. We thank all in the community who bought tickets. This money
is used for operating expenses at the airport.
Finally, I again thank Jim Fortier for his expert, professional, and diligent care of the airport. It truly is a beautiful little airport and
this is due in good measure to his care: as stated by me, commission members, and the many people who fly into and visit.
For this New Year 2009, we hope for an improving economy for all, good flying, continued reasonable fuel prices for all, and
joining NPIAS. Please come and see us at Airport Awareness Day this year.
Gerald J. Lyons, M.D., chairman
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Town of Haverhill
Planning Board Annual Report - 2008
Steve Wheeler - Acting Chairman
Melissa Walker - Member
Rick Ladd - Ex offlcio
LeeAnn Nystrom - Clerk
Don Hammond-Member
Michael Fenn - Member
Peter Conrad - Alternate EO
The Master Plan was updated and approved according to the new Revised State
Statutes. This was completed to meet those changes instituted by the State
Legislature.
Overall, it was a very slow year reflective of the lagging economy. Meetings were
scaled back to only one meeting a month. However, we did establish a new format
in the application process that includes a checklist in the completion of subdivision
applications. This reduced the overall time spent on preliminary consultations and
eliminated repetitive resubmissions.
During 2008, the Planning Board addressed the following:
Major Subdivisions 6
Lot Line Adjustments 4
Condo Site Plan 1
Minor Subdivisions 4
Voluntary Lot Mergers 2
Preliminary Consultations 7
During the year of 2008 saw a number of longtime members of the Planning Board
step down. A "thank you" goes out to Joel Godston, Tom Friel and Sandy Schmid
for the time and dedication to the Board. In addition, I will not be going forward




Acting Chairman, Planning Board
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2009 Animal Control Report
Once again anotheryear has passed. The end of 2008 sa^w one major change.
This being Doc & Kay Blaisdell retiring . They have caredfor the Tozvn of
Haverhill's straysfor as long as zve have been doing thisjob. Their caring and
kind service to the animals in this Tozvn ufill be greatly missed. At this time, xs^e
want to THANKTHEMFOR ALL THEIR HELP . We wish them happiness and
hope they enjoy their retirement.
Nozv to all animal owners in our Tovun. Ifyour animal is missingyou need
to call us. We are handling all loose and stray animals.
Once again we "would like to Thank all ofyouforyour continued support.
As our economy is poor tjuc arefinding more people requiring assistance. We ask
ifyou seeyour neighbor needing help offer some, or contact us. We can be reached
at 603-989-5870, or through Grafton County Dispatch.
Nozv asfor the calls in 2008:
Loose/stray dogs = 292 Possible rabid wild animals = 4
Cat calls — 74: Transporting rabid specimens — 6
Missing animal calls = 56
Cruelty Investigation = 46
Deceased Animals = 15
Loose Livestock = 14
Animals needing nexv homes = 21
Other Departments requesting animals removed = 9
Animal Bite Investigations = 11
Barking Dog Complaints = 21
Legal Information Requests = 8
Let us all continue to carefor each other and
our animals through 2009. Remember zve are
here to assist when humanly possible. Please
be patient zvhen calling as we are only tzvo people
vuorkingpart time.
George Cataldo ACO 603-989-5870




YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2008
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CASH ON HAND DECEMBER 31 , 2008 6,788.44
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
ROBERT J. RUTHERFORD, TREASURER
$40,832.63
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HAVERHILL-BATH COVERED BRIDGE COMMITTEE
2008 TOWN REPORT
Photo courtesy of Peter Kimball
At long last, our historic Haverhill-Bath Covered Bridge has been restored. The dream
of Lee Kryger, who formed the Committee in 1996, has become a reality in 2008!
There have been years of bake sales, yard sales, applications for grants, requests for
monies from Haverhill and Bath, donations from individuals, requests for assistance at
both the Federal and State level, in-kind donations, and continual searches for other
sources to pay for the restoration that ended up costing $1.3 million. The dedication
and hard work by so many individuals has finally paid off because all the funding was
received to cover the repair work on the bridge.
The bridge has been carefully and beautifully restored by all involved in the project,
and we have a "one of a kind" historic landmark for everyone to enjoy. It may be the
oldest covered bridge in the country, but is definitely the only Town lattice truss
covered bridge still standing.
On a beautiful summer day, August 23, 2008, there was a special rededication of the
bridge. One of the most important guests of the day was Lee Kryger who camie all the
way from North Carolina to see the completed restoration of the bridge and join in the
festivities. A day of bridge-related activities followed in the nearby Railroad Park.
The bridge is open to pedestrian traffic and provides visitors a view of a treasured
structure from the past.
Respectfully submitted,
Karen Griswold, Committee Member
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HAVERHILL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The mission of the Haverhill Historical Society, founded in 1965, is to collect, preserve and
utilize for educational purposes materials which document and illustrate the history of the
villages that make up the town of Haverhill, and of the surrounding area. It is supported entirely
by dues, gifts and the occasional grant. It receives no operating fimds from local, state or federal
sources.
Housed for most of its existence in the Haverhill Comer library, in 2001 the Society moved
across the street to rented quarters in the former Kimball Store on Court Street, where it
maintains a modest history museum and reference library. In the Ladd Street School, an 1 849
one-room schoolhouse which the Historical Society has owned since 1980 and has restored, it
sponsors seasonal activities that include speakers and other special programs. Without heat or
running water, the unspoiled schoolroom is an appropriate period venue for summer activities.
In 2006 the Historical Society began an ambitious new project: the restoration of Pearson Hall
(1816) — which for nearly two centuries served as academy, courthouse, school, library. Masonic
meeting place, and village hall ~ as a regional museum and archive for an area in which few such
facilities exist. In November of 2007 the Society was chosen to receive a $100,000 grant from the
New Hampshire Land and Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP). This award, with
local fiandraising, brings the Pearson Hall History Museum Fund to more than $160,000.
Planning for the receipt and expenditure of the LCHIP grant was the essential and almost all-
consuming activity of 2008. An April site visit and inspection of Pearson Hall by James Garvin,
NH State Architectural Historian, and other experts, focused on the restoration of the exterior:
the front entrance, window repair or replacement, re-pointing of brickwork, and replacement of
the balustrade at the base of the bell tower. A report received from Dr. Garvin in December
2008 sets forth the options for exterior treatments which must be approved before grant monies
can be released. Discussions have been held with craftsmen who will work on the building; once
their final specifications have been received and funds have been released, work can go forward.
Phil Jurin, a lead volunteer on several projects including the restoration and relocation to Alumni
Hall of the Woodsville Opera House stage curtain, as well as for asbestos removal and initial
electrification in Pearson Hall, has resigned from the Board of Directors to act as project manager
for the ongoing work on Pearson.
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Another step of critical importance to the future of Pearson was taken in 2008 following a vote
by Haverhill Heritage, Inc. to transfer the Pearson Hall property to the Haverhill Historical
Society. The deed was drawn, signed, and recorded; in a brief ceremony at the annual meeting of
the Society on June 22 it was formally presented to President Ruth Wellington by Jim Alexander,
Vice President of Haverhill Heritage.
Five special programs highlighted our 2008 Summer Lecture Series. In July, Philip Zea of
Norwich, VT, President of Historic Deerfield (MA) spoke on "Connecticut Valley Furniture:
Urban Styles for a Rural Society, 1640-1820." His slides and commentary included much new
information on the early fiimiture of our area. Richard Guy Wilson, Commonwealth Professor of
Architecture at the University of Virginia and a summer resident of Gilmanton, NH, who has
spoken to us in previous years to acclaim, in August presented "Federal and Greek Revival
Architecture and the Search for an American Style." Mention should also be made of a special
joint presentation by Jere Daniell and Kenneth Shewmaker, two distinguished Professors Emeriti
of History, Dartmouth College. They teamed up to discuss "Haverhill and the Dartmouth
College Case," pointing out that this landmark case had been opened in the 1816 courthouse
(Pearson Hall) and that Daniel Webster had legal cases at Haverhill on several previous occasions.
Our annual Progressive Dinner traditionally marks the end of the Historical Society's active
season. For this 10th aimiversary year the emphasis was on North Haverhill, our hosts and
hostesses being Roxane and Guy Scaife at the Dan Carr House on Briar Hill (with its Ruflis
Porter murals) and Elizabeth Morrill, whose home (formerly the Westview Inn) was operated as
a tearoom and tourist home by her grandparents in the 1920s. Through the generosity of the
VFW, participants were able to dine in their Hall, built in 1915 as an Odd Fellows Lodge.
We invite you to join us for some of the activities of the upcoming season. A calendar of 2009
events will be available in May. We also invite you to participate through membership in the
Society. Membership categories and annual dues are: Individual $10; Family $15; Sustaining
$50; Life $250. Your ongoing moral and financial support is important if the Society is to
succeed in its mission to better preserve, exhibit, and communicate Haverhill history as well as to
see the Pearson Hall project through to a timely completion.
The Historical Society's Kimball Store Museum and research library at 58 Court Street, Haverhill
(mail address: P.O. Box 25, 03765) is open on a seasonal schedule as well as by appointment
(989-5978) during the summer and fall. Limited research assistance by mail is also offered.
Haverhill Historical Society Officers and Board of Directors for 2007-2008
John Page, President; Ruth Wellington, Vice President;
Lois Henson, Secretary; Lawrence Sedgwick, Treasurer
Directors: Carolyn Byrne, Shirley Cobb, Carol Coon,




The Conservation Commission for the Town of Haverhill meets the second Wednesday of
the month at 7:00 PM at the town offices. Meetings are open to the public, and the
commission welcomes the ideas, suggestions, and concerns of Haverhill's residents.
Our mission is to: "seek to ensure the proper utilization and protection of the natural and
watershed resources of the town. It shall educate and inform the public while
coordinating and conducting conservation activities for the town. "
The Commission had a relatively quiet year as requests for building related permits were
down. The Commission did look into the idea of having a town recycling center as has
other town boards. The Commission gave its approval for several small conservation
related projects through the year.
Robert Stoddard - Chair
Nancy Leitner - Secretary
Brian Smith - Vice Chair & Treasurer






That time of year has again arrived for the annual report of the Haverhill Recreation
Commission. As chairman for 2008 it Is once again my honor to offer this report.
The current makeup of the HRC Is a great mix of members who have been around for a
long time, in fact one member who has been there from the start, as well as some who have
several years of experience and two brand new members. It is a great mix of nine dedicated
people ready to make the HRC a tool for the recreational needs of our community. I should also
note though that there is always room for more. In fact the original HRC had about 15 members.
So if you would like to join please step up and volunteer. The is no monetary pay, but the
enjoyment of creating recreational opportunities for the citizens of the area makes it very
worthwhile.
The other piece of the HRC that makes it so worthwhile is our current Recreation
Director, Glenn Hatch. Glenn is the first "full time, year round" Rec Director and has proven to
be an excellent choice for the job. With Glenn's help there are programs going on year round for
most all age groups. Right now there is a preschool physical education class, a Senior
Stretching Class, co-ed Volleyball, and Middle School basketball program all going on. The
summer HARP program is a large part of our budget and takes a lot of focus as does the AP
Hill Community Pool in Woodsville. But along with those are the Paddle the Border - Spring &
Fall, Haunted Happenings, Concerts in the Park (Railroad Park that is). Soccer and
Baseball/Softball programs. Teen Dances and much more.
As an additional note, late word has it that the grant money has finally been released so
the final touches can be done at Railroad Park during the summer of 2009. Some decisions still
need to be made, but the end is now well in site.
Please allow me to close by saying that this will be my last such report. As of
January 2009 I have stepped away from my position as a member of the Haverhill Recreation
Commission. I do this after 11 years of serving on the Commission, and I do this with much
thought and a bit of a heavy heart. I have truly enjoyed being a part of the HRC over its first 1
1
years. In fact, I have been Chairman for a good majority of those years.
Finally, let me thank the taxpayers of Haverhill for supporting the Haverhill Recreation
Commission budget since its beginning in 1997. Also thanks to the Budget Committees and
Selectboard members over that time who have always supported the ideas and forward path of
the HRC. Also a thanks to Glenn English for his support. Probably no one will be happier than
him when Railroad Park if finally completed. And I must also say a huge thank you to the HRC
members of today and all those who have served in the past 1 1 years. It has been a pleasure
and a privilege to serve with you on the HRC, a part of what Haverhill is, has been, and should
continue to be. Thank you all so much.
Gary Scruton, Former Chairman
Haverhill Recreation Commission
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2007 Haverhill Recreation Director Report
This year was a very good year of growth for the Haverhill Recreation Department. I am so excited that all of our programs are
growing. Record turnouts were seen in all events and programs and I expect 2009 to be no different. We have all heard it said that
"Patience is a Virtue," and that is certainly the case with new recreation programs. Patience has paid off and now the Haverhill
Recreation Department is experiencing abundant growth and recognition within the community.
There is not enough space in this report to write about all of our programs. As I did last year in this report I will provide a List of some
of our existing programs and follow that with a brief summary of the HaverhiU Area Recreation Program and the A.P. HUl Community
Pool.
Paddle the Border Family Night Out Easter Egg Hunt Little League Baseball and Softball
Babe Ruth Softball Haunted Happenings Adult Recreation Youth League Soccer
Teen Dances Youth League Basketball Caroling Softball Batting Cage and Pitching
Pre-School Class Winter Carnival Senior Stretching Railroad Park Bandstand Concerts
H.A.R.P. (Haverhill Area Recreation Program): July — August. An 8-week summer program held at the A.P. HiU Community
Pool and Communit)' Field for children 1" — 6* grades. 1 was very excited to join in with the Middle School in a grant enabling
Summer School youth to participate afternoons at HARP and on Friday field trips. This grant has helped us purchase additional
equipment and ad to our field trip bussing budget. Thanks to Brent Walker and Martha Jenkins for all their work on this grant. This
past year the HARP program started off with a bang with lots of kids and lots of excitement. Then the rains came and things slowed
down. But overall, it was a good summer with continued growth over last year. As 1 do each year I would Hke to thank some very
important people for making H.A.R.P. a success. Thanks to Mickey Leafe and Steve Tegu for their efforts in preparing the pool after a
long hard winter and helping to maintain it through the summer. Thanks to the WoodsviUe Precinct Commissioners and taxpayers for
allowing us to use the field. Thanks to area businesses for their Scholarship Donations. Thanks to the Assistant Director Alaina Cate,
who wiU not returning in 2009 as she has graduated from Lyndon State College and wUl move on in her life. Thanks goes out also to,
counselors, and ClT's for the outstanding job tiiey did. Thanks to all the parents who send their children to H.A.R.P. We understand
that we are caring for and influencing your most prized possession. We take pride in what we do and care for your children. We thank
you for trusting us. We are all excited about the 2009 program and we have lots of new plans and additions in store for everyone.
A.P. HiU Community Pool: The past three years has seen much work done in making the pool area an attractive, safe and
comfortable place for families. We continue to paint, landscape, and add furniture and more. This past year we painted the outside of
the pool building, added 4 picnic tables and shrubs out front. The rain hurt attendance a bit in 2008 but there isn't much we can do
about that. Let's hope for a hot dry 2009. The pool has a solar cover, which helps keep it at a desirable temperature. The pool is 40
feet wide and 90 feet long, which makes it just shy of being an Olympic size pool. There is also a wading pool for the tots. Swimming
lessons are available for all ages and levels and we are open to booking special events such as birthday parties, business parties and
more. Thanks to our Lifeguards for doing a fine job in making our pool a safe place to swim.
A special thanks to the local Schools for their support through the usage of facilities, gyms and fields. Thanks to local merchants for
their support of our programs and wiUingness to get involved. Thanks to Jo, Anita, Glenn, Bette and Sandy for their help around the
office. Thanks to Bob and Mabel Clifford for their help in the Morrill Gymnasium. Thanks to Dana Huntington for helping me with
softbaU in the gym, transporting equipment and helping put things together. Thanks to Samantha and Nellie Bell for helping with the
Pre-school class. Thanks to Jim Kinder and Lorie-Ann Noyes for helping with Youth Basketball. Thanks to Pat Riggie and Andy
yVUen for helping with Youth Soccer. Thanks to the many High School and Middle School athletes who help with Youth Basketball
and Soccer. Thanks to aU the Haverhill Recreation Commission Board Members for their support, ideas and dedication to recreational
opportunities in Haverhill. The Recreation Commission has been very supportive. I would like to extend a very special thanks to Gary
Scruton who was the Chair Person for the Commission many years and will not return in 2009. Your eleven years of service is very
commendable and much appreciated. And I must not forget to thank my wife Wendy and her support as 1 often work many odd
hours. She is very supportive and encouraging which really matter's a great deal to me. If I missed anyone thanks to you as well. If I







NORTH COUNTRY YMCA, INC.
Haverhill Town Report - 2008
Greetings from your North Country YMCA! On behalf of the Board of Directors, I wish
to thank the Town of Haverhill for its continued support over the years, and for allowing us the
opportunity to submit this annual report.
Since the early sixties, the North Country YMCA (NCYMCA) has reached thousands of
families throughout northern NH and VT by offering and supporting programs through schools
and in communities delivering an outreach YMCA. The year 2008 completed our tenth chartered
year as an 'alternative facility YMCA' - a 'Y without walls - as a necessity in rural areas of the
country with the collaboration between the towns, schools & community associations through
grant applications, programs, and initiatives. Follows are highlights of the North Country
YMCA's involvement within the Town of Haverhill and the fulfillment of our mission in
providing programs that build 'Strong Kids, Strong Families, Strong Communities'!
Programs : S.A.F.E. - Stay After for Enrichment: After School Program, Woodsville Elementary
School licensed with the State ofNH with over 45 families involved and local personnel and
high school student staff; Adult Health & Fitness Classes, W.E.S.; Adult Aquatic Program, A.P.
Hill Community Pool (& 4 Seasons Racquet/Swim Club/Lisbon); Walking Club; Y's Way to
Strengthening for Active Older Adults and Yoga at Cottage Hospital; High School: Youth &
Government, Leadership Training Institute; Thriving Through Middle School Conference, and
cosponsor of the May Family Night Out with River's Reach.
Events: Walkamerica 4/27, November Clothing Drive (11/1), Aimual Hoop Shoot (12/13),
Gilbert R. Rhoades Memorial Track Meet (5/10), Lilac 5K Fun Run/Walk (5/26), Soccer & Field
Hockey Camps (July/Aug.), & Benefit Golf Tournament, Maplewood CC (7/17).
Committee Representation & Advocacv : (all within the Town of Haverhill) Recreation
Commission, H.A.R.P.( Haverhill Area Recreation Program), Have-A Rec, Haverhill Area
Senior Citizens Advisory Committee, Scenic By Ways & OSP CT River Commission, Haverhill-
Bath Bridge, Lower Cohase Regional Committees, Cottage Hospital Public Relations and Board
of Directors, Haverhill Whole Partnership Committee.
We look forward to our continued relationship with the Town of Haverhill and providing
opportunities to 'build strong kids, strong families, strong communities'. Please don't hesitate to
contact us at 747-3508, fax at 747-2408, drappa@valley.net or by accessing our web page with
complete program information at: www.northcountrwmca.org







Annual Report - 2008
The Heritage Commission was concerned with three major projects this year:
construction of a Kiosk for the Railroad Park; obtaining a railroad car of some kind for
the Railroad Park; and conservation of the historic Hazen Site on the Connecticut River.
The Kiosk is in the process of being constructed by Tom Mayo and will be ready
for installation in the spring.
We have purchased an historic caboose for $100 in Milford, NH. It requires much
work but it was built in Lyndonville, VT and quite likely passed through Woodsville
many times. We have been awaiting the grant flinds to finance the transportation of the
caboose from Milford. We hope to have some volunteers from the community to help
with the restoration.
The Hazen Site on the river is the site of the first homestead in Haverhill. It is a
lovely spot on a bend in the river. We feel that historically and conservation-wise, it
would be well to place it under the Upper Valley Land Trust protection. There will be a
hand-out at Town Meeting outlining the reasons which we have considered. An article
will appear on the Warrant relating to this project.
We seek input from the people of the town as to what additional projects you feel




ALUMNI HALL CULTURAL & INTERPRETIVE CENTER
ANNUAL REPORT for 2008
In its fourth year of operations, Alumni Hall was able to further expand its arts and community programming and increase
services to newcomers and visitors. More than 3200 people attended programs at the Hall, The number of communities
regularly served by the Hall also increased in 2008 from 22 to more than 30.
Community programs in 2008 included SAU 23 Student Solo Musical Recitals, HCMS Winter Carnival dance; the
Oliverian School Parents Dirmer; Nancy Burton Book Event; a Granite State Fair Tax Forum presentation; the Oliverian
School graduation; the Learn & Grow pre-school graduation; the Haverhill Academy reunion; events for the first annual
Haverhill Harvest Festival in cooperation with RSVP and the Volunteer Center, the Haverhill Comer library, the Haver-
hill Garden Club, and Haverhill Congregational Church; the HCMS Soccer Awards Night; as well as a number of antiques
auctions and wedding ceremonies and receptions.
Arts programs again included concerts by the North Countiy Chamber Players and the Pine Hill Singers; dances with
Sweet Jamm and a rhythm 'n blues dance with the Willie Edwards Blues Band; the North Coimtiy Chorus' 60th Anniver-
sary Celebration concert and a special art exhibit with the works ofAllianora Rosse; Artsfar-Youth workshops in Film-
making and in Acting (culminating in a public dance and acting performance, and youth-made film depicting the work-
shops); our annual photo competition, as well as photo and art exhibits; a special screening of Jay Craven's film After the
Fog (presented by the filmmaker himself for Veterans Day); children's theatre performances by the Weathervane Theatre's
Patchwork Players; a musical production of "The One & Only Santa Claus" by Lisbon's Upstage Players.
Capital improvements and building maintenance in 2008 included repairs to portions of a wall, fabrication and installment
of a rain-diverter for the Annex roof, and the purchase and installation of an entry-level professional sound system.
Operations were again partially fiinded by the New Hampshire State Council on the Arts, by our armual membership and
underwriter contributors, by Hall rentals, program admissions, and donations. Program Sponsorships from local individu-
als and businesses also helped support operations and programming. To supplement these funds we applied for and
received grants from PSNH and Byrne Foundation (for purchase and installation of the sound system) and the Mildred
Page Trust (for the wall repair and creation of the rain-diverter).
In addition to our annual photo exhibits, quilt show, variety show, music and choral programs, events planned and in-the-
works for 2009 include new Artsfor Youth workshops in cooperation with the Haverhill Recreation Department, new
children's theatre performances by the Patchwork Players,film screenings, regular dances with Sweet Jamm and the
Organic Social Club Orchestra, another Mid-Eastern Dance performance, a Benefit Auction with Archie andJosh
Steenburgh, and the return of the North Country Chamber Players, Pine Hill Singers, classical pianist George Lopez, the
North Country Chorus, the Enfield Shaker Singers, and a classical recital by Katherine deBoer.
The transfer of title and governance from Haverhill Heritage, Inc to the Alumni Hall Standing Committee and its sub-
committees has progressed substantially and its culmination is foreseen for 2009. The tasks of the newly incorporated not-
for-profit Alumni Hall Association will include further development of financial resources and financial sustainability,
and expanding programming and services as resources allow. The Standing Committee - as the new Alumni Hall
Association Board - will have the operations and sustainability of Alumni Hall and its Connecticut River Byway Visitor
Center as its exclusive focus.
Haverhill Heritage's Board and Alumni Hall's Director again say Thanks So Much to the citizens of Haverhill and the
many individuals, businesses and organizations region-wide for your continuing support. We couldn't and can't do it
without you.
As always, we'll keep working to provide activities and programs for the heart, mind, hands and spirit, for everyone in
Haverhill and the region— and look forward to greeting you at the Hall again soon. (And if you'd like to become a
Volunteer, or new member of one of our committees, give us a call.)
Mark Chain
Alumni Hall, Executive Director
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REPORT OF THE TOWN LIBRARY TRUSTEES, 2008
This has been a busy and interesting year for the three elected Town of
Haverhill Library Trustees.
• We helped the four libraries in town plan and present four different public
programs with great success.
• We have started a book group which meets the first Thursday of each month at
the Town Offices. We average 5 -7 participants. We are delighted that the Pike
Library has started a similar group with larger attendance.
• At our March meeting, we learned about NHU-PAC, the State Library online
Catalog system. Thanks to Nanci Meyers at the Haverhill corner Library for her
fine presentation.
• We had ten laminated posters made which have been placed at the Town
Office, the Senior Center, HCMS, Woodsville High School, The Elementary
School, The Woodsville Bookstore, and, of course, each of the four village
libraries. We tape library notices to the posters: meetings, events, book group
titles. In addition, with the help of Peter Kimball, we have continuing coverage
in the Bridge Weekly - Sho-Case for library events.
• We planned and hosted a meeting on September 18 at which Jeff Williams,
Chief of Haverhill Police, and Tom Ladd, Education Coordinator of the State
Library, spoke about safety in the libraries to the assembled trustees and
librarians. It provided valuable information for all of us and was a major
success. At that meeting we also distributed packets for common budget
reporting. 30 people attended and were enthusiastic about another such session
in 2009.
• We helped sponsor two State Library courses, one at the Town offices and the
other at the Haverhill UCC Parish House. (For which, thanks to David
Pendleton and the church for the use of their facilities!) Pike and Patten
libraries need to get their passwords in order to begin entering data in NHU-
PAC.
• We are participating in the Community Read of Jodi Picoult's Nineteen
Minutes, a book which deals with bullying in the schools, in order to help
support the WHS program which began with Rachel's Challenge and which
continues with the reading and discussion of the book by faculty, parents, and
students. We are encouraging everyone in town to read the book and participate
in one of the discussion groups. We held a discussion group on November 6.
• We are working on a set of By-laws and Rules of Procedure (with the help of
Tom Ladd) which we have presented to the SelectBoard. They contain a mission
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statement and a proposed expanded job description. We hope to continue to
work for the Hbraries in town.
• We are this year for the first time requesting a small budget to pay for some
advertising and supplies.






















































Annual book Sale and Book Raffle Fourth Annual Librarian's Tea
Cookie Sampler Easter Egg Hunt
Tuesday Morning Storytime Pumpkin Party
Summer Reading Program Children's Bike Parade
HCMS 6* Grade tour Fire safety /Trip to Fire Station
Annual December Cookie Sampler Planted Perennial Garden
Annual Meeting and Monthly Trustees' Meetings
Services offered include: Free interlibrary loan with other New Hampshire libraries, 4 computers for
public access with high speed internet, photocopying, research and referrals for local and family history,
large print books, videos, audio books and magazines.
Our numbers continue to grow! Since January we have issued new library cards to approximately: 23
adults and 32 children.
Interlibrary Loan & Nhu-Pac: We continue to offer interlibrary loan services and we have added over
1,300 books to the NHU-PAC. (NH Union Public Access Catalog) If we don't have the book you are
looking for, most likely we can get it through interlibrary loan. Our patrons have enjoyed this service. We
have borrowed hundreds of books from NHU-PAC for our patrons this year, and we now have a total of
2,815 books from our collection listed on Nhu-Pac!
Fire Safety Goals In October we had Tasco Security Systems install a new fire alarm system.
Staff Development
Nanci attended courses on collection development and cataloging, provided by the New Hampshire State
Library this past year. Anne attended a Children's Literacy Foundation workshop in WRJ.
Our Trustees: For 2008, our slate of trustees included John Landrigan, Chuck Chandler, Jane Darby, Vesta
Smith, Barbara May, Kerri Harrington and Kathy Schiffman.
Volunteers and Friends: We are very grateful for our regular volunteers, Paddy Chandler, June Klitgord
and Lauren Simano. Our sincere thanks to the Chase family for always being there for us, the Bazzell
family, the Lehman's, Dennis Mason, Gayle Turke, Ed Ballam, Carl Stagg, Rose Clark, Breeana, the
Woodsville Bookstore and many more. We have enjoyed generous book donations, DVD's, and even cases
of snacks and drinks for our popular Tuesday Morning Story Hour! A special thank you to the boys from
the Stewardship Program at Becket School for the mulching of our gardens and raking all those leaves this
fall! Well Done!
The Haverhill Library is located on Court Street in Haverhill Comer. We are open Monday and
Wednesday 5-8pm Thursdays 4-7pm, and Tuesday and Saturday 10-Ipm. Patrons may contact the library
at 603-989-5578 or email hliba(5'charterinternet.com
Also visit our blog on the web! http://haverhilllibrarvassociation.blogspot.com
Respectfully Submitted,
Nanci Myers, Adult Librarian




Operating Receipts & Disbursements
Operating Cash on Hand as of January 1, 2008 $ 6,077
RECEIPTS
Town of Haverhill $ 11,280
Mildred Page Bequest 7,131
Precinct of Haverhill Comer 1 ,000
Earnings from Investments 2,458
Interest (Checking Account) 12
Memberships and Contributions 448
Fundraising Income 157
Book Sales 1,597




Workers Compensation Premium 344
Book Purchases 2,911











An improved $ 5,825 Fire Safety System was installed using











Treasurers Annual Report for 2008
Balance's
Savings:
As of 01.01.09 $1,685.33
Interest 2008 8.62
Checking:
As of 01.09.09 $4,793.50
Interest 2008 4.58
Credits
Town of Haverhill $8,000.00
Donations 35.00
Interest 13.20













Postmaster Box Fee 98.00










The Grafton County Commissioners are pleased to present the following reports and financial statements for the
period of July 01, 2007 - June 30, 2008. Grafton County has had a very eventful year. We share these reports with
you to assure our citizens that their tax dollars are being spent wisely.
A financial overview of fiscal year 2008 shows that total revenue received was $31,199,222 and the total expended
was $32,128,741 with $16,991,755 being raised in County taxes. As with each passing budget season the budget
process for FY 2009 was very challenging. The County budget increased by 1.43% while the amount to be raised
by taxes increased 10.65%. The large increase in the amount to be raised by taxes is attributed to a reduction in the
surplus available to be applied to reduce taxes. The budget includes funds for continuing with the proposed
correctional facility project as well as funding for a first bond payment on that project. Also included is a first bond
payment for a water tank that is being constructed on County property primarily for fire suppression needs.
Revenues increased very slightly.
The Department of Corrections continued to be a major focus during fiscal year 2008. During the early part of the
fiscal year the Core Planning Team and the Commissioners worked with our Architect, SMRT and construction
manager, HP Cummings, to finalize the design of the proposed new Correctional Facility and to educate the
Delegation as well as the general public on the design and the need for the new facility. In early 2008 the
Delegation voted and authorized a bond of up to thirty-eight million dollars ($38M) to construct the proposed new
facility.
In early March, 2008 the County was served with a lawsuit from two (2) citizens from the town of Grafton
regarding the vote that was taken on the Jail project. Those gentlemen contend that there was an illegal meeting
held during the Delegation meeting which would violate NH RSA 9 1 -A and that action should invalidate the vote
that was taken. This lawsuit went on throughout the remainder of the fiscal year and was scheduled to go to Court
in August, 2008. The County has vigorously defended our posidon that there was a legal caucus of the Delegation
during the meeting and that the vote was valid and the County should be able to move forward and construct the
proposed facility. Once the Court action has concluded the Judge will render a decision.
The County continues to participate in the prescription drug discount program that is presented to the County
through the Nadonal Association of Counties and sponsored by CareMark. There is no cost to the County or to the
citizens. The program is a discount program that reduces the cost of prescription drugs on the average of 20% for
those who have no prescription drug coverage. Grafton County residents saved a total of $1 13,904.49 on
prescription drugs during fiscal year 2008. Getting enrolled in the program is simple -just place a call to the
Commissioners' Office and request a card. The only information needed is your name and address and we will
mail you a card. These cards are also available at any participating pharmacy or ask your County Commissioner for
one.
The NH Association of Counties Annual Conference was held at the Wentworth by the Sea in New Castle, NH on
November 4"^ - 7th. During the conference at the Annual Banquet, Grafton County Maintenance Superintendent
Jim Oakes was recognized as the Maintenance Employee of the Year and Nursing Home Administrator Eileen
Bolander was recognized as the Nursing Home Administrator of the Year. Congratulations on a job well done, we
are very proud of you!
In April, 2008 the Grafton County Nursing Home received the prestigious Quality of Life Award. Grafton was one
of four (4) homes chosen and the only County facility. We are extremely proud of the Nursing Home for the
dedication and hard work that it took to receive this distinction. Congratulations to all the staff!
The Grafton County Drug Court program, which began in May, 2007 had a successful year and saw participation of
up to eleven individuals and at the close of this fiscal year is on target to have the first two (2) participants graduate
in October, 2008. The Grafton County Drug Court was one of five jurisdictions across the Country to receive the
Justice Department's Community Transformation Award.
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The Barbara B. Hill Fun(d) continues to be available for children who are less fortunate to experience fun activities.
During the past year the fund has given scholarships to many children throughout the County. Anyone wishing to
make a donation can do so through the Commissioners' Office as this is funded strictly through private donations
and the fund is being rapidly expended.
The County celebrated County Government this year as we do each year in April. The County sponsors a day of
festivities which showcase the services available here at the County Complex as well as provide a BBQ lunch and a
hayride. This year's event was very successful and saw some 500 citizens attend.
It has been a challenging year at the County with many rewarding moments as well as a number of frustrating
times. (We as) The County Commissioners are pleased with the progress that has been made at the County this
year and we look forward to the many accomplishments that are to come. Though the State ofNew Hampshire
continues to pass along more costs to the County, our mission and focus is to continue to provide good quality
service to the residents of Grafton County while maintaining a stable tax rate.
The Grafton County Commissioners hold regular weekly meetings on Tuesday's at 9:00 AM, at the County
Administrative Building at 3855 Dartmouth College Highway in North Haverhill, with periodic tours of the
Nursing Home, Department of Corrections, County Farm and Courthouse. The Commissioners also attend monthly
meetings of the Grafton County Executive Committee. All meetings are public. Please call the Commissioners'
Office to confirm date, time and schedule.
In closing, the Commissioners are proud of the accomplishments and successes of County Government. We realize
that these accomplishments would not be possible without the dedication and hard work of our four hundred twenty
five (425) employees and the countless number of volunteers. They go above and beyond what is expected of them
and their pride in working for Grafton County is commendable. We would like to recognize and thank all ofour
employees and the many volunteers that do such afantasticjobfor the County andfor you, our citizens.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael J. Cryans, Chair (District 1)
Martha B. Richards, Vice-Chair (District 3)
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk (District 2)
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Car Phone (603) 481-0863
E-mail: ray.burton4@gte.net
REPORT TO THE PEOPLE OF DISTRICT ONE
BY EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR, RAY BURTON
Executive Councilor
District One
As I start my 31=" and 32"'' years of service to this large Northern
Council District, I am hopeful and excited for new opportunities for
rural America. With a new administration in Washington new
economic programs aire in the future. Our role at the state, county and
local level is to have justified applications that will be used to stimulate
job retention and creation. County and regional economic development
councils coupled with community action agencies will be putting these
new initiatives to work.
The NH Congressional Delegation- Senator Judd Gregg, Senator Jeanne
Shaheen, Congressman Paul Hodes and Congresswoman Carol Shea
Porter joining other Northeastern states of Maine, Vermont, New York
and other New England Congressman can cause new resources to
become available. I urge that we, at the state, county and local levels of
government, step up with our concerns and let them know our needs.
2009 will start another year of the 10-year NH Highway Transportation
Planning process working through the Regional Planning Commissions.
TrEinsportation Enhancement and Congestion Mitigation Air quality
gramts are back in play. Contact William Watson at NH DOT for details
at 271-3344 or bwatsonfffidot.state.nh.us.
The 2009 session of the NH House and Senate will be a trying time witli
proposed cutbacks and how to still provide and meet constitutional and
^.^IC^' statutory needs. Be watchful of proposed legislation passing costs to
county and local levels of government,
senator and house members.
Stay close to your local state








The Governor and Council are always looking for volunteers to serve on
the dozens of boards and commissions. If you are interested please
send your resume to Governor John Lynch, State House, 107 North
Main Street, Concord, NH 03301 attention Jennifer Kuzma Director of
Appointments /Liasion or at (603) 271-2121.












Lyme. Monroe, OranQe. Onord
Plermont, Plymouth. Rumney.




Alton. Belmont. Center Harbor,
Oiitord. Laconia, Meredith,
New Hampton. Sanbcrnlon. Tlllon
My office has available informational items; NH Constitutions, tourist
maps, consumer handbooks, etc. I send, via email, a Mondaj^ morning
schedule. Send me your email address to be added to the list if you'd
like at rburtontt/'nh.gov .
















North Country Council, Inc.
Regional Planning Commission & Economic Development Dislrici
The Conage at the Rocks
107 Glessncr Road
Bethlehem, New Hampshire 03574
(603) 444-6303 FAX: (603) 444-7588
E-mail: nccinc@nccouncil.org
Tovni of Ha\'erliill
2975 Dartmoutii College Highway
N. HavcrhOl, NH 03774
1 would like lo lliank all of you for your support of llie council iJiis past year. Wc have
made a number of positive changes and completed a number of projects tliroughoul llic
region. Once again, we reaJllnTied die Council's commitment to serve community and
regional needs.
Over die p;ist year, wc have continued lo deliver planning and economic development
services liiroughout tlie region. Wc have ajid we \vi\\ continue lo adjust our capacities to
respond lo the needs of die communities ;md I diink you «ill sec Uiis in Uic programs dial
wc mtII be introducing in die coming years. The Nordi Country Council has continued it.s
strong rcladonship mdi ihc Departmcni of Commerce and die Economic Development
Administration (EDA) in bringing funding and project development lo die region. As we
,-dl know, tlicsc are tough economic limes and we mil be working widi our Slate and
Federal elected officiids to do whatever wc can lo assist our commimilies economically. Wc
wiW conUnuc our Communily Planning Outreach program targeted at helping our planning
boards in die difficult tasks of managing die planning acbNitics in dicir communities. We
will continue to seek your input as lo the communidcs' needs and, as alivays, be providing
die iiecessar)' technical support and education as our resources allow. These programs as
\ve\\ as all die odicr traditional programs in master planning, solid waste management, grant
wridng, natural resource pl.'mning, Browifields assessments, and transportation jilaiming
will conUnue lo be die focus of Nortli Countr>' Council. Please take die lime lo look over
our Annual Report and give us some feedback as Lo where you diink die Council could
improve and how we might better serve our communities.
Again, Uiaiik you for all of your support for die Council and hope dial I and my staff can
continue lo be of scnice lo your communily. The Council is here lo serve you. It is your
organbjition. Our staff and Board arc commiUcd to responding lo communily need. If
dierc is a project or a need in your town, please call us. We are dedicated to bodi




ANNUAL REPORT - 2008
RIVERBEND SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE CONNECTICUT RIVER JOINT COMMISSIONS
This year the Riverbend Subcommittee toured Comerford Dam and completed a new
and expanded Connecticut River Water Resources Management Plan. The Plan emphasizes
the many environmental and economic benefits of keeping floodplains free of
development and encouraging natural vegetation along riverbanks to keep them stable,
block debris, shade the water, and filter pollutants from runoff. We will sponsor public
presentations on the new plan during the winter and spring. We encourage towns to
consider our Plan and to incorporate our recommendations when updating town master
plans and revising zoning ordinances.
We urge all anglers and boaters to clean their gear carefully to avoid spreading Didymo,
the recently discovered invasive alga in the Connecticut River, and other invasive
species. Shorefront owners should also know about the updated state shoreland
protection law.
The Subcommittee provides information and assistance to the states, towns, and
landowners on projects near the river. Citizens who wish to help represent the town
should contact the Select Board. The Subcommittee is advisory and has no regulatory
authority. The public is welcome at our meetings at the Littleton Community Center. A
calendar, more about Didymo, advice on bank erosion and obtaining permits for work
near the river, the Connecticut River Management Plan and much more are on the web at
www.crjc.org.
Pauline Corzilius, Haverhill representative to the Riverbend Subcommittee
CONNECTICUT RIVER JOINT COMMISSIONS
This year the Connecticut River Joint Commissions (CRJC) published major new
Management Plans for Water Resources and for Recreation on the Connecticut River. In
2008 CRJC considered issues as wide-ranging as riverbank erosion in Colebrook and
New Hampshire's updated Shoreland Protection Act. We completed a new Five Year
Plan that focuses upon public outreach, use of river science, and protection of the
valley's natural, historic, and cultural assets. We supported the designation of the
Ammonoosuc River as a protected river, and look forward to the possibility of assisting
Ammonoosuc River communities with a geomorphic assessment of this tributary.
Through the Connecticut River Byway, CRJC works with communities, businesses and
the states to strengthen the local base for heritage tourism. In 2008, we concluded a
three-year project to identify the Byway with way-finding signs. Visit the Byway at
www.ctrivertravel.net.
Appointed by the legislatures of New Hampshire and Vermont, the Connecticut River
Joint Commissions welcome the public to our meetings on the last Monday of every
other month. Visit our web site, www.crjc.org, for a calendar of events, useful
information, and our newsletters. River Valley News and River Byivay News.
Glenn English, Connecticut River Commissioner
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The Lower Cohase Regional Chamber of Commerce
Serving the towns ofHaverhill and Piennont. NH and Bradford and Newbury, VT
2008 was a year ofprogress in an increasingly challenging economic environment.
We end the year with 182 members, a 12% growth above our 2007 membership. We're
working on a number of projects to increase our effectiveness in attracting those outside
our region, as well as local residents, to take advantage of what the Lower Cohase region
offers. Those projects include:
• Creating a Vermont state approved Visitor Service Center in a partnership
with Farm-Way, Inc. This service center affords our region a second Welcome
Center (the first in Wells River) to provide travelers, and local residents, with
information on shopping, attractions, and events on both sides of the river. In
addition to information, each center provides free space where our members
can place their advertising brochures. Each center provides a friendly
welcome that invites travelers to maximize their experience in our region.
• Installing new software, "Yellow Pages", on our website ("www.cohase.org)
which will feature dramatically expanded opportunities for our members to
present enhanced information about their businesses, thereby affording them
the opportunity to attract additional activity.
• Preparing an intensified campaign to encourage residents in our region to shop
locally.
• Investigating and promoting the options, potential pathways, and uses for high
speed internet in our region.
• Increasing the number of our Area Guides/ Map to 30,000 copies, and, for the
first time, distributing brochures not only in Vermont Welcome Centers, but
in New Hampshire Welcome Centers as well. Our 2008 Map was completely
re-designed to enhance its effectiveness.
(Cont'd...)
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All this is in addition to our core work which includes:
• Sponsoring, or co-sponsoring, The Whole Hog Music & BBQ Festival, Paddle
the Border, The Alumni Hall Photography Contest, and Farmer's Markets to
attract tourism to our area.
• Offering access to affordable group health and dental insurance for business
members in either Vermont or New Hampshire. Our partnership with the
Vermont Association of Chamber of Commerce Executives allowed us to provide
health care to 160 Vermont business residents in 2008.
• Maintaining our web site and annually producing the Area Guide/ Map which
have become valuable resources for residents and visitors alike, with information
on town governments, schools, and area businesses, as well as a community
calendar and links to many sites with pertinent information.
• Networking for our members through Chamber-sponsored events, including
Business After Hours.
• Fostering communication between the town governments, merchants associations,
economic development organizations and non-profits in the region to maximize
utilization of our local resources. This includes scheduling several joint meetings
and workshops throughout the year and keeping representation on a number of
boards and committees to keep information flowing throughout.
We deeply appreciate your support and encourage you to continue communicating your
thoughts, wishes and concerns to us. You may contact me at injowell(S)sover.net or at
(802)-757-2549. Our office address is
The Lower Cohase Regional Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 35
5 1 Main Street
Wells River, VT 05081-0035
Executive Director
Our Mission: The Lower Cohase Regional Chamber ofCommerce is committed to
fostering a vibrant economic climate by encouraging cooperation and communication








2975 Dartmouth College Highway
North Haverhill, NH 03774
Dear Members of the Board of Selectmen:
It has been another very exciting year at Cottage Hospital. We attained many goals on behalf of the
communities that we serve. First, we finally completed all construction related to the renovations, and
everyone is situated and operating out of their newly designed space. An Open House was held for
the community and it was well attended. We provided guided tours and received many positive
comments with regard to the new space.
Financially, we were able to rebound from our last year's negative performance, having achieved a
small gain from operations. We invested $3,265,000 in improvements to the facility and added
equipment to the hospital. We also leased an important piece of equipment called PYXIS to store and
distribute medications in various locations throughout the hospital. The equipment is designed to
improve patient medication safety processes, keep an electronic record of medication administration,
and to cross charges over to our fiscal bilUng processes. We also began a Telepharmacy program,
which will enable our patients the benefit of a Pharmacist to look over medication orders after hours
when our Pharmacy is closed. This is an added layer of protection for our patients.
At Cottage Hospital we are all very proud of the individuahzed care and safety that we are able to give
to our patients. Time and time again, we hear about the outstanding care that patients and family
members have received while with us.
We know our communities are supportive of our organization, and we are extremely grateful for the
financial support that our area towns have provided over the years. Although funds are always needed
and welcomed at Cottage Hospital, we know there are many worthy organizations also asking for
money this year and the Cottage Hospital Board of Trustees has decided NOT to ask the towns for
financial support for the fifteenth consecutive year.
We thank you for your continued support and pledge to continue to do our best to provide you and
your famihes with the highest quahty of healthcare possible.
We hope that you will share this message in your 2008 Annual Report, and we wiU forward our 2008






NORTH COUNTRY HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICE AGENCY, INC.
TOWN OF NORTH HAVERHILL
2008
North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency has been meeting the home health and hospice needs of
the North Country since 1971.
North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency provides skilled services such as nurses, therapist, home
health aides, medical social workers, and homemakers. Under our hospice program we also pay for
medications for symptom relief, medical supplies and equipment, short term hospitalization and in-patient
respite care, counseling and pastoral support. Our Compassionate Care program provides limited amounts
of free skilled care to those living with a life-limiting illness who are not eligible for traditional hospice
benefits. In January 2007, we added hospice volunteer services to improve our continuum of care by
creating an even stronger program of hospice and palliative care for residents. In 2008, we traveled
240,564 miles to provide 24,803 visits to the residents in our 21 -Town service area.
North Country Home Health and Hospice relies on Town support and individual donations to help
underwrite the cost of providing home health and hospice care to residents who are uninsured or
underinsured. The Board of Directors and Staff of North Country Home Health & Hospice are gratefiil for
your continued support of our work in this community and look forward to working with you to meet the
home care and hospice needs of the residents of North Haverhill.
Type of Care # of Visits
Nursing 967
Physical/Occupational /Speech Therapy 486
Medical Social Service 68
Home Health Aide/Homemaker 894
Hospice Volunteer Coordinator 7
Total 2,422
Miles Driven 32,196 Miles
Hospice Volunteer Support
# of Patients 9
# of Bereavement Clients 5













Newfound Area Senior Services
(Bristol 744-8395)
Horse Meadow Senior Center
(N. Haverhill 787-2539)
Linwood Area Senior Services
(Lincoln 745-4705)
Littleton Area Senior Center
(Littleton 444-6050)
Mascoma Area Senior Center
(Canaan 523-4333)
Orford Area Senior Services
(Orford 353-9107)
Plymouth Regional Senior Center
(Plymouth 536-1204)
Upper Valley Senior Center
(Lebanon 448-4213)
RSVP & The Volunteer Center
(Lebanon 448-1825)
Board of Directors





Dr. Thomas S. Brown,
Secretary, Lebanon
Ralph Akins, Lebanon












Roberta Bemer, Exec, Director
rbemer@gcscc.org
GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT 2008
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. is a private nonprofit organization that
provides programs and services to support the heahh and well being of our older citizens.
The Council's programs enable elderly individuals to remain independent in their own
homes and communities for as long as possible.
The Council operates eight senior centers in Plymouth, Littleton, Canaan, Lebanon, Bristol,
Orford, Haverhill and Lincoln, and sponsors the Grafton County ServiceLink Resource
Center and the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program and Volunteer Center (RSVP).
Through the centers, ServiceLink and RSVP, older adults and their families take part in a
range of community-based long-term services including home delivered meals, congregate
dining programs, transportation, elder care, chore/home repair services, recreational and
educational programs, and volunteer opportunities.
During 2008, 559 older residents of Haverhill were served by one or more of the Council's
programs offered through Horse Meadow Senior Center:
• Older adults fi^om Haverhill enjoyed 7,683 balanced meals in the company of friends in
the senior dining room.
• They received 1 9,989 hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by caring
volunteers.
• Haverhill residents benefited fi^om our Adult Day Care Program a total of 1 ,408 hours.
• Haverhill residents were transported to health care providers or other community
resources on 3,858 occasions by our lift-equipped buses.
• They received assistance with problems, crises or issues of long-term care through 432
visits with a trained outreach worker and 357 contacts with ServiceLink.
• Haverhill's citizens also volunteered to put their talents and skills to work for a better
community through 6,173 hours of volunteer service.
The cost to provide Council services for Haverhill residents in 2008 was $270,996.88.
Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want to remain in their own homes
and out of institutional care in spite of chronic health problems and increasing physical
frailty, saving tax dollars that would otherwise be expended for nursing home care. They
also contribute to a higher quality of life for our older friends and neighbors. As our
population grows older, supportive services such as those offered by the Council become
even more critical.
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much appreciates Haverhill's support for our
programs, particularly the new Horse Meadow Center, that enhance the independence and
dignity of older citizens and enable them to meet the challenges of aging in the security and
comfort of their own communities and homes.
Roberta Bemer, Executive Director
A United Way Agency providing services to older adults in Grafton Comity
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Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc.
Statistics for the Town of Haverhill
October 1, 2007 to September 30, 2008



















Transportation Trips 3,858 X $10.87 $ 41,936.46



















Number of Haverhill volunteers :46. Number of Volunteer Hours: 6,173.15
GCSCC cost to provide services for Haverhill residents only
Request for Senior Services for 2008
Received from Town of Haverhill for 2008










1. Unit cost from GCSCC Statement of Revenue and Expenses for October 1, 2007 to
September 30, 2008.
2. Services were funded by Federal and State programs 56%; municipalities, county and
United Way 1 1%; Contributions 8%; In-kind donations 16%; Friends ofGCSCC 1%;
Other 2%.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
KATHLEEN JABLONSKI, EXTENSION EDUCATOR AND COUNTY OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE COUNTY, OCTOBER, 2008
UNHCE continues to bring education and research to the citizens of Grafton County through a variety of
educational programs in the areas of agricultural resources, family and consumer resources, including Nutrition
Connections, forest and wildlife resources, and 4-H youth development. Local staff, in conjunction with
Extension specialists housed at UNH in Durham, addresses the needs of Grafton County's citizens. The statewide
dairy specialist is housed at the Grafton County office. The staff utilize multiple approaches to reach the
maximum number of participants through media connections, internet, email, one-on-one sessions and
workshops. Trained volunteers at the Family, Home & Garden Education Center based in Manchester, answer
consumer questions throughout the year in all subject matter areas. The Extension Advisory Council, a 14
member volunteer board of Grafton County residents, is chaired by Denis Ward of Monroe. The Advisory
Council's main duties are to help create and oversee the UNHCE county budget, approve programmatic changes,
evaluate staff and hire replacement educators for the programs.
Family and Consumer Resources Educator Deborah Maes has continued to provide SERVSAFE© and other food
safety programs to Grafton County and beyond. Maes is a member of the statewide Food Safety Team. Over 40
individuals were nationally certified in the past year, including employees of the Grafton County Nursing Home.
The Making Money Workfor You course, focusing on basic money management skills, has been taught in several
county locations in collaboration with the Bridge House, Whole Village Family Resource Center, AHEAD, Inc.
of Littleton, and area banks.
During his last year before retirement, Tom Buob, Agriculture Resources Educator, provided support to state
vegetable specialist Becky Grube in field testing varieties for New Hampshire farms through partnering with local
producers. Extension has worked with local farms to implement diversification of farm products and evaluate
field tests of crops. Commercial and non-commercial growers were provided with pesticide education and
recommendations. In conjunction with the agricultural educators across the state, Buob has worked extensively to
create and maintain the state's soil testing program, set up on-line data submission and retrieval and train
statewide staff in county-based management of the system as well as negotiating relationships with Penn State for
analysis. In addition, Buob has served on the Legislative appointed biosolids committee.
Nutrition Connections Educational Program Coordinator Robin Peters continues to teach to the needs of adults
and youth with limited resources. Nutrition classes were provided to residents at the Friendship House in
Bethlehem. A pilot program with Operation Frontline was offered to residents at the Bridge House in Plymouth.
Other agencies sponsoring nutrition classes included the Peer Support Center, Child and Family Services,
Parenting Plus and Lane House all in Littleton. The Upper Valley Senior Center in Lebanon and the Grafton
County Academy Program received nutrition education. Parent groups fi^om Head Start programs in Littleton,
Ashland, Plymouth and Lebanon received hands-on nutrition and cooking skills workshops.
Working as part ofUNHCE's Strengthening New Hampshire Communities, Maes and UNH's Michele Gagne
worked with Rumney residents to organize a two-day Community Profile in May of 2007. Locally based action
groups have continued the work of the Profile, primarily in the area of Natural Resources, Land Conservation and
Communications. Rumney has had several community wide meetings to inform and educate the public about
their local natural resources. Many of these were taught or hosted by Extension Forester Nory Parr, Maes and
Gagne continue to be a resource to the community. Non-profit groups have also been helped in their strategic
planning efforts by Extension staff
In his retirement year. Extension Forester Northam Parr has continued to provide woodlot management advice to
landowners, participated in the County Farm committee, overseen statewide licensing of forestry professionals
and hosted workshops for the Forest Steward's Guild. After the past year's severe wind damage. Parr worked with
many of the affected landowners. Special sessions were held in Lyme, Orford and Bethlehem to discuss options
for damaged timberlands. Other workshops presented include: Forest Laws for Municipal Officials, Current Use
Laws, Forest Access Road and Best Management Practices, Wildlife Habitats and Erosion on the Baker River.
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Michal Lunak, Extension's Dairy Specialist, continues to work with area farms on management practices and
economic stability. He also meets with farm families to facilitate a seamless transition from one generation to the
next. He has coordinated the statewide dairy conference and the Purebred Dairy Cattle Association state show. In
November, 2007, he worked with 40 college-age contestants in the National Dairy Challenge. Lunak continues to
work with the state veterinarian on farm bio-security issues. Risk Management Agency (RMA) funding continued
throughout 2007. Educational sessions focused on crop diversification, pest management, biofuel crops, and
quality forages.
Extension Educator for 4-H Youth Development, Kathy Jablonski, continues to oversee the recruitment, training
and screening of the 4-H leaders in Grafton County. In the 2007-2008 year, 1 1 1 screened leaders gave their time
and energy to support 23 4-H clubs, 20 county wide events and the North Haverhill Fair, Eastern States
Exposition and a half dozen statewide and regional contests. In August, 2008, she worked with a statewide
committee to offer a two-day Focus on Home, Hotel and Interior Design Career Awareness field trip for 3 1 teens,
featuring businesses in Grafton County. As part of the 4-H after school work team, curriculum support materials
for educators working with after-school programs have been created, statewide training given and 4-H curriculum
put into use. Two sites, REACH (Littleton) and A+ (Plymouth area), worked to implement continued 4-H after
school programming with the help of JC Penney grants. Support was given to the Nutrition Connections grant by
teaching courses for Woodsville Headstart, Haverhill Cooperative Middle School and Warren Village School.
Both Lunak and Jablonski continue to serve on the interdisciplinary UNHCE team sponsoring the Natural
Resources Business Institute, a 1 3 week college level course to teach participants how to operate a business based
on natural resources. The fall 2007 session was offered in Whitefield with 17 businesses represented. The
successfiil North Country Farm Fresh Cooperative is a result of that class. A session is currently being taught at
UNH's Thompson School with 22 businesses represented.
Plymouth State University collaborations have dotted the work of several of our educators this past year. Interns
from PSU assisted and observed Nutrition Connections programming, designed and accomplished nutritional
presentations and participated in "mock" interviews as part of their career preparation. 4-H Youth Development
teamed with Dr. Anne Holba and the Robert Frost Forensics Society to create a series of public speaking
workshops for 4-H members and other interested youth. The agricultural resources educator, forestry educator
and dairy specialist have worked with the Center for Rural Development in creating a sustainability plan for the
County Farm. In a reciprocal agreement with Belknap County, Extension Educator Sue Cagle taught the
program Guiding Challenging Children to over 20 child care providers and parents at Plymouth State University,
while Deb Maes taught SERVSAFE© courses in Belknap County. Two forest management workshops were
taught by Northam Parr as part of the Continuing Education Division's public outreach program.
While employed as the Volunteer Management Program Assistant, Dana Karuza Tulp, coordinated the efforts of
the Grafton County Master Gardeners, providing support for their course work, community service projects and
their County Farm garden project. As part of her role with the 4-H program, Tulp taught two sessions in after
school programming and provided assistance with county events. Her replacement, Arianne Fosdick, joined the
staff in April and continues to work with master gardeners, 4-H after school programs and volunteers working
with county wide 4-H events. She coordinated the 4-H summer gardening program which served 61 youth and
their families.
The administrative assistant staff continues to provide frontline support and referrals for all of our program areas.
With the help of Kristina Vaughan, Teresa Locke and Donna Lee, we continue to help the citizens of Grafton
County access the most current practices developed by research and technology of the University ofNew
Hampshire and other cooperating land grant universities.
For more information about UNHCE, Grafton County, contact our office at the County Administration Building,
Grafton County Complex, 3855 Dartmouth College Hwy., Box 5, N. Haverhill, NH 03774, or call 787-6944.
Our County Calendar of Events can be viewed at: http://extension.unh.edu/Counties/Grafton/Grafton.htm























51 Main Street, Ste 3
PC Box 626
Wells River, VT 05081
PHONE (802) 757-3137
FAX (802) 757-2029
2008 Report to the Town of Haverhill
In these times of economic uncertainty, one thing is certain. ..human
services are needed more than ever. At River's Reach, services are
free and available to everyone, regardless of age or income level. Due
to the steadfast support of area towns, grants from foundations and
businesses, the generosity of private donors, and numerous hours
contributed by volunteer staff, River's Reach remains a bargain!
During the twelve months from October 1 , 2007 to September 30,
2008, River's Reach experienced 1 ,289 contacts from area residents.
The number of contacts from Haverhill was 31 . These contacts were
generated by 21 individuals. Including their family members, a total of
51 Haverhill persons were served.
River's Reach is a "Patch" - the colloquial term used by the British to
mean "neighborhood" - that geographic area that is within our sphere
of influence, and the people with whom we associate on a daily basis.
A Patch is a local area resource center that combines the professional
services of social, educational, and vocational agencies with the
informal caring network of individuals within a community. Its purpose
is to create the best of both worlds in one's local area.
For New Hampshire residents, it may seem a bit out-of-the-ordinary to
visit a Vermont office when in need of assistance, but we maintain a
database of information about New Hampshire social service
providers and programs, and we are eager to sen/e you.
If you are looking for employment, childcare, rental housing, grants or
loans for home purchase or improvements, we may be able to help.
We can also provide information about educational and vocational
opportunities.
We offer free tax return preparation through the AARP Tax-Aide
program for persons of low-to moderate income and the elderly. This
service is provided by appointment only, beginning in mid-February.
In May 2009, we hope to again host the event called "Family Night
Out in New Hampshire." This combines dinner with an opportunity to
meet the social service agencies that serve your area.
Our entrance is located on Main Street in Wells River, right next door
to the laundromat. Our office hours sometimes vary, so it's best to call
before you travel. If you have never visited us, we hope that you will
do so very soon. You will be welcomed by someone who is eager to
serve you with utmost respect and confidentiality.
River's Reach Is run under the auspices of the Wells River Action Program, a non-profit organization.
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RSVP & The Volunteer Center - Home Patrol plus ...
The Service : Operating under the auspices of the Haverhill Police Department, RSVP's Home
Patrol consists of teams of trained volunteers who randomly patrol temporarily vacant properties
on a weekly basis, reporting concerns department. This helps the Police Department maximize
its resources, and gives absent home-owners some peace of mind because closing the house for
the winter, or for just a week or two, can leave it vulnerable to break-in, damage from fallen tree
limbs, or downed utility lines.
Financial Support : The service is made possible in part through the financial support of the Town
through its voters. This funding assists the volunteers with mileage expense and the purchase of
identification signs attached to volunteers' vehicles when on patrol. Donations from homeowners
also sustain the program. RSVP and The Volunteer Center staff recruit, recognize, and support
the volunteers, including covering them with free supplemental insurance while they serve.
The Statistics : Last year, RSVP Home Patrol volunteers donated 266 hours of their time to the
Town, checked on some 30 area homes, and drove over 1,700 miles. If staffed by a beginning
police officer, this community service would cost over $3,000.
Available to All : Any homeowner living in the Town of Haverhill can request a Home Patrol
visit, and anyone interested in volunteering is welcome to inquire. Free training is given and, as
one of our volunteers said, "There is no better feeling than knowing that you are helping your
fellow citizens."
The Plus : In addition to Home Patrol, volunteers through RSVP and The Volunteer Center serve
communities in Grafton and Sullivan Counties in numerous other ways. Sponsored by Grafton
County Senior Citizens Council, and nationally affiliated with The Corporation for National and
Community Service, RSVP & The Volunteer Center also recruit and support volunteers of all
ages, placing them with local not-for-profits and municipalities such as: Alumni Hall, Cottage
Hospital, Glencliff Home for the Elderly, the Grafton County Nursing Home, the guardianship
monitoring Program at the Grafton County Probate Court, and Head Start. We also run programs
that meet gaps in services. Locally: trained Bone Builders volunteers lead exercise classes.
Screened Chore Corps volunteers help elders remain in their homes by doing small repairs and
running errands. Good Morning! telephone reassurance volunteers provide a safety net and
connection for the homebound. Thresholds and Decisions volunteers teach decision-making
skills to inmates in the Grafton County Department of Corrections. For more information about
these and other volunteer opportunities throughout the county, please contact Keith Darby,
Coordinator with RSVP and The Volunteer Center at 603-787-2630, toll free at 1-877-71 1-7787,





Serving Coos, Carroll & Grafton Counties
30 EXCHANGE STREET, BERUN, N.H. 03570




North Haverhill, NH 03774
Dear Select Board:
Tri-County Community Action Program is a private, non-profit agency, which is
requesting, aT your 2009Town Meeting, $8,000 iirfLrndtng fromThe Tewn'ofHaverfitl'TTt)
help support its Community Contact Division.
The following is a report of services provided in fiscal year 2007-2008:
Seivices Provided #ofHH Dollar Amount
Fuel Assistance 230 $176,449
Weatherization & Electric Utility Conservation 5 $22,580
State Wide Electrical Assistance Program 100 $45,200
Food Pantry (1,386 people receiving 3 days worth of food) 472 $27,720
Client Services Fund 5 $830
Referrals (i.e.: Heahh, Budgeting, Legal Aid, Clothing...) 906
THOUGH THE EFFORTS OF TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY ACOON,
THE CITIZENS OF HAVERinLL HAS RECEIVED A TOTAL OF
$272,779 m ASSISTANCE BETWEEN JULY 1, 2007 AND
JUNE 30, 2008.
Community Contact provides these and other necessary services for the less fortunate
citizens in your town and surrounding vicinities. We are depending upon fLmding from
your town and others countywide.
We sincerely appreciate the Town of Haverhill's past support and look forward to our





Woodsville Community Contact Manager
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White Mountain Mental Health and Common Ground
Director's Report
Town of Haverhill
Each year this report provides town residents with a summary of the services we offer in your community,
as well as an overview of our accomplishments and challenges during the past year. But perhaps even more
importantly, writing this report gives us a chance to publicly thank you for your confidence in our organization as
demonstrated by your financial support. The money we receive from our towns is absolutely crucial in allowing
White Mountain Mental Health to offer expert mental health services at a discounted rate based on our sliding fee
scale. For our developmental services program, Common Ground, town flinds assist us in offering the kinds of
supports that are not funded by other sources; dental care is one good example. So, let me begin this year's report
with an enormous "thank you" for recognizing the value of mental health and developmental services to the
residents of your community.
It is impossible to read a newspaper or turn on the television without being reminded of the dismal state of
our economy. During times like these, mental and emotional symptoms increase dramatically. Mentally healthy
people develop anxiety and depression as they face job loss, dwindling savings and an uncertain fiiture. It is
common to "self medicate" with alcohol as a way of coping with these feelings. Children who live in a family under
stress may begin to experience problems at school as they react to the changes they see in their parents. For families
supporting a member with a significant developmental disability, the ability to deal with the special needs of that
family member can be compromised when the family is under economic and emotional pressure. Our services offer
assistance in facing these challenges
This year we are especially proud and excited to be able to offer the first Child Telepsychiatry Program in
the region. Children and their families meet face-to-face with Dr. Craig Donnelly, Director of Child Psychiatry at
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, via a television connection at our Littleton office. With the flip of a switch, a
service that had previously been unavailable to children in the North Country is now available. Thanks to your
support, families have access to one of the finest Child Psychiatrists in the country. The initiation of this service was
made possible by a large federal grant. Continuing to be able to offer this service on our sliding fee scale to low
income families is made possible by town support.
We offer an array of high quality services that are available to everyone in the community. You may never
need to access most of these services, but their availability is critical. Our core services include:
24 hour crisis intervention and assessment service for mental health emergencies
Individual, marriage and family counseling, offered by highly trained mental health professionals with a
variety of specialties
Medication consultation to local physicians by Board certified psychiatrists
"Full-life" supports for persons with serious and persistent mental illness, including housing, vocational
and case management services
Individualized home placements for more than fifty persons with developmental disabilities
Substance abuse prevention and treatment by our staff of licensed alcohol and drug abuse counselors
Service Statistics:
• In 2008, 136 residents of the town of Haverhill received 1,663.25 hours of outpatient mental health or
substance abuse treatment services at a discounted rate on our sliding fee scale.
• 106 families in our area received extensive assistance in supporting a person with a developmental
disability.
Thank you for your continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Jane C. Mackay, LICSW
Area Director
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Each year the WoodsvilleAVells River Fourth of July Committee has the honor
and the challenge of putting on a fian-filled day of activities and entertainment on the
Cominunity Field as well as the enormous parade. Along with the incredible man hours
needed to do this we also need financial support. The Committee has had several unique
ways in which over the years we have been able to achieve the funding needed to do this
event. The generosity of our towns/municipalities, area businesses and the general public
have all kept this celebration going. All of these contributions are greatly appreciated.
We have a number of fundraising events. The largest of which is the Souvenir
Booklet that the Committee produces, courtesy of The Bridge Weekly Sho-Case. Local
businesses, towns and individuals donate to the Fourth of July Committee and receive
advertizing space in this booklet. It has become the local directory for many. This
booklet also includes a dedication to a community member; write ups about both the
Parade Marshall and the Grand Marshall, and an "In Memory of . . ." section, where for
$5.00 a loved one can be remembered and honored, important information can be
included as space allows, such as date of birth/death, military rank, etc.
Other fundraising activities include the donation jars placed in many of our area
businesses, the $10.00 raffle tickets which offer a top prize of $1000.00 and a total of 8
prizes ending with four $100.00 prizes, donation collections along the parade route, in
addition to Bingo and "Critter Chip" Bingo on the Community Field. Other monies are
received by renting space on the community field to concessionaires and vendors, as well
as the amusement company paying to provide rides and some food.
All the funds raised in our numerous fiindraising efforts go to provide a no charge
entertaimnent filled day to anyone who would like to enjoy it. The celebration starts with
the huge parade between the states, many bands playing tliroughout the day on the
Community Field, field entertainers, incredible fireworks display and so much more.
Every year we face some difficult challenges. Economic times have made
donations more difficult to come by, and with increases in the incidental costs, such as
insurance, and bands, etc. we are always looking for new ways to raise flinds.
Additionally, the volunteers we have are wonderfial, but there is so much to do in such a
short time, that we are always looking for more help. The bingo tent, and "Critter Chip"
bingo, parade set up, and walkers on the parade route, really needs some extra help, as
well as having plenty of opportunities available to volunteer time before the 4th of July
Celebration, as well. If anyone is interested, please send them our way!
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As always, we welcome any questions or comments, and anyone interested in
helping in any way is encouraged to contact us at Woodsville/Wells River Fourth of July,
PO Box 50, Woodsville, NH 03785 or 603-747-2878 or at
Woodsvillefourthofiuly@hotmail.com . The Committee meets every 4* Wednesday of
each month at the Woodsville Emergency Services Building in Woodsville at 7:00 pm,
all are welcome.
Thank you for your continued support of the Independence Day Celebration.
Hope to see you at the 2009 celebration, until then be well.
Steven Strout, President
Woodsville/Wells River Fourth of July Committee
SS/cmbs
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Woodsville Town Study Group Report December 2, 2008
This is the report of the feasibility study group set up at the Woodsville Fire District's 2008
annual meeting on March 25*, 2008. The purpose of the group was to research the feasibility of
Woodsville setting up a town separate from Haverhill. The main factor leading up to this
research was the difficulty Woodsville was having with road funding. For some number of
years, Woodsville taxpayers were concerned over the quality of some of the streets in the District
and the Commissioners could not find a reasonable way to fund the extensive rebuilding
required. In theory, the Town of Haverhill raises tax monies from Woodsville properties for
road maintenance. These tax revenues were to be returned to Woodsville for use locally. In
practice, this was not happening. In 2008, Woodsville sent approximately $88,000 more to
Haverhill for the Highway budget than was returned to Woodsville. In addition, Haverhill was
not sending Woodsville a share of the state's Highway Block Grant fiinds representing about
$27,000 in 2008. In theory, Woodsville could keep all tax revenues for local use if it went on its
own.
The study group of five local residents met monthly to see if the concept of Woodsville
becoming a town on its own would work. At the same time, the Woodsville Commissioners
started meeting with the Haverhill Town Manager and Selectboard to see if the road funding
issues could be improved.
The study group identified revenue and expense issues using Haverhill and 5 other area towns as
examples. The costs oftown management, police protection, tax collection, town clerk, welfare,
property assessment, voter registration and other town services were estimated. Education costs
were examined by manually counting the number of Woodsville 's students at each level and
estimating our share of the education budget. In the end, it was determined that Woodsville
would do slightly better on it's own financially if it could accept some reduction in the number
of hours of local police coverage. If Woodsville 's commercial development continued strongly,
we might do well on our own.
The Woodsville Commissioners efforts with the Haverhill Manager and Selectboard on road
funding found great success. The Haverhill folks came to the table stating that Woodsville
taxpayers were part of their constituency too and that they wanted to do the right thing for us.
The end result of these interactions was to revise the rules so that Woodsville will now retain all
of its road funds and will be given a fair share of the NH Highway Block funding.
This committee and the Commissioners believe that the town of Haverhill's funding solution
resolves the major issues of concern. This committee and the Commissioners do not recommend










North Haverhill Water & Light District
To the inhabitants of the North Haverhill Water & Light District in the town of Haverhill, NH qualified to
vote in District affairs. You are hereby warned and notified to meet at the James R. Morrill Municipal










To choose a Moderator for the following year.
To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
To choose a Commissioner for a term of Three (3) years.
To choose an Auditor for the ensuing year.
To hear the reports of the officers heretofore chosen and to pass any vote relating
thereto.
To see if the District will vote to amend Paragraph 3a of the Water Rules,
regulations, and Rates of the North Haverhill Water & Light District from, "The
District will furnish, install, and maintain one (1) shutoff valve for each installation
from the main. The shutoff valve will be located on the property owner's side of
the highway." TO "The District will maintain one (1) shutoff valve for each
installation from the main. The shutoff valve will be located on the property
owner's side of the highway." (A 2/3 majority is required for passage.)
To see if the District will vote to amend Paragraph 3b of the Water Rules,
Regulations, and Rates of the North Haverhill Water & Light District from, "If it
should become necessary to replace an existing installation with a larger entrance,
the District will furnish, install, and maintain the larger shutoff valve subject to an
increase in the water rate to the customer." TO, "If it should become necessary to
replace an existing installation with a larger entrance, the District will maintain the
larger shutoff valve subject to an increase in the water rate to the customer." A 2/3
majority is required for passage.)
To see if the District will vote to amend Paragraph 5b of the Water Rules,
regulations, and Rates of the North Haverhill Water & Light District from, "Any
person or persons found guilty of tampering with the water works, shutoffs,
pumps, hydrants, etc. without prior permission of the Commissioners will be subject
to a penalty and fine from $10.00 to $100.00." TO "Any person or persons found
guilty of tampering with the water works, shutoffs, pumps, hydrants, etc. without
prior permission of the Commissioners will be subject to a penalty and fine of
$250.00." (A 2/3 majority is required for passage.)
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ARTICLE 10 To see if the District will vote to delete Paragraph 8a4 through paragraph 8a8 of the
Water Rules, Regulations, and Rates of the North Haverhill Water & Light District. (A
2/3 majority is required for passage.)
ARTICLE 11 To see if the District will vote to amend Paragraph 10 of the Water Rules,
Regulations, and Rates of the North Haverhill Water & Light District from, "The
hydrants of the District are not to be used for any purpose other than to extinguish
fires except when deemed necessary by the Commissioners. The hydrants will not be
opened or closed by any person other than members of the fire department.
Superintendent, or by express authorization of the Commissioners. A twenty-five
dollar ($25.00) charge may be levied for unauthorized use of any hydrant." TO, "The
hydrants of the District are not to be used for any purpose other than to extinguish
fires except when deemed necessary by the Commissioners. The hydrants will not be
opened or closed by any person other than members of the fire department.
Superintendent, or by express authorization of the Commissioners. A two-hundred
fifty dollar ($250.00) charge may be levied for unauthorized use of any hydrant." (A
2/3 majority is required for passage.)
ARTICLE 12 To see if the District will vote to amend the Current Water Rate Structure of the
Water Rules, Regulations, and Rates of the North Haverhill Water & Light District
from the sentence that reads, "There is a $50.00 per inch fee for each water sprinkler
connection size two inches and larger." TO, "There is an annual $50.00 per inch fee
for each water sprinkler connection size two inches and larger." (A 2/3 majority is
required for passage.)
ARTICLE 13 To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of Two hundred Fifty Nine
thousand Nine hundred Ninety One dollars ($259,991.00) (includes one hundred
thirty eight thousand seven hundred eleven dollars ($138,711.00) for the self
sufficient water department), such amount deemed necessary for maintenance of
the Fire Department, street lights, and sidewalks of the District.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate twenty thousand dollars
($20,000.00) for the fire truck Capital Reserve Fund, with said funds to come from
surplus. (Note: this amount represents the monies from the town of Haverhill.)
( Recommended by the commissioners.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the District will vote to ratify the decision of the Haverhill Board of Selectmen
changing the boundaries of the District to include the parcel of land identified as map
205, lot 14 (Fenn). (The Commissioners previously petitioned the Selectboard to
change the District boundaries). (All voters in the existing District and in the area
proposed to be added to the District may vote on this article.)
ARTICLE 16. To see if the District will vote to ratify the decision of the Haverhill Board of
Selectmen changing the boundaries of the District to include the parcel of land
identified as map 414, lot 128 (Church at the Crossroads). (The Commissioners
previously petitioned the Selectboard to change the District boundaries). (All voters in
the existing District and in the area proposed to be added to the District may vote on
this article.)
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ARTICLE 17. To transact any other business proper to come before the Meeting.
CERTIFICATE OF POSTING DISTRICT COMMISSIONERS:
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
COUNTY OF GRAFTON, ss. Signed
David A. Lackie, Chairman
Shawn W. Bigelow
Richard L Clifford
HEREBY CERTIFY THAT A TRUE AND ATTEST COPY OF THIS WARRANT WAS POSTED AT THE JAMES R.
MORRILL MUNICIPAL BUILDING IN NORTH HAVERHILL, NH; THE UNITED STATES POST OFFICE IN NORTH
HAVERHILUNH; AND THE FIRE STATION IN NORTH HAVERHILL, NH, ON OR BEFORE THE 16TH DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 2009.
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BUDGET FOR NORTH HAVERHILL WATER & LIGHT DISTRICT
APPROPRIATION ITEM 2008 2008 2009
WATER DEPT. 1BUDGET ACTUAL 1BUDGET
4130 Salaries $ 4,900,00 $ 4,900.00 $ 4,900.00
4332 Repairs & Maintenance $ 50,000.00 $ 34,306.86 $ 50,000.00
4150 Supplies $ 100,00 $ 485.32 $ 500.00
4332 Electric $ 11,000.00 $ 8,581.88 $ 10,000.00
4332 Telephone $ 900.00 $ 832.33 $ 900.00
4150 Repairs & Maint-Connp $ 1,200.00 $ 99.98 $ 1,000.00
4150 Postage $ 1,000.00 $ 445.85 $ 1,000.00
4332 Advertising $ 300.00 $ 68.90 $ 300.00
4332 Heating Oil $ 1,700.00 $ 1,676.82 $ 1,700.00
4130 Dues & Subscriptions $ 350.00 $ 260,00 $ 350.00
4150 Bank Service Charge $ 15.00 $ 3.12 $ 15.00
4332 NH Fees & Testing $ 3,000.00 $ 785.00 $ 3,000.00
4332 Miscellaneous $ 250,00 $ 250.00
4153 Legal Fees $ 2,500.00 $ 2,500.00
471 1 03 Water Project-Principal $ 21,000.00 $ 21,098.59 $ 21,000.00
4721 03 Water Project InL $ 41,296.00 $ 41,197.41 $ 41,296.00
Total $139,511.00 $114,742.06 $138,711.00
PRECINCT
4130 Advertising $ 160.00 $ 54.06 $ 160.00
4130 Dues & Subscriptions $ 70.00 $ - $ 70,00
4130 Supplies $ 100.00 $ 51.85 $ 100.00
4196 Insurance $ 2,600.00 $ 2,787.71 $ 2,600.00
4316 Street Lights $ 18,000.00 $ 14,057.46 $ 18,000.00
4312 Sign & Beautification $ 300.00 $ 500.00 $ 300.00
4312 Sidewalks $ 5,000.00 $ 7,168.00 $ 5,000.00
4319 Repair-Paving $ 7,000.00 $ - $ 7,000.00
Total $ 33,230.00 $ 24,619.08 $ 33,230.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
4220 Salaries $ 1,000,00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00
4220 Firemen Pay $ 16,000.00 $ 8,835.75 $ 16,000.00
4220 Fuel for trucks $ 1,500.00 $ 1,350.19 $ 1,500,00
4220 New Equipment $ 5,000,00 $ 10,000.00 $ 5,000.00
4220 Repairs & Supplies $ 200.00 $ 398.39 $ 200.00
4220 Fire Station Fuel $ 2,750.00 $ 3,686.66 $ 2,750.00
4220 Electric $ 800.00 $ 681,07 $ 800.00
4220 Telephone $ 400.00 $ 323.07 $ 400.00
4220 Insurance $ 5,400.00 $ 7,027.52 $ 5,400.00
4220 Truck Repair & Supplies $ 1,500.00 $ 8,925.27 $ 1,500.00
4220 Fire School $ 1,000.00 $ 1,060.00 $ 1,000,00
Fire Truck Note $ 32,500.00
Total $ 35,550.00 $ 43,287.92 $ 68,050.00
Truck Reserve Fund $ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00
Total Fire $ 55,550.00 $ 63,287.92 $ 88,050.00
Total All Departments $228,291.00 $202,649.06 $259,991.00
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SOURCE OF REVENUE 2008 2008 2009
WATER DEPARTMENT BUDGET ACTUAL 1BUDGET
From Surplus $ 15,461.00 $ 14,661.00
3401 Water Rent $ 122,000.00 $125,691.49 $122,000.00
3401 Certified Letter Charges $ 50.00 $ 85.12 $ 50.00
3401 Late Fees $ 500.00 $ 1,650.00 $ 500.00
3401 Water On/Off $ 300.00 $ 1,700.00 $ 300.00
3401 New Connections $ 800.00 $ 5,810.75 $ 800.00
3502 Interest $ 400.00 $ 449.98 $ 400.00
3401 Misc. Income $ - $ - •
SUB TOTAL $ 139,511.00 $135,387.34 $138,711.00
FIRE DEPT& PRECINCT
From Surplus $ - $ - $ -
3379 Town of Haverhill Fire Dept. $ 21,780.00 $ 21,780.00 $ 21,780.00
3351 Revenue Sharing $ 600.00 $ 609.70 $ 600.00
3502 Interest $ 50.00 $ 992.33 $ 50.00
3379 Benton Contract $ 750.00 $ 750.00 $ 750.00
3509 Misc. Income $ - $ -
Inspections $ 1,820.00
SUB TOTAL $ 23,180.00 $ 25,952.03 $ 23,180.00
Town of Haverhill Truck Fund $ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00
TOTAL REVENUE-EXCEPT TAX $ 182,691.00 $181,339.37 $181,891.00
3110 TAXES TO BE RAISED $ 45,600.00 $ 45,990.00 $ 78,100.00
TOTAL REVENUES $ 228,291.00 $227,329.37 $259,991.00
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Annual Report - 2008
Commissioners:
Albion Estes, Rick Ladd, Mike Lavoie
Marcia Belyea, Treasurer & Alice Hodgdon, Office
Dear Precinct of Haverhill Comer Residents,
Throughout the past year, Haverhill Comer Precinct Commissioners have worked with Granite
State Rural Water, Woodsville Water and Light, and Dufresne & Associates in order to
determine how to address water system storage and distribution needs. The water system
preliminary engineering report, as developed and prepared by Dufresne & Associates,
recommends a new storage tank, to include improvements associated with the spring box,
transmission main, and meter pits. An article within the 2009 Annual Meeting Warrant
addresses proposed upgrade costs and bonding.
The Water Rate Billing Fee Schedule and Guidelines will be discussed at the Annual Meeting.
This discussion will hopefully provide Commissioners needed public opinion regarding the
formula used for water billing. Currently, water bills are based upon three factors: Base Charge
(prior debt pay off), Capital Improvement Charge (funding for future capital needs), and Water
Use Rate (water consumption). Question has arisen regarding the manner in which billing
occurs for "businesses." Many communities set a billing stmcture based upon water
consumption, and do not integrate the nature of business, number of building meters, or use into
the computational formula. Your input at the upcoming annual meeting is welcomed.
Due to a misunderstanding regarding financial figures submitted on the Precinct's annual MS-36
to the New Hampshire Department Revenue Administration, the amount to be raised by local
precinct taxation was increased by an additional $34,816 beyond projected need. This increase
contributes to a rate change from $2.06/ $1000 in year 2007 to $3.16/ $1000 for year 2008.
Commissioners have been told that the error cannot be reversed and that the increased revenue,
to include invested interest, will be applied to reduce the next year's tax rate.
Commissioners have approved a "Public Records Policy" that states that all Precinct records are
open to the public and available at the Fire Station. A policy for obtaining bids and quotes has
also been approved. Alice Hodgdon, Office Clerk, staffs the Precinct Office weekly on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9:00AM to 1:00PM. If there are questions regarding the Precinct,
the office phone number is 989-5655, and the Email address is:
havcrhillcomer(ajcharterinternet.com .
Respectfully Submitted,
AUyix>n/E^e^, KidhLcuid/, Mihey LoA/ove/
Precinct Commissioners
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PRECINCT OF HAVERHILL CORNER
HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
2009 WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
To the Inhabitants of the Precinct of Haverhill Corner, in said Haverhill, who are qualified to vote in Precinct affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Parish House (Chapel) in said precinct, on Tuesday, March 17th, 2009 at 7:30pm
in the evening to act upon the following articles:
ARTICLE 1. TO ELECT A MODERATOR FOR THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.
ARTICLE 2. TO ELECT A CLERK FOR THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.
ARTICLE 3. TO ELECT ONE PRECINCT COMMISSIONER FOR THE TERM OF THREE YEARS.
ARTICLE 4. TO ELECT A TREASURER FOR THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.
ARTICLE 5. TO APPROVE THE COMMISSIONERS CHOICE OF AN AUDITOR FOR THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.
ARTICLE 6. TO HEAR AND ACCEPT THE REPORTS OF THE TREASURER, OTHER AGENTS, AND MINUTES AS PRINTED IN THE
TOWN REPORT.
ARTICLE 7. TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE $245,501.00 FOR THE ENSUING YEAR, AS PRINTED IN THE TOWN REPORT.
ARTICLE 8. TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE UP TO $128,000.00, FOR THE PURPOSE OF COMPLETING THE DESIGN PHASE,
OF THE WATER SYSTEM UPGRADE PROJECT. OF THIS AMOUNT, $30,000.00 WAS RELEASED AS EMERGENCY FUNDS IN
2007 AND $30,000.00 WAS RAISED BY WARRANT ARTICLE IN 2008. THESE FUNDS WILL COME FROM THE GENERAL
FUND.
ARTICLE 9. TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE A SUM OF UP TO $10,000.00, TO BE ADDED TO THE CAPITOL RESERVE FUND
FOR WATER DEPT. CAPITOL IMPROVEMENTS. OF THIS SUM, $8,648.00 IS TO COME FROM WATER RATES, WITH THE
BALANCE OF $1,352.00 TO COME FROM WATER DEPT. SURPLUS.
ARTICLE 10. TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS PROPER TO COME BEFORE THIS MEETING.
PRECINCT COMMISSIONERS
ALBION ESTES RODERICK LADD MICHAEL LAVOIE
gg




2006 2007 2008 2008 2009
Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget
Revenue
Encumbered Funds 25200.00 55200.00 55,200.00 30000.00
Capital Improvement [CIP] 0.00 6,393.90 8648.00 8,475.29 8648.00
Basic Charges 55,626.34 48,837.19 45000.00 44,430.70 45000.00
Total Basic Service & CIP 55,626.34 55,231.09 53,648.00 52,905.99 53,648.00
Water - Useage Charges
Farm use 2,635.80 3,460.42 3200.00 4,112.10 4100.00
Water - Useage Charges - Other 15,122.71 20,047.17 20000.00 19,683.31 20000.00
Total Water - Useage Charges 17,758.51 23,507.59 23,200.00 23,795.41 24,100.00
Water - Hydrant charges 7,780.00 7,822.55 7780.00 7,715.45 7780.00
Excess Use Fee 2,690.00 980.13 106.58
Water - Late charges 1,320.00 1,003.10 1000.00 807.80 1000.00
Water System Charges 1,994.50 734.97 1,985.00
Transfers from Reserve Funds 0.00 15,000.00 19000.00 19,000.00 4561.00
Interest on Reserve Funds 1,795.86 2,220.00 2200.00 2,288.76 2000.00
Interest on Woodsville Gty ckg. 69.41 124.98 113.00 134.64 100.00
Water Dept Revenues-other 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 0.00
89,034.62 131,824.41 162,141.00 163,939.63 123,189.00
Expenses
System operation
Contracted Services 7,662.50 8906.61 12000.00 12525.99 14000.00
Labor/Services- - Other 900.00 900 1300.00 1300.00 1300.00
Total Labor/Services- 8,562.50 9806.61 13300.00 13825.99 15300
Payroll taxes 68.85 68.85 100.00 99.45 100.00
Total System operation 8,631.35 9875.46 13400.00 13925.44 15400
Water Administr
Returned check 25200.00 217.50
CIP 0.00 8648.00 10000.00 10000.00 8648.00
Debt Service 42,746.00 42746.00 42746.00 42746.00 42746.00
Total Debt Service/CIP 42,746.00 52476.00 52746.00 52963.50 51394.00
Telephone 60.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00
Plowing & Mowing 700.00 920.00 2000.00 1290.00 2000.00
Salaries 4,200.00 4200.00 5670.00 4215.00 4215.00
dues/permits/operator training 170.00 70.00 600.00 240.80 600.00
Insurance 967.31 770.00 1000.00 795.00 1000.00
Postage-envelopes 366.44 359.06 600.00 667.38 725.00
Office supplies & Collections 669.12 517.67 1000.00 452.85 500.00
Equipment-New & Replacement 0.00 35.22 1000.00 482.38 500.00
Total Water Administr 49,512.43 58,365.95 64,716.00 61,106.91 60,934.00
Water Services
Storage Upgrade 25200.00 55200.00 59695.51 30000.00
System repairs & maintenance 15,603.27 22155.18 25000.00 24087.06 15000.00
Telephone-monitor bid 369.75 346.55 375.00 314.06 330.00
Electric & Propane
Propane 278.00 309.14 350.00 418.58 500.00
Electric Pump-W 304.09 114.00 200.00 136.24 175.00
Electric-monitor bid 232.55 225.05 275.00 235.05 250.00
Total Electric & Propane 814.64 648.19 825.00 789.87 925.00
Total Water Services 16,787.66 48,349.92 81,400.00 84,886.50 46,255.00
Water-Treatment
Chlorinator-W/D 250.98 0.00 2000.00 0.00 0.00
Water Testing/Lab fees 1,150.00 1435.00 625.00 530.00 600.00
Total Water-Treatment 1,400.98 1,435.00 2,625.00 530.00 600.00
'includes encumbered funds 76,332.42 118,026.33 162,141.00 160,448.85 123,189.00
Total Water, Fire and Precinct Revenue 219136.83 201322.47 282935.00 322902.45 254149.00
Total Water, Fire and Precinct Expense 173233.12 182087.86 282935.00 302211.94 254149.00
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Interest on Reserve Funds




Revenue Sharing - NH
Other fees
Total Precinct Revenues
Precinct and Fire Revenue
2006 2007 2008 2008 2009
Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget
7,408.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
852.70 368.91 0.00 1511.32 0.00
35,400.00 35,400.00 35400.00 35400.00 34500.00
6,310.00 750.00 750.00 1745.00 750.00
27.76 35.64 40.00 39.78 40.00
49,998.46 36,554.55 36,190.00 38,696.10 35,290.00
57.00 205.25 7000.00 7748.00 0.00
79,007.50 72032.00 77098.00 111915.00 60516.00
505.77 505.77 506.00 505.77 506.00
533.48 400.49 0.00 97.95
126,266.72
34648.00
§6,-105.75 75,US.S1 §4,664.66 §^,676.66




Training/Drills - F/D 1,752.00 1248.00 2500.00 1232.00 2500.00
Payroll tax 1,036.23 908.59 1455.00 1643.70 1600.00
HMRU 2,145.00 1665.00 2500.00 3425.00 3500.00
Fire Fighting 10,363.70 8702.00 14000.00 13200.00 14000.00
Total Payroll 15,296.93 12,523.59 20,455.00 19,500.70 21,600.00
Salaries 7,800.00 7250.00 10110.00 8495.00 8995.00
Fire School 0.00 1500.00 11.90 1500.00
Electricity-F/D 1,285.81 1245.05 1500.00 1347.96 1800.00
Gasoline-F/D 828.71 502.01 850.00 697.67 850.00
Heat-F/D 3,036.10 1462.25 3500.00 3459.25 4000.00
Insurance-F/D
Workers Comp 1,364.75 2218.00 2239.00 3932.00 4200.00
Insurance-F/D - Other 4,264.90 4284.64 4400.00 4519.64 4600.00
Total Insurance-F/D 5,629.65 6,502.64 6,639.00 8,451.64 8,800.00
Telephone-F/D 241.36 307.63 310.00 232.68 250.00
Physical Plant labor & Material 2,134.69 584.50 1500.00 2579.52 3000.00
Plowing/Mowing - F/D 1,220.00 1550.00 1600.00 1550.00 1600.00
Equipment
Encumbered Funds 0.00
Repairs & Maintenance 3,679.37 2339.24 5000.00 6288.44 5000.00
New & Replacement 3,580.39 2392.49 7500.00 551.06 7500.00
Protective Gear 1 ,264.69 3581.95 2000.00 3137.99 2000.00
Total Equipment 8,524.45 8,313.68 14,500.00 9,977.49 14,500.00
Shots - F/D 0.00 0.00 250.00 0.00 250.00
Supplies-F/D 24.44 0.00 1500.00 272.00 1500.00
Prin-Note-F/D 24,408.00 20000.00 20000.00 20000.00 20000.00
Transfers to Reserve Funds 3,000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00
Total Fire Dept. Expenditures 73,430.14 61,241.35 85,214.00 77,575.81 89,645.00
Precinct Expenditures
Library Grant/Donation 1,000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 500.00
Supplies 12.22 637.97 500.00 199.33 250.00
Equipment 39.99 191.89 500.00 807.00 500.00
Telephone/Internet 241.36 304.65 310.00 553.98 1200.00
Hydrant Charges 6,600.00 6600.00 6600.00 6600.00 6600.00
Parks & Recreation
Commons Maintenance 578.29 1000.00 1000.00 386.94 1000.00
Commons Mowing 1,500.00 1850.00 1900.00 1850.00 1900.00
Electric - Bandstand 145.80 160.24 200.00 167.31 200.00







Total Parks & Recreation 2,224.09 3,600.00
Planning & Zoning 214.28 979.15 500.00 333.59 350.00
Salaries 1,200.00 1200.00 8620.00 5879.70 9365.00
Legal Expense 1,000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 6000.00
Insurance 323.31 241.10 350.00 255.10 350.00
Misc - box rent/notices 248.90 333.60 400.00 163.80 400.00
Transfer to WRSB CD 0.00 0.00 0.00 34648.00 0.00
Street Lighting 10,366.41 12049.08 12200.00 11683.82 12200.00
Total Precinct Expenditures 25,476.56 2§,626.1§ 55,S§6.66 65.62S.S7 41,515.66
Precinct and Fire Dept Expense 96,900.70 89,261.53 120,794.00 143,204.38 130,960.00
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Haverhill Corner Fire Department 2008 Report
The Haverhill Corner Fire Department responded to 93 emergency calls plus 5 service calls to residents
during the year. Fifty six (56) of those calls were for emergency medical aid. The seven members of the
department trained as medical first responders, or emergency medical technicians, with assistance in
some cases, of other firefighters, handled the medical calls, assisting residents until the ambulance from
Woodsville was able to arrive.
Sixteen (16) calls were to assist neighboring departments. Mutual aid to and from neighboring
departments is vital to assure sufficient resources to deal with fires and other emergencies is available.
Five (5) calls were for fires or smoke in residences within Haverhill Corner or Pike, or grass/brush fires.
These were handled without major damage to any homes. If you think you may have a fire, please call
911 and leave the building. We would rather be called and nor needed, than for the call to be delayed,
and lose the building. Fires can grow very rapidly, and become huge in just a few moments.
We also responded to calls for motor vehicle accidents, down power lines, and trees blocking roads.
All residents are reminded to check their smoke alarms and change the batteries if you do not
remember when you did it last. Carbon Monoxide alarms should also be checked. If your 911 address is
not plainly visible from the street, please make it a priority to get your number (minimum of four inches
high, and of contrasting color) posted on the building, or at the driveway entrance if the building is not
plainly visible from the street. This will assist emergency responders in quickly locating you.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
We also thank the Haverhill Police, and fire departments from North Haverhill, Woodsville, Piermont,




Warrant For Annual Meeting
March 3 1st, 2009
To the Inhabitants ofthe Woodsville Fire District, in the Town of Haverhill,
County of Grafton, and State ofNew Hampshire qualified to vote on said
District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Woodsville Emergency Services
Building on Route 10 in said District at Thirty Minutes past Seven in the
Evening on Tuesday, March 3 1st, 2009, to Act on the following Matters:
Article 1
:
To Choose a Moderator.
Article 2: To Choose a Clerk.
Article 3 To Choose a Treasurer.
Article 4: To Choose One (1) Library Trustee for a Term of One (1) Year.
Article 5: To Choose One (1) District Commissioner for a Term of Three
(3) Years.
Article 6: To Choose One (1) Water & Light Commissioner for a Term of
Three (3) Years.
Article 7: To hear the Reports of the Officers heretofore chosen and to
pass any vote relating thereto.
Article 8: To see ifthe District will vote to authorize the District
Commissioners to issue interest bearing notes in anticipation of taxes and
other revenues of the financial year to provide for current maintenance and
operation expenses.
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Article 9: To see if the District will vote to authorize the Board of
Commissioners to apply for, receive and expend federal and state grants
which may become available during the course of the year, in accordance
with RSA 3 1 :95-b and also to accept and expend money from any other
governmental unit or private source to legally appropriate money.
Article 10: To see if the District will vote to name the Commissioners as
Agents for the Streets and Sidewalk Fund and the Truck Replacement
Funds.
Article 11: To see what sum the District will raise and appropriate for the
purpose of street reconstruction ofAmmonoosuc Street.
Article 12: To raise and appropriate such sums as may be necessary for the
coming year, including all Departments, excluding warrant articles.








':. Warrant For Annual Meeting
March 25, 2008
To the inhabitants of the Woodsville Fire District, in the Town of Haverhill, County of Grafton, and
State ofNew Hampshire qualifled to vote on said District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Woodsville Emergency Services Building on Route 10 in said
District at Thirty Minutes past Seven in the Evening on Tuesday, March 25, 2008, to Act on the
following Matters:
Tlie meeting was called to order by Moderator, Alfred J. Holden at 7:30PM, All in attendance recited the
Pledge of Allegiance. Mr. Holden explained the rules of order and read the Warrant.
Article 1: To Choose a Moderator.
Lawrence P. Corey moved the article and Steve Robbins seconded. Mr. Robbins nominated Alfred J.
Holden. Wayne Fortier seconded the nomination. Mr. Corey moved that nominations cease and the Clerk
cast one ballot for Mr. Holden. All voted m favor.
Article 2: To Choose a Clerk.
Mr. Corey moved the article and Mr. Robbins seconded. Mr. Corey nominated Melissa A. Gould. Joseph
Maccini seconded the nommation. There bemg no further nominations, it was moved that nominations
cease and the Moderator cast one ballot for Mrs. Gould. All voted in favor.
Article 3: To Choose a Treasurer.
Mr. Corey moved the article and Robert Maccini seconded. Mr. Corey nominated Lisa Simonds. Mr.
Robbins seconded. There being no fiirther nominations, it was moved that nominations cease and the Clerk
cast one ballot for Mrs. Simonds. All voted in favor.
Article4: To Choose One (1) Library Trustee for a Term of One (1) Year.
RoUie Moore moved the article and Gary Scruton seconded. Mr. Moore nominated Frances Krauss. Linda
Maccini seconded. Robert G. Pillion requested a voice vote. The vote was in favor ofMrs. Krauss.
Article 5: To Choose One (1) District Commissioner for a Term of Three (3) Years.
Mr. Robbins moved the article and Alberta Robbins seconded. Mr. Robbms nominated Mi'. Corey. Bryan
Gould seconded. There being no further nominations, it was moved that nominations cease and the Clerk
cast one ballot for Mr. Corey. All voted in favor.
Article 6: To Choose One (1) Water and Light Commissioner for a Term of Three (3) Years.
Mr. Corey moved the article and Richard Guy seconded. Michael Dannehy nominated Scott Simano. Mr.
Moore seconded. Ed Yoimg noted that Mr. Simano's term was not completed. The Clerk confirmed this
and Mr. Dannehy withdrew his nomination ofMr. Simano. Mr. Robbins nominated Mr. Dannehy. Mr.
Moore seconded. There being no further nominations, it was moved that nominations cease and the Clerk
cast one ballot for Mr. Dannehy.
Article 7: To hear the Reports of the Officers heretofore chosen and to pass any vote relating
thereto.
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Mr. Scruton moved the article and Jack Brill seconded. Mr. Corey noted errors in the printed Town Report.
The Revenue Budget was not printed but had been sent to the Town Administrative Assistant. All
submissions for the Town Report were done electronically this year. Also excluded from the 2008 budget
was the line item for the newest fire engine loanpaymentin the amount of $43,157.61. There was no
discussion related to these notations, Mr. Brill moved to accept the reports as modified. Fred white
seconded. There was no further discussion and all voted in favor of the article.
Article 8: To see if the District will vote to authorize the District Commissioners to issue interest
bearing notes in anticipation of taxes and other revenues of the financial year to provide for current
maintenance and operation expenses.
Mr. Corey moved die article and Gary Wood seconded. There was no discussion and all voted in favor of
the article.
Article 9: To see if the District will vote to authorize the Board of Commissioners to apply for,
receive and expend federal and state grants which may become available during the course of the
year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b and also to accept and expend money from any other
governmental unit or private source to legally appropriate money.
Mr. Guy moved the article and Mr. Scruton seconded. There was no discussion and all voted in favor of the
article.
Article 10: To see If the District will vote to name the Commissioners as Agents for the Streets and
Sidewalk Fund and the Truck Replacement Funds.
Mr. Gould moved the article and Mr. Moore seconded. Mr. Gould asked if there was a plan related to street
conditions and any slated improvements. Mr. Guy stated the Commissioners were looking at a study of
cost/benefit of forming our own town and thereby being able to accept State aid for roads. There would
also be study of other areas of potential benefits. Mr. Corey stated that there is always discussion with the
Town of Haverhill regarding monies used for road work. Ifwe were our own town, we could utilize
automobile registration monies for our own tovra streets, etc. Mr. Gould asked if there is any other specific
plan related to the streets. Mr. Corey noted that money was expended for the handicap ramps on Central
Street. The Forest Street work was completed by our own road crew and that saved money. Only
$3 1,000.00 was expended by our own department. Mr. Young observed that $56,000.00 was given to the
streets two years ago. Mr, Gould asked if there would be more chip seal. Mickey Leafe stated that much of
that had been plowed off. Mr. Young asked about any State aid. Mr. Corey stated that there would be
none. Mr. Guy stated that Woodsville pays in 27% of the road budget to Haverhill and they only give us
back 20%. Mr. Young asked several other questions related to the long range street plans. Mr. Corey
stated that there was currently no long range plannmg. Mr. Young asked if Woodsville receives any money
the Town gets back in gas tax and Mr. Corey stated no. Mr. Scruton asked about the possibility of one
Town highway department. Joseph Maccini stated that Woodsville had a highway department before the
Tovm ofHaverhill did. Further discussion ensued related to the study group and other street issues. Mr.
Robbins stated that ifnothmg is done with the streets, there will be real issues to deal with in another few
years. There was discussion about Forest Street, its speed lunit, and school bus travel. Mr. Gould asked at
what point will it get cheaper to addi'ess streets. Bob Reney discussed concerns about further long term
deterioration if nothing is done. Mr. Brill moved the article and Mrs. Robbins seconded. The question was
moved and all voted in favor of the article.
Article 11: To see if the District will vote to purchase a new Highway Truck for the Highway
Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $90,000.00 for this purpose.
There was a point of order as this article was not in the Town Report. Mr. Corey stated that the official
warrant had been posted at the Town builduig and the Woodsville Public Library. Mr. Corey moved the
article and Mr. Robbins seconded. Mr. Corey addressed the article. The intention is to be able to help
purchase this truck with monies from selling the current truck. Joseph Maccuii stated the current fruck is
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17 years old and has been well cared for by the highway crew. This decision has not come lightly. Mr.
Gould moved the article and Mi'. White seconded. All voted in favor ofmoving the article and the article
was passed unanimously. ..
Article 12: To raise and appropriate such sums as may be necessary for the coming year, including
all Departments, excluding warrant articles.
Mr. Gorey moved tte article and Joseph Maccini seconded. Mr. Corey amended the article to appropriate a
sum of $4,648,304.91 for the operation of all departments with the exception ofwarrant articles. This
includes the amounts not printed in the Town Report as noted m Article 7. Mr. Scruton asked the tax effect.
Mr. Corey stated that could not be determined to date. There was other discussion related to the tax base.
Mr. Fortier noted that is budget is higher than that ofthe Town. Mr. Guy stated that we need to look at user
fees as a means ofFire District revenues. Mr. Pillion addressed concerns related to the library and library
budget. No amendments were made and no votes were taken in regard to his discussion (see handout). Mr.
Guy moved the question and Joseph Maccini seconded. All voted in favor ofmoving the question. The
article was reread with the monetary amoimt as amended by Mr. Corey. All voted in favor ofthe article.
Article 13: To transact any other Business that may legally come before this meeting.
Mr. Young discussed about school buses on Forest Street. Mr. Guy will follow up with the school district.
Mr. Guy will look at an estimate for Ammonoosuc Street repairs. Joseph Maccini discussed looking for a
committee related to streets. Mr. Brill noted that our highway department is unsurpassed in road care.
When under the Town ofHaverhill, there was not timely sanding ofplowing. Mr. Reney observed the need
for a committee to look into streets and with the revenue from WalMart, Vff , etc. could we take a
percentage ofthat money and use to look at streets. Mr. Corey noted that the majority oftax monies go for
schools. Mr. Reney agreed but stated that street/road repair will not decrease in cost. Mr. Guy stated that
depending on a study, maybe we would be better off to become a town ourselves. All aspects need to be
investigated. Mr. Leafe stated that repairs to Ammonoosuc Street could be as much as $200,000.00
depending on the extent to which we would decide. Mr. Corey asked for all to applaud Mr. Leafe and Mr.
Tegu for their excellent work, Mr. Moore asked for an update related to a skateboard park. Mr. Corey
stated the Town is doing this. Mr. Scruton stated a group from Woodsville High School is working with the
Haverhill Recreation Commission about this, also. Mr. Guy discussed a Waste Water Treatment study
looking at new technology that is energy efficient and the end result is processing sludge to make methane
fuel. He also requested volunteers for a study related to the efficacy ofbecoming a town. Mr. Gould, Mr.
Fortier, Mr. Scruton, and Thomas Mayo volunteered to work with the Commissioners.
Mr. Robbins moved to adjourn the meeting and Allen Wright seconded.
Respectfijlly Submitted,
Melissa A. Gould
Woodsville Fire District Clerk
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Officers, Salaries & Fees 3,680.00 3,680.00 3,680.00
Employer's Share FICA 150.00 114.75 125.00
Audit & Financial Review 5,000.00 0.00 3,000.00
Office Supplies 250.00 378.36 400.00
Printing 250.00 112.84 250.00
Telephone 1,400.00 765.04 1,000.00
Insurance 1,000.00 749.00 1,000.00
Legal 1,500.00 0.00 1,500.00
P. 0. Liability Insurance 1,000.00 205.00 1,000.00
Sub-Total 14,230.00 6,004.99 11,955.00
Notes Outstanding
Building Loan Payment 18,000.00 18,000.00 18,000.00
Temporary Loan 0.00 30,000.00 0.00
New Engine Loan 43,157.61 43,157.60 41,774.45
Total Note Payments 61,157.61 91,157.60 59,774.45
Recreation
Community Patriotic Even 200.00 200.00 200.00
Community Field 1,500.00 737.02 1,500.00
Swimming Pool 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Recreation 1,700.00 937.02 1,700.00
Library 7,500.00 7,500.00 8,625.00
Capital Reserve
Street Trucl< Replacemen 30,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00
Streets & Highways
Labor 87,500.00 93,601.33 90,000.00
Employer's Share FICA 7,267.50 7,160.50 6,885.00
Equipment Maintenance 8,000.00 10,056.07 9,000.00
Gas & Oil 7,000.00 13,391.48 11,000.00
New Equipment 15,000.00 11,655.00 2,500.00
Supplies & Materials 5,500.00 4,144.72 5,000.00
Building Fuel 700.00 700.00 700.00
Building Repairs & Maint. 500.00 25.00 500.00
Insurance 7,000.00 13,045.62 12,000.00
Rubbish Removal 300.00 300.00 300.00
Ice & Snow Removal 12,000.00 17,821.31 16,000.00
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Woodsville Fire District Budget for 2009
Cold Patch 500.00 1,751.64 1,000.00
Oiling & Sidewalk Repairs 40,000.00 29,724.62 40,000.00
Employees Benefits 16,000.00 8,531.20 16,000.00
Sand & Gravel 4,000.00 3,712.00 4,000.00
Street Signs 1,000.00 1,165.78 1,000.00
Equipment Rental 1,500.00 355.00 1,500.00
Street Sweeping 3,000.00 2,650.00 3,000.00
Culverts 600.00 0.00 4,000.00
Storm Drain 4,000.00 4,431.60 4,000.00
221,367.50 224,222.87 228,385.00
Fire Department
Labor 36,000.00 33,037.50 32,000.00
Employer's Share PICA 2,754.00 2,527.37 2,448.00
Equipment Maintenance 12,000.00 11,962.87 10,000.00
Gas & Oil 1,800.00 1,502.84 1,800.00
New Equipment 7,500.00 4,790.26 7,500.00
Supplies 500.00 792.41 500.00
Building Fuel & Electric 3,500.00 4,269.00 4,500.00
Building Repairs & Maint. 3,000.00 2,903.64 2,000.00
Insurance 18,000.00 18,640.50 18,000.00
Rubbish Removal 300.00 336.67 400.00
Telephone 800.00 835.44 800.00
Office Supplies 500.00 377.55 500.00
Training & Education 4,000.00 2,632.63 4,000.00
Fire Prevention & Inspect. 2,000.00 1,972.50 1,000.00
Hepatitus B Shots 230.00 0.00 230.00
New Protective Clothing 6,000.00 3,989.53 6,000.00
New Air Pack Payment 2,900.00 2,900.00 5,200.00
101,784.00 93,470.71 96,878.00
Total $437,739.11 $443,293.19 $427,317.45
Reimbursed Expenditures
Legal Fees-Wal Mart 9,917.50
Fire Inspections Wal Mart 11,476.71
Wal Mart Other 75.00
Sewer Maintenance 1,991.20
Ambulance Fuel & Util. 21,654.16
Ambulance Insurance 10,410.00
WWTP Insurance 2,500.00
Pool Supplies & Maint. 1,952.66
Rescue Fund from Sale of Truck 2,859.40
Truck Fund Purchase 84,429.00
Total Expenditures $590,558.82
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Temporary Loan 0.00 30,000.00 0.00
New Engine Loan 43,157.61 43,157.60 41,774.45
Total Note Payments 61,157.61 91,157.60 59,774.45
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Community Patriotic Even 200.00 200.00 200.00
Community Field 1,500.00 737.02 1,500.00
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Total Recreation 1,700.00 937.02 1,700.00
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Sand & Gravel 4,000.00 3,712.00 4,000.00
Street Signs 1,000.00 1,165.78 1,000.00
Equipment Rental 1,500.00 355.00 1,500.00
Street Sweeping 3,000.00 2,650.00 3,000.00
Culverts 600.00 0.00 4,000.00
Storm Drain 4,000.00 4,431.60 4,000.00
221,367.50 224,222.87 228,385.00
Fire Department
Labor 36,000.00 33,037.50 32,000.00
Employer's Share PICA 2,754.00 2,527.37 2,448.00
Equipment Maintenance 12,000.00 11,962.87 10,000.00
Gas & Oil 1,800.00 1,502.84 1,800.00
New Equipment 7,500.00 4,790.26 7,500.00
Supplies 500.00 792.41 500.00
Building Fuel & Electric 3,500.00 4,269.00 4,500.00
Building Repairs & Maint. 3,000.00 2,903.64 2,000.00
Insurance 18,000.00 18,640.50 18,000.00
Rubbish Removal 300.00 336.67 400.00
Telephone 800.00 835.44 800.00
Office Supplies 500.00 377.55 500.00
Training & Education 4,000.00 2,632.63 4,000.00
Fire Prevention & Inspect. 2,000.00 1,972.50 1,000.00
Hepatitus B Shots 230.00 0.00 230.00
New Protective Clothing 6,000.00 3,989.53 6,000.00
New Air Pack Payment 2,900.00 2,900.00 5,200.00
101,784.00 93,470.71 96,878.00
Total $437,739.11 $443,293.19 $427,317.45
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Woodsville Fire District Report for 2008
Treasurer's Report




Balance on Jan. 1, 2008 195,564.00
Town of Haverhill Road Money 22,220.00
Town of Haverliil! Fire IVIoney 20,000.00
Town of Haverhill Fire Capital 15,000.00
Water & Light Department 15,000.00
Water Treatment Plant 15,000.00
Wastewater Treatment Plant 102,210.00
Precinct Real Estate Taxes 921.00
Rental Income 54.29
Interest on Checking Account 9,378.00
Sale of Sand 10,410.00
Ambulance Insurance 18,000.00
Ambulance Rent 21,654.16
Ambulance Fuel & Utilities 1,991.20
Sewer Maintenance 1,952.66
Town of Haverhill Pool 2,500.00
Wastewater Treatment Ins. 1,229.81
Insurance Refunds 3,984.40
Fire Inspections 84,249.00
Truci< Purchase Fund 11,476.71
Wal Mart Fire inspection 75.00
Wal Mart Other 703.50
Fire Insurance Claim 500.04
Swimming Pool Fund 9,917.50
Wal Mart Legal Fees 30,000.00
Temporary Loan 8,355.55 .
Sale of 2 Trucks $606,449.18
Total Income
590,558.82
Expenses Per Commissioners 469.74
Bank Checks and Software 15,420.62
Balance on Hand Dec. 31 ,2008
$606,449.18
Total to Account For
Fund Balances
419.16
X-Mas Lighting Fund 96,171.96
Street and Sidewalk Fund(CPF) 20,960.57
Wastewater Treatment Plant 341.77
Fire Truck Replacement 4,609.25
Highway Truck Replacement 2,859.40
Rescue Fund 8,200.00
Fire Dept. Maint. Fund
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Lisa A. Simonds, Treasurer




Town Of Haverhill Road 195,564.00 195,564.00 302,202.00
Town Of Haverhill Fire 42,220.00 42,220.00 42,220.00
Departments 45,000.00 45,000.00 45,000.00
Precinct R. E. Taxes 124,955.11 102,210.00 17,895.45
Other 20,000.00 221,455.18 20,000.00
Total 427,739.11 606,449.18 427,317.45
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Balance Forward 3,410.12 3,410.12 2,434.83
From Capital Reserve 0.00 25,000.00 0.00
Interest 0.00 16.65 0.00
User Fees 250,000.00 217,950.71 250,000.00





Billing Services 5,530.80 5,530.80 5,530.80
Capital Reserve 0.00 0.00 0.00
Contract Operations 142,000.00 143,343.24 146,500.00
WW Light Electric 48,000.00 56,103.53 57,000.00
Insurance 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
In Lieu of Taxes 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00
Sewer Maintenance 7,500.00 1,991.20 5,000.00
License 0.00 500.00 500.00
Repairs Maint. 0.00 100.00 0.00
Sludge Testing 7,500.00 5,047.28 5,000.00
Sludge Disposal 25,000.00 14,176.60 15,000.00











WOODSVILLE AMBULANCE BUDGET REPORT
Actual 2007 Budget 2008 Acutal 2008 Budget 2009
Income:
Balance Fwd $26,761.67 $22,935.76 $22,935.76 $61,524.08
Donations $250.00 $810.00
Interest 70.05 $94.38
Meeting Room 75 $75.00
Patient Fees $340,275.91 $350,000.00 $395,607.55 $395,000.00
Special Events $4,448.00 $4,448.00 $3,448.00 $3,500.00
Town Assessments $152,416.00 $160,000.00 $153,134.40 $153,134.00
TOTAL Income: $524,296.63 $537,383.76 $576,105.09 $613,158.08
Expenses:
Amb Payments $21,524.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00
Billing Services $27,090.16 $27,700.00 $24,827.68 $6,000.00
Building Payments $18,000.00 $18,000.00 $18,000.00 $18,000.00
Dispatch $13,159.00 $13,159.00 $13,691.00 $15,305.00
Extrication Svcs $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,000.00
Fuel $12,579.34 $14,000.00 $17,567.69 $15,000.00
Health Insurance $15,668.40 $16,000.00 $16,972.53 $20,000.00
Infection Control $176.40 $176.00 $0.00 $0.00
Insurance $24,198.33 $25,000.00 $25,491.50 $26,000.00
Maintenance $12,574.28 $11,000.00 $11,471.59 $12,000.00
New Equipment $2,417.22 $2,000.00 $411.76 $1,000.00
Ofice $4,604.32 $5,000.00 $13,542.75 $7,500.00
Oxygen $3,379.86 $3,400.00 $4,691.63 $4,500.00
Payroll $329,250.00 $340,000.00 $318,290.05 $370,000.00
Public Relations $105.00 $500.00 $40.00
Supplies $4,921.36 $4,500.00 $4,151.82 $4,500.00
Training $1,003.63 $1,500.00 $1,360.00 $1,500.00
Uniforms $1,417.32 $2,000.00 $1,642.34 $2,000.00
Utilities $9,292.25 $9,600.00 $12,428.67 $12,000.00
TOTAL EXPENSES: $501,360.87 $523,535.00 $514,581.01 $546,305.00





Joseph C. Maccini *
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Electricity for Street Lights
& Precinct Properties
Hydro Lease Expenses







Water Supply & Distribution
Outside Engineering
Electric Distribution




WFD in Lieu of Taxes
Audit & Financial Review
Water Treatment Plant
Labor for Fire District
Total Expenses
Woodsville Water & Light Department
Budget Report For The
Year Ending 12/31/08















































































































































$ 3,444,000.00 $ 3,397,012.04 $ 3,995,822.48
130,399.00
5,794.90
Term Expires Respectfully Submitted,
2.009 Scott W. Simano, Commissioner
2.010 Richard M. Roy, Commissioner
2.011 W. Michael Dannehy, Commissioner
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Woodsville Water Treatment Plant
Budget Report For The
Year Ending 12/31/08
Expenses: Budget 2008 Actual 2008 Budget 2009
Labor $ 71,000.00 $ 65,558.81 $ 71,000.00
Employee Benefits $ 23,500.00 $ 30,663.07 $ 31,000.00
Plant Electricity $ 47,500.00 $ 50,016.51 $ 52,250.00
Insurance $ 3,000.00 $ 3,915.68 $ 4,000.00
Audit & Financial Review $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00
Maintenance $ 40,000.00 $ 6,801.04 $ 140,000.00
Legal & Engineering $ 25,000.00 $ 11,517.00 $ 25,000.00
Chemicals $ 23,000.00 $ 18,542.30 $ 23,000.00
Lab $ 1,500.00 $ 927.06 $ 1,500.00
Heat $ 7,500.00 $ 7,756.47 $ 8,500.00
Plant Teiepiione $ 700.00 $ 615.96 $ 700.00
Office Supplies $ 500.00 $ 356.35 $ 500.00
Travel & Education $ 500.00 $ 420.00 $ 500.00
Capital Reserve $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00
Bonds & Interest $ 69,250.00 $ 69,247.12 $ 67,097.48
Tools $ 650.00 $ 337.10 $ 650.00
WFD in Lieu of Taxes $ 15,000.00 $ 15,000.00 $ 15,000.00
Outside Testing $ 4,000.00 $ 3,900.00 $ 12,000.00
Generator Fuel & Maint. $ 1,300.00 $ 855.54 $ 1,000.00
Totals $ 344,900.00 $ 297,430.01 $ 464,697.48
Reservoir Pump Station
Maintenance $ 5,500.00 $ 3,961.67 $ 5,500.00
Electricity $ 4,600.00 $ 4,928.96 $ 5,000.00
Teiepiione $ 125.00 $ 117.76 $ 125.00
Generator Fuel & Maint. $ 875.00 $ 918.45 $ 1,000.00






Scott W. Simano, Commissioner
Richard M. Roy, Commissioner



























REQUESTED WARRANT FOR 2009 ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING
To the voters of the Mountain Lakes District located in the Town of Haverhill , New Hampshire
who are qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the District Building (Ski Lodge) in the Mountain Lakes
District on Saturday, March 14, 2009, at 10:30am to act on the following Articles:
Article 1:
To elect the following District officers:
A Commissioner for a term of three (3) years.
A Moderator for a term of one (1) year.
A District Clerk for a term of one (1) year.
A Treasurer for a term of one (1) year.
Article 2:
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate $292,918.00 to pay the expenses of the
District during the 2009 fiscal year for the purposes set forth in the District budget.
Article 3:
To see if the District will raise and appropriate $147,3 10.00 as the operating budget proposed by
the Commissioners for the operation of the Water Department for the 2009 fiscal year.
Article 4;
To see if the District will raise and appropriate $14,400.00 to be deposited into the Mountain
Lakes Water Capital Improvements Capital Reserve Fund, (created in 1993 with a change in
purpose in 2003); these funds will come from the unreserved water fund balance.
Article 5:
To see if the District will raise & appropriate all surpluses from user fees up to $10,000, as of
December 3 1 , 2009, to be paid into the Water Department Surplus Capital Reserve Fund created
in 1993.
Article 6 :
To see if the District will authorize the Commissioners to sell an area of land to extend Map 203
Lot 50 into the green belt area in an easterly direction by 30' long and 100' wide to Dale &
Patricia Powers for a Price of $500, with all District expenses, including any legal fees, to be
borne by the grantees.
119
Article 7 :
To see if the District will authorize the Commissioners to grant a 50' right of way extended from
T & C Way through Map 405, Lot 32 of the Mountain Lakes Districts property to Map 204 Lot
34 to David Long.
Article 8;
To transact any other business that may legally be brought before the District Meeting
PLEASE NOTE: The posted warrant may be changed as a result of articles submitted the
Commissioners by petition after the submission of the proposed District Warrant for inclusion in
the Haverhill Town Report.
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1-5002 COMMISSIONER $ 9,000.00 $ 9,000.00
1-5004 TREASURER $ 500.00 J^^^ $ 500.00
1-5006 CLERK $ 50.00 ^^^ $ 50.00
1-5008 MODERATOR $ 50.00 $ 50.00
1-5009 ZONING OFFICER $ 2,400.00 $ 2,400.00
1-5010 OFFICE MANAGER $ 39,877.00 $ 39,877.00
1-5011 OFFICE ASSISTANT $ 550.00 $ 550.00
1-5012 MAINTENANCE $ 23,552.00 $ 23,552.00
1-5012-3 CLEANING PERSON $ 4,140.00 $ 4,140.00
1-5013 MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT $ 2,500.00 $ 2,500.00
1-5016 WATER FRONT SUPERVISOR $ - $ -
1-5017 HEAD LIFEGUARD $ 3,780.00 $ 3,780.00
1-5018 LIFEGUARDS $ 7,851.00 $ 7,851.00
1-5019 SNACK BAR $ 2,750.00 $ 2,750.00
1-5020 SNACK BAR HELP $ 5,250.00 $ 5,250.00
1-5021 T-SHIRT EXPENSE $ 300.00 $ 300.00
1-5022 LODGE ATTENDANT $ 1,200.00 $ 1,200.00
1-5026 FICA EXPENSE $ 7,200.00 $ 2,000.00 $ 9,200.00
1-5028 U.E.INSURANCE $ 231.00 $ 231.00
1-5030 WORKERS' COMP $ 2,649.00 $ 2,649.00
1-5034 TAN INTEREST $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00
1-5035 DAM BOND $ 11,313.00 $ 11,313.00
1-5036 FPR BOND $ 21,750.00 $ 21,750.00
1-5037 WGSB Water Bond $ 44,125.00 $ 44,125.00
1-5039 HEALTH REG. $ - $ -
1-5040 LEGAL EXPENSE $ 8,500.00 $ 8,500.00
1-5042 AUDIT EXPENSE $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00
1-5046 INSURANCE $ 9,000.00 $ 9,000.00
1-5048 OFFICE SUPPLIES $ 4,000.00 $ 4,000.00
1-5051 TELEPHONE $ 2,400.00 $ 150.00 $ 600.00 $ 3,150.00
1-5052 ELECTRICITY $ 3,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 900.00 $ 4,900.00
1-5054 FUEL/PROPANE $ 2,500.00 $ 500.00 $ 4,000.00 $ 7,000.00
1-5056 PRTNT/ADV. $ 700.00 $ 250.00 $ 950.00
1-5058 WATER CHARGE $ 425.00 $ 425.00 $ 425.00 $ 1,275.00
1-5060 CONSULT /TRAIN GEN $ 500.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,500.00
1-5061 EDUCATION ASSISTANCE $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00
1-5062 FEES/REG. $ 2,100.00 $ 100.00 $ 2,200.00



















1-5065 SNOW PLOW/MOW $ 3,750.00 $ 3,750.00
1-5066 BEAUTAVILDLIFE $ 700.00 $ 700.00
1-5068 SPECIAL EVENTS $ 500.00 $ 2,500.00 $ 3,000.00
1-5070 SHOP/SUPPLIES $ 550.00 $ 500.00 $ 250.00 $ 1,300.00
1-5072 EQUIP. PURCHASE $ 2,000.00 $ 500.00 $ 200.00 $ 2,700.00
1-5074 MILEAGE $ 750.00 $ 750.00
1-5076 BUILDING MAINT. $ 2,200.00 $ 6,600.00 $ 8,800.00
1-5078 EQUIP. MAINT. $ 250.00 $ 200.00 $ 150.00 $ 600.00
1-5079 CAP.RES-WATER $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00
1-5081 MULTI USE COURT $ - $ -
1-5082 BEACH/POOL $ 2,400.00 $ 2,400.00
1-5088 SECURITY $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00
1-5090 ZONING INSPECTIONS $ 425.00 $ 425.00
1-5096 PLANNING BOARD $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00
TOTAL $ 245,137.00 $ 34,156.00 $ 13,625.00 $ 292,918.00

















1-4002 BUILDING PERMITS $ 750.00
1-4003 BATH REC FEE





40 1 7-2 - T-SHIRT REVENUE
4018-1 WATER SERVICE FEE $ 6,160.00





























TOTAL $ 286,468.00 $ 5,450.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 292,918.00
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2-5032 BANK FEES ^^M $ 50.00
2-5051 TELEPHONE ^^V $ 500.00
2-5052 ELECTRICITY $ 12,750.00
2-5054 FUEL/PROPANE $ 1,000.00
2-5056 PRINT / ADV $ 100.00
2-5059 STANDBY FEE $ 23,100.00
2-5060 CONSULT /TRAIN WD $ 500.00
2-5062 FEES/REG. $ 2,000.00
2-5064 FAC. MAINT.: $ 5,370.00
2-5070 SHOP/SUPPLIES $ 10,000.00
2-5071 BREAKS/FREEZEUPS $ -
2-5072 EQUIPMENT PURCHASE $ 3,000.00
2-5074 MILEAGE $ 2,000.00
2-5076 BLDG.MAINT/REPAIR $ 2,000.00
2-5078 EQUIP.MAINT. $ 2,500.00
2-5094 WW&L WATER $ 25,000.00
2-5096 CONTRACT LABOR $ 25,000.00
2-5097 WATER ASSISTANT $ 2,000.00
2-5098 WATER DEPT OPERATOR $ 24,280.00
2-5099 DISTRICT SERVICE FEE $ 6,160.00










2-4019 WATER RENT - BATH











Moderator Peter Olander opened the Annual Meeting at 10:30AM. He introduced the District
Commissioners Rosalie Farr, Christopher Demers and Karl Schmid then introduced the District
Clerk Michelle Chamberlain, our Lawyer Bemie Waugh, District Manager Renee Cota and
Maintenance Supervisor Don Drew. He then separated the voters from the non-voters.
Commissioner Rosalie Farr announced that Beverly Jacobs is our person of the year this year.
She has been volunteering in our community for the past 1 3 years and we hope that she
continues. Chris Demers announced that we have another person of the year and that is Rosalie
Farr for her commitment and hard work for the District over that last 6 years of service. We
will miss her on the board.
Article 1:
To elect the following District officers
A Commissioner for a term of three (3) years.
Beverly Jacobs was nominated and seconded. Robert Roudebush was nominated and seconded.
A motion was made and adopted to close the nominations. There were 3 1 ballots for Beverly
Jacobs and 18 ballots. Beverly Jacobs for Commissioner for the term of one (3 ) year.
A Moderator for a term of one (1) year.
Peter Olander was nominated and seconded. As there were no other nominations, a motion was
made and adopted to close the nominations and for the Clerk to cast 1 ballot for Peter Olander
for Moderator for the term of one (1 ) year.
A District Clerk for a term of one (1) year.
Michelle Chamberlain was nominated. As there were no other nominations, a motion was made
and adopted to close the nominations and for the Clerk to cast 1 ballot for Michelle
Chamberlain for District Clerk for the term of one (1) year.
A Treasurer for a term of one ( 1 ) year.
Donald Hasbrouck was nominated. As there were no other nominations, a motion was made
and adopted to close the nominations and for the Clerk to cast 1 ballot for Donald Hasbrouck
for Treasurer for the term of one ( 1 ) year.
Article 2:
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To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate $292,334.00 to pay the expenses of the
District during the 2008 fiscal year for the purposes set forth in the District budget.
MOTION made by Chris Demers to see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
$292,334.00 to pay the expenses of the District during the 2008 fiscal year for the purposes set






To see if the District will raise and appropriate $137,880.00 as the operating budget proposed
by the Commissioners for the operation of the Water Department for the 2008 fiscal year.
MOTION made by Karl Schmid to see if the District will raise and appropriate $137,880.00 as
the operating budget proposed by the Commissioners for the operation of the Water Department






To see if the District will raise and appropriate $500.00 to be deposited into the Mountain Lakes
Water Capital Reserve Fund, these funds will come from the unreserved fund balance.
MOTION made by Chris Demers to see if the District will raise and appropriate $500.00 to be







To see if the District will raise & appropriate all surplus from user fees up to $10,000, as of
December 31, 2008, be paid into the Water Department Capital Reserve Fund.
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MOTION made by Karl Schmid to see if the District will raise & appropriate all surplus from







To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate $ 16,945 (gross budget) to purchase and
install security fencing and gates around Mountain Lakes Water Sources; of this amount
$12,970 is to come from the 2008 Local Source Water Protection Grant, and $3,975 is
authorized to be withdrawn from the Mountain Lakes Water Department Capital Improvement
Capital Reserve Fund (created in 1993 with a change of purpose in 2003).
MOTION made by Chris Demers to see if the District will raise and appropriate $ 16,945 (gross
budget) to purchase and install security fencing and gates around Mountain Lakes Water
Sources; of this amount $12,970 is to come from the 2008 Local Source Water Protection
Grant, and $3,975 is authorized to be withdrawn from the Mountain Lakes Water Department






To see if the District will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance to revise Section 404 by adding
septic system requirements under Amendment 1 as proposed by the Planning Board.
MOTION made by Chris Demers to see if the District is in favor of the adoption of Amendment
1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the District's Zoning Ordinance, as follows:
Amendment 1 revises Section 404 in order to require that residents of the District shall be








To see if the District will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance to adopt Section 404.3 in order
to create administrative and enforcement remedies concerning the septic system requirements
contained within Section 404 under Amendment 2 as proposed by the Planning Board.
MOTION made by Robert Roudebush to see if the District is in favor of the adoption of
Amendment 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the District's Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amendment 2 creates administrative and enforcement remedies concerning the
provisions for septic system requirements under Section 404. This amendment establishes the
same authority under Section 902 and 903 of the Ordinance shall apply to the administration






To see if the District will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance to revise Section 406.6
concerning the alteration of the shoreline which requires State permits from the Wetlands Board
under Amendment 3 as proposed by the Planning Board.
MOTION made by Robert Roudebush to see if the District is in favor of the adoption of
Amendment 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the District's Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amendment 2 creates administrative and enforcement remedies concerning the
provisions for septic system requirements under Section 404. This amendment establishes the
same authority under Section 902 and 903 of the Ordinance shall apply to the administration






To see if the District will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance to amend Section 406.14 to
extend the restriction of the use of motorized vehicles to all land owned by the Mountain Lakes
District except as permitted by the District's Commissioners under Amendment 4 as proposed
by the Planning Board.
MOTION made by Ann Marie Godston to see if the District is in favor of the adoption of
Amendment 4 as proposed by the Planning Board for the District's Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amendment 4 seeks to extend the restriction of motorized vehicles to all land owned









To see if the District will authorize the Commissioners to sell and/or exchange an area of land
owned by Mountain Lakes between Map 203 Lot 239 and Map 203 Lot 236 for an equal parcel
ofMap 203 Lot 236 on its southern side to Joseph and Laurie Dirienzo for a price to be
negotiated and set by the Commissioners and to include all expenses associated with the sale.
MOTION made by Sandy Schmid to authorize the Commissioners to sell and/or exchange an
area of land owned by Mountain Lakes between Map 203 Lot 239 and Map 203 Lot 236 for an
equal parcel ofMap 203 Lot 236 on its southern side to Joseph and Laurie Dirienzo for a price







To see if the District will authorize the Commissioners to sell an area of land to extend Map 203
Lot 50 into the green belt area in an easterly direction by 30' long and 50' wide to Dale &
Patricia Powers for a price to be negotiated and set by the Commissioners and to include all
expenses associated with the sale.
MOTION made by Ann Marie Godston to authorize the Commissioners to sell an area of land
to extend Map 203 Lot 50 into the green belt area in an easterly direction by 30' long and 50'
wide to Dale & Patricia Powers for a price to be negotiated and set by the Commissioners and






To see if the District will vote to establish a Recreation Revolving Fund pursuant to RSA 35-
B:II. The money received from fees and charges for recreation services and facilities shall be
allowed to accumulate from year to year, and shall not be considered to be part of the District's
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general fund unreserved fund balance. The District treasurer shall have custody of all monies in
the fund, and shall pay out the same only upon order of the majority of the District
Commissioners (no further District meeting approval required). These fiinds may be expended
only for recreation purposes as stated in RSA 35-B, and no expenditure shall be made in such a
way as to require the expenditure of other District funds that have not been appropriated for that
purpose.
MOTION made by Sandy Schmid to establish a Recreation Revolving Fund pursuant to RSA
35-B:II. The money received from fees and charges for recreation services and facilities shall
be allowed to accumulate from year to year, and shall not be considered to be part of the
District's general fund unreserved fund balance. The District treasurer shall have custody of all
monies in the fund, and shall pay out the same only upon order of the majority of the District
Commissioners (no further District meeting approval required). These funds may be expended
only for recreation purposes as stated in RSA 35-B, and no expenditure shall be made in such a








Ann Marie Godston thanked the Commissioners and Office Staff because everyone has been
great this past year.
MOTION to adjourn by Mike Bonanno
SECONDED
VOTED, YES






Budgeted Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2008
Current Month Year to Date




4002-1 - Building Permits $ - $ 670.00 $ 760.00 $ 90.00 12%
4003-1 -Bath Fees Rev $ - $ 1,000.00 $ 900.00 $ (100.00) -11%
4004-1- Zoning Inspection Fee $ - $ 950.00 $ 1,200.00 $ 250.00 21%
4005-1- Interest Revenue $ 8.59 $ 225.10 $ 30.00 $ (195.10) -650%
4006-1- Lodge Fee $ - $ 1,200.00 $ 3,000.00 $ 1,800.00 60%
4012-2 - Boat Rentals Rev $ - $ 220.00 $ 500.00 $ 280.00 56%
4015-1 - Misc.Revenue-Gen.Op $ 74.98 $ 748.95 $ - $ (748.95)
4016-2 - Snack Revenue $ - $ 4,388.75 $ 4,000.00 $ (388.75) -10%
4017-2 - T-Shirt Revenue $ - $ 78.00 $ 300.00 $ 222.00 74%
4018-1 - Water Service.Fee $ - $ 5,840.00 $ - $ (5,840.00)
4020-1 -Taxes Received - Haver $ 131,684.64 $ 278,193.00 $ 281,644.00 $ 3,451.00 1%
Total Revenues $ 131,768.21 $ 293,513.80 $ 292,334.00 $ (1,179.80) 0%
Expenditures
5002-1 - Commissioner $ 750.00 $ 9,000.00 $ 9,000.00 $ - 0%
5004-1 - Treasurer $ - $ 500.00 $ 500.00 $ - 0%
5006-1 -Clerk $ - $ 50.00 $ 50.00 $ -- 0%
5008-1 -Moderator $ - $ 50.00 $ 50.00 $ - 0%
5009-1 - Zoning Officer $ 400.00 $ 2,400.00 $ 2,400.00 $ - 0%
5010-1 - District Accountant $ 4,166.65 $ 39,668.80 $ 38,493.00 $(1,175.80) -3%
5011-1 - Office Assistant $ - $ 200.00 $ - $ (200.00)
5012-1 - Maintenance $ 3,173.49 $ 24,031.32 $ 22,763.00 $(1,268.32) -6%
5012-3 - Cleaning Person $ 356.50 $ 3,990.50 $ 4,140.00 $ 149.50 4%
5013-1 - Maintenance Assistant $ - $ 2,447.75 $ 2,500.00 $ 52.25 2%
5017-2 -Head Lifeguard $ - $ 3,146.57 $ 3,780.00 $ 633.43 17%
5018-2 -Lifeguards $ - $ 7,317.90 $ 7,851.00 $ 533.10 7%
5019-2 -Snack Bar $ - $ 2,374.05 $ 2,750.00 $ 375.95 14%
5020-2 - Snack Bar Help $ - $ 5,218.51 $ 4,734.00 $ (484.51) -10%
5021-2 -T-Shirt Expense $ - $ - $ 300.00 $ 300.00 100%
5022-2 - Lodge Attendant $ 282.54 $ 996.54 $ 1,200.00 $ 203.46 17%
5026-1 - Pica Expense-Gen.Op $ 783.33 $ 7,131.75 $ 6,818.00 $ (313.75) -5%
5026-2 - Pica Expense-Rec $ - $ 1,631.08 $ 1,134.00 $ (497.08) -44%
5028-1 - U.E.Insurance $ - $ 183.00 $ 244.00 $ 61.00 25%
5030-1 - Workers' Comp $ - $ 3,209.00 $ 3,500.00 $ 291.00 8%
5034-1 -TAN Interest $ 1,093.04 $ 1,093.04 $ 6,500.00 $ 5,406.96 83%
5035-1 -Dam Loan $ 11,608.39 $ 11,608.39 $ 11,609.00 $ 0.61 0%
5036-1 -PPRBond $ 22,502.26 $ 22,502.26 $ 22,497.00 $ (5.26) 0%
5037-1 - WGBS Water Bond $ - $ 45,296.22 $ 45,306.00 $ 9.78 0%
5039-1 - Health Regulation $ - $ - $ 150.00 $ 150.00 100%
5040-1 - Legal Expense $ - $ 11,238.27 $ 8,000.00 $(3,238.27) -40%
5042-1 - Audit Expense $ - $ 5,411.87 $ 9,000.00 $ 3,588.13 40%
5046- 1 - Insurance $ - $ 8,602.81 $ 8,000.00 $ (602.81) -8%
5048-1 - Office Supplies $ 528.66 $ 4,050.67 $ 4,000.00 $ (50.67) -1%
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Mountain Lakes District
Budgeted Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
For the Twelve Months Ending December 3 1 , 2008
Current Month Year to Date





5051-1 - Telephone-Gen.Op $ 191.38 $ 1,836.28 $ 3,000.00 $ 1,163.72 39%
5051-2 - Telephone -Rec Pool $ - $ 135.12 $ 200.00 $ 64.88 32%
5051-3 - Telephone-Lodge $ 50.00 $ 690.02 S 600.00 $ (90.02) -15%
5052-1 - Electricity-Gen.Op $ 424.45 $ 3,170.72 $ 2,900.00 $ (270.72) -9%
5052-2 -Electricity-Recreation $ 22.10 $ 833.72 $ 1,000.00 $ 166.28 17%
5052-3 - Electricity-Lodge $ 89.86 $ 743.60 $ 900.00 $ 156.40 17%
5054-1 - Fuel/Propane-Gen.Op $ 206.67 $ 2,284.56 $ 1,750.00 $ (534.56) -31%
5054-2 - Fuel/Propane-Rec $ - $ - $ 675.00 $ 675.00 100%
5054-3 - Fuel/Propane-Lodge $ 529.99 $ 3,050.34 $ 3,750.00 $ 699.66 19%
5056-1 - Printing/Ad-Gen.Op $ 92.80 $ 590.53 $ 500.00 $ (90.53) -18%
5056-2 - Printing/Ad-Rec $ - $ 215.60 $ 250.00 $ 34.40 14%
5058-1 - Water Charge-Gen.Op $ - $ 400.00 $ 400.00 $ - 0%
5058-2 - Water Charge-Rec $ - $ 400.00 s 400.00 $ - 0%
5058-3 - Water Charge-Lodge $ - $ 400.00 $ 400.00 $ - 0%
5060-1 Consulting/Train-Gen.Op $ - $ 1,578.00 $ 1,500.00 $ (78.00) -5%
5060-2 - Consulting/Train-Rec $ - $ 950.00 $ 950.00 $ - 0%
5061-1 Education Assistance $ - $ 3,000.00 $ 2,250.00 $ (750.00) -33%
5062-lFees/Registration-Gen.Op $ 35.00 $ 1,765.00 $ 2,100.00 $ 335.00 16%
5062-2 - Fees/Registration-Rec $ - $ 100.00 $ 100.00 $ - 0%
5064-1 Facility Oper -Gen.Op $ 183.00 $ 831.06 $ 1,000.00 $ 168.94 17%
5064-2 - Facility Oper -Rec $ - $ 1,157.17 $ 2,000.00 $ 842.83 42%
5064-3 - Facility Oper - Lodge $ - $ 127.99 $ 500.00 $ 372.01 74%
5065-1 - Snow Plow/Lawn Mowing $ 605.00 $ 5,015.00 $ 3,750.00 $(1,265.00) -34%
5066-1 Beautification/Wildlife $ - $ 111.59 $ 700.00 $ 588.41 84%
5068-1 - Special Events-Gen.Op $ - $ 449.69 $ 500.00 $ 50.31 10%
5068-2 - Special Event-Rec $ 940.53 $ 3,500.14 $ 3,500.00 $ (0.14) 0%
5070-1 - Shop/Supplies-Gen.Op $ 23.12 $ 388.76 $ 550.00 $ 161.24 29%
5070-2 - Shop/Supplies-Rec $ - $ 177.21 $ 500.00 $ 322.79 65%
5070-3 - Shop/Supplies-Lodge $ - $ 158.48 $ 250.00 $ 91.52 37%
5072-1 - Equip.Purchase-Gen.Op $ 904.16 $ 2,644.04 $ 1,500.00 $(1,144.04) -76%
5072-2 - Equip.Purchase-Rec $ 240.88 $ 1,281.30 $ 1,200.00 $ (81.30) -7%
5072-3 - Equip.Purchase-Lodge $ 809.67 $ 1,076.07 $ 200.00 $ (876.07) -438%
5074-1 -Mileage $ - $ 716.44 $ 600.00 $ (116.44) -19%
5076-1 - Building Maint-Gen.Op $ 85.00 $ 972.18 $ 3,000.00 $ 2,027.82 68%
5076-3 -Building Maint - Lodge $ - $ 12,155.08 $ 5,750.00 $ (6,405.08) -111%
5078-1 - Equip.Maint-Gen.Op $ 100.00 $ 100.00 $ 250.00 $ 150.00 60%
5078-2 - Equip.Maint-Rec $ - $ 118.99 $ 200.00 $ 81.01 41%
5078-3 - Equip.Maint-Lodge $ 363.00 $ 363.00 $ 150.00 $ (213.00) -142%
5082-2 - Beach/Pool Maint. $ - $ 929.67 $ 2,500.00 $ 1,570.33 63%
5088-1 - Security $ - $ 2,594.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 5,406.00 68%
5090-1 - Zoning Inspections $ - $ 400.00 $ 600.00 $ 200.00 33%
5096-1 - Planning Board $ 2,305.00 $ 3,945.45 $ 4,240.00 $ 294.55 7%
Total Expenditures $ 53,846.47 $ 284,707.10 $ 292,334.00 $ 7,626.90 3%
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2-4003 - WD HOOKUPS $ - $ 4,800.00 $ 6,000.00 $ 1,200.00 20%
2-4005 - WD INTEREST REVENUE $ 63.73 $ 1,056.41 $ - $ (1,056.41)
2-4015 - WD MISC.REVENUE $ 95.08 $ 895.08 $ 600.00 $ (295.08) -49%
2-4019 - WD WATER RENTAL $ 9,900.00 $ 119,868.70 $ 118,800.00 $ (1,068.70) -1%
2-40 19B - WD WATER RENTAL BATH $ 533.00 $ 10,637.00 $ 12,480.00 $ 1,843.00 15%
Total Revenues $ 10,591.81 $ 137,257.19 $ 137,880.00 $ 622.81 0%
Expenditures
2-5032 - WD BANK CHARGE $ 2.50 $ 44.58 $ 75.00 $ 30.42 41%
2-5051 -WD TELEPHONE $ 36.57 $ 439.60 $ 600.00 $ 160.40 27%
2-5052 - WD ELECTRICITY $ 1,132.38 $ 12,872.10 $ 12,000.00 $ (872.10) -7%
2-5054 - WD FUEL/PROPANE $ 73.50 $ 873.98 $ 600.00 $ (273.98) -46%
2-5056 - WD PRINTING/ADVERTISI $ 210.00 $ 619.83 $ 500.00 $ (119.83) -24%
2-5059 - WD STAND BY FEE $ 1,925.00 $ 23,100.00 $ 23,100.00 $ - 0%
2-5060 - WD CONSULT/TRAIN $ - $ - $ 500.00 $ 500.00 100%
2-5062-WD FEES/REGISTRATION $ 75.00 $ 1,608.12 $ 3,500.00 $ 1,891.88 54%
2-5064 - WD FACILITIY MAINT $ 443.19 $ 1,494.29 $ 2,100.00 $ 605.71 29%
2-5070 - WD SHOP SUPPLIES $ 333.67 $ 6,286.11 $ 10,000.00 $ 3,713.89 37%
2-5071 - WD WATER BREAK/FREEZE $ - $ - $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00 100%
2-5072 - WD EQUIPMENT PURCHASE $ 141.21 $ 2,089.74 $ 5,000.00 $ 2,910.26 58%
2-5074 - WD MILEAGE $ 206.26 $ 1,860.43 $ 2,000.00 $ 139.57 7%
2-5076 - BLDG MAINT-REPAIR $ - $ - $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 100%
2-5078 - WD EQUIPMENT MAINT $ 83.45 $ 2,521.26 $ 2,500.00 $ (21.26) -1%
2-5094 -WD WATER RENTAL $ 2,960.00 $ 31,020.00 $ 20,000.00 $ (11,020.00) -55%
2-5096 - WD CONTRACT LABOR $ 2,688.00 $ 29,038.00 $ 20,362.00 $ (8,676.00) -43%
2-5098 - WATER DEPT MANAGER $ 2,311.00 $ 25,100.50 $ 22,763.00 $ (2,337.50) -10%
2-5099 - DISTRICT SERVICE FEE $ - $ 5,840.00 $ 6,080.00 $ 240.00 4%
2-5400 - WATER TARIFF $ - $ - $ 1,200.00 $ 1,200.00 100%
Total Expenditures $ 12,621.73 $ 144,808.54 $ 137,880.00 $ (6,928.54) -5%
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December 31, 2008 District & Water Financial Report
Another year is over and a productive one at that. We accomplished our main objectivesfor the district as well
as some surprises. I will hit on some ofthe high points.
Recreationally we offered a diverse array ofactivities. These included a Winterfest, pancake breakfast, a 4' of
July beach celebration. Beach Day, Fishing Derby, Fireworks, the Oktoberfest and a Halloween Party. There
was great ice-skating in 08 ' and 09 ' is shaping up nicely. We had cross-country skiing and lots ofsledding.
We have more activities this yearfor all ages and our summerprogram went well. We had some ofthe best
lifeguards this past summer and we stayed within our budget.
The retaining wall was installed by the snack bar and by doing this the beautiful Lilac bush needed to be
relocated. Wepurchased two kayaks, and a majorproject was begun, the replacement ofthe Lodge roof, it has
been completed in part. It is now Hunter green and is made ofmetal so that the snow will slide offon its own.
Those are the highlights.
We have spent a considerable amount in lawyerfees this year as a result ofissues with Bath residents of
Mountain Lakes and the tree removal orderedfor the Dam repair. The Bath issue has been settled and the tree
issue is ongoing but is now beingpaidfor by our insurance company. Legalfees in this area should not be an
issuefor 2009.
We had six water main breaks andfour homeownerfreeze ups this year. Our overall water usage has been
high because ofthese unforeseen issues. Because ofthese issues, we purchased a significant amount ofwater
from Woodsville Water & Light. This expense as well as the elevated expense repairing the breaks are the
direct reason our water budget has exceeded the amount voted on at the Annual Meeting. However, we applied
to DRA to usefund balance to payfor these expenses andDRA approved the increased expenditures. This kept
usfrom needing a supplemental water bill to payfor them. In cooperation with Granite State Rural Water Don
Drew conducted a leak survey on 1/3 ofthe district, which broughtforth 4 minor leaks that have subsequently
been repaired. We lookforward to completing the survey in 2009. Two waterpumps were struck by lightning
early this year. Our insurance company paidfor the repair and replacement ofthepumps and equipment
affected exceptfor a $1,000 deductible.
Financially speaking we accomplished a lot with in our allowable operating budgets. We have ended the year
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REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL BASED ON
AN AUDIT OF BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
To the Board of Commissioners
Mountain Lakes District
Haverhill, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Mountain Lakes District,
Haverhill, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 3 1 , 2007, in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the Mountain Lakes
District, Haverhill, New Hampshire's internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing our
auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Mountain Lakes District, Haverhill, New
Hampshire's internal control.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the proceeding
paragraph and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be significant
deficiencies or material weaknesses. However, as discussed below, we identified a certain deficiency in
internal control that we consider to be a significant deficiency.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or combination of
control deficiencies, that adversely affects the District's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process, or
report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles such that there
is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the District's financial statements that is more
than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the District's internal control. We consider the
following deficiency to be a significant deficiency in internal control:
USE OF BOND PROCEEDS
Observation
During the year, the District improperly transferred unexpended bond proceeds (per RSA 33.3a), from
the Water Proprietary Fund to the Capital Reserve Fund in the amount of $14,400.
Implication




We recommend that the District refer to the guidelines set forth by New Hampshire State Law before
making transactions in relation to bond proceeds to ensure compliance.
This communication is intended solely for the information and use of management and the Board
of Commissioners and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified
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Pursuant to the Warrants, Moderator IViichael Kennedy opened the meeting at 7:05 p.m. Mr. Kennedy then led the
assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Mr. Kennedy stated there would be no amendments to amendments this evening.
Results of the elections of March 1 1 , 2008 were read.
ARTICLE 1: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a Moderator for the ensuing year.
Michael Kennedy received 72 votes and was declared the winner.
ARTICLE 2: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, two Members of the School Board; one Member-at-Large for a
term of three years expiring in 2011, and one member from the pre-existing Haverhill District for a term of three
years expiring in 2011.
Pauline Corzilius received 1 82 votes for School Board Member at Large and was declared the winner.
Philip Tucl<er received 293 votes for School Board Member from the pre-existing district of Haverhill and was declared the
winner.
Philip Tucker, School Board Chair, spoke to the assembly congratulating Pauline Corzilius on her election and thanking
Barbara Bullard for volunteering to fill the open position on the school board for this past year.
Action on all remaining articles:
ARTICLE 1: To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto.
Jay Holden moved to accept as written in the town report. Mr. Corzilius seconded. Approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the School District will raise and appropriate the sum of twelve million eight hundred
twenty-five thousand twenty-six dollars ($12,825,026) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of
school district officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district. This article does
not include appropriations contained in any other article of this warrant. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board
recommends this appropriation.)
Pat Buchanan motioned to amend the article to reduce the budget by $247,022.00. Regis Roy seconded the motion.
Buchanan stated she wanted to take a moment and recognize and thank the staff members who are retiring this year for
their many years of service. They are Carole Kendall - 42 years, Dale Feid - 39 years, Regis Roy - 38 years, Marylyn
Aldrich - 24 years, Joanne Moore - 22 years, and Sherry Brill from the SAU office - 22 years. A round of applause was
given by the assembly.
Buchanan spoke to the article and noted that the district was fortunate to receive the following scholarships and grants
this year.
• National Writing Project Study at HCMS - $8,000 yearly for professional development for the next 2-3 years.
• James Gallagher donated $80,000-90,000 for scholarships for students in the areas of music and sports
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• Edith Blake donated just under $600,000 ($30,000-35,000 per year) for scholarships
• Catherine Moran Memorial Trust through the NH Charitable Foundation - approximately $1 .2 million ($60,000
per year) for use on after school tutorial programs.
• Focused Monitoring Project - $1 0,000 per year for two years for work on SPED assessments
Kevin Shelton spoke to concems he and some members of the community had about the original proposed budget.
Shelton finished by saying he is very passionate about education for our children and proud of what our community has to
offer. A round of applause was given by the assembly.
Holden moved the question, seconded by Mr. Gould. Amendment was approved by voice vote.
Moderator read the amended article with a new appropriation figure of $1 2,578,004 dollars. Don Bazzell motioned to
retum to the budget $34,528 to fund the afternoon preschool session. Regis Roy seconded. Discussion ensued
conceming the need for an afternoon session and if the students could be accommodated at the other two programs in
town. Rick Ladd asked if the preschool was only for special education students or all students. Tucker stated it was for all
students. Ladd stated that as a former school principal he knew that this is one program that does pay back the
community; that studies have shown that students who attend preschool have a much higher success rate. Gary Scruton
motioned to move the amendment. Jay Holden requested a ballot vote. Moderator stated that a yes on the ballot vote
meantthefunds would be added back. Results of the ballot vote: 52 yes votes, 57 no votes. Amendment failed. Jay
Holden motioned to move the question, Vicky Padovani seconded, amended article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the School District will raise and appropriate up to fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be
added to the previously established Building Capital Reserve Fund, such amount to be funded from the year-end
undesignated fund balance available on June 30, 2008. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends
this article.)
Dick Guy moved the article. Regis Roy seconded. Jay Holden moved to table the article. Regis Roy seconded. Tabled by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Haverhill Cooperative School District School Board shall reinstate/reappoint Steven
Loud, Sr. as the Woodsville High School Girls Varsity Softball Coach for the 2008 season, (by petition)
Kathy Brun moved to table the article. Jay Holden seconded. Approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Gary Scruton motioned to see if the school district will vote to authorize and direct the moderator to appoint an Advisory
Budget Committee, much like the Town Budget Committee, to review the Superintendent's preliminary budget and to
present the school board their recommendations as to any modifications thereto. Jay Holden seconded. Doug
MacDonald stated this should have been placed on the warrant; it is not something you can do now. Gary Scruton asked
if people could give their opinion. Diane Gorrow, the School District's attorney, stated that what Mr. MacDonald has said
was true. This would have to be a warrant article and voting on this would not be legal. Dick Guy stated if the people
want it and the school board accepts, what difference does it make? Phil Tucker stated that perhaps this could be
discussed at the next school board meeting. Gary Scruton withdrew the motion. Jay Holden seconded.
Jay Holden motioned to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Kathy Bruns.
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Pursuant to the Warrant, Moderator Michael Kennedy opened the meeting at 6:05 p.m. Mr. Kennedy then led the
assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Mr. Kennedy stated there would be a slide show presentation first by Superintendent Labs and Finance Manager Pat
Amsden and then voting on the warrant would begin.
Superintendent Labs and Mrs. Amsden presented information concerning the repairs to the middle school building,
current conditions with students at the armory, and the financial impact on the town if the Bond is passed. Superintendent
Labs introduced Architect Mac Rood, of Bast and Rood, Stnjctural Engineer Bruce Stewart of Stewart Structural
Engineering, Clerk of the Works George Bagocius, and the School District's Attorney Gordon Graham of Soule, Leslie,
Kidder, Sayward & Loughman, stating these gentlemen would be available for questions by the public.
Mr. Kennedy read the warrant article.
ARTICLE 1 : Shall the Haverhill Cooperative School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum o f $500,000 for
the reconstruction/repair of the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School roof, and authorize the Issuance of not more
than $500,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), and
authorize the School Board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon, and further, raise and appropriate the additional sum of $1 .00 for the first year bond payment and
authorize the School Board to take any other and further action necessary to carry out this vote.
Donald Bazzell motioned to move the article as read. Nancy Leitner seconded the motion. Pat Buchanan motioned to
amend the article to read:
"Shall the Haverhill Cooperative School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum o f $2,1 51 ,470 for the
reconstruction/repair of the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School roof, and authorize the issuance of not more
than $2,151,470 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), and
authorize the School Board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon, and further, raise and appropriate the additional sum of $0.00 for the first year bond payment and
authorize the School Board to take any other and further action necessary to carry out this vote."
Pauline Corzilius seconded the motion. Mr. Kennedy stated the article was open for discussion.
Several members of the community had questions for the Clerk of the Works George Bagocius, Architect Mac Rood, and
Structural Engineer Bruce Stewart concerning number of hours the clerk of the works would be on the job, shingled roof
vs. a standing seam roof; the ventilation system; and mold found in the building.
Mr. Rutherford moved the question. Mr. Corzilius seconded. Passed by voice vote.
Mr. Kennedy asked for a vote on the amendment to the article. Passed by voice vote, followed by a round of applause by
the public
Mr. Kennedy then stated there would be a ballot vote on the amended article. Polls opened at 7:00 p.m.
Polls closed at 8:06 p.m. after all present had the opportunity to vote.
There were a total of 344 ballots cast; 305 yes votes and 39 no votes. Mr. Kennedy informed the public that the article
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passed. A round of applause was given by the public.
Regis Roy motioned to adjourn tine meeting, seconded by IMichelle Reagan.





HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Haverhill Cooperative School District qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James R. Morrill building gymnasium, North Haverhill, New Hampshire
on the 1 0* day of March 2009, for the annual election of officers. Polls to be open for election of District
Officers at 8 o'clock in the forenoon and to close not earlier than 6 o'clock in the afternoon.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2; To choose, by non-partisan ballot, three members of the School Board; one Member-at-Large
for a term of three years expiring in 2012, one member from the pre-existing Haverhill District
for a term of three years expiring in 2012, and one member from the pre-existing Woodsville
District for a term of three years expiring in 2012.
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Haverhili Cooperative School District qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School, North Haverhill, New Hampshire
on the 19th day of March 2009, for action on all remaining articles, to commence at 7:00 o'clock in the
afternoon.
ARTICLE 1 : To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto,
ARTICLE 2: To see if the School District w\\\ raise and appropriate the sum of twelve million six hundred
eighty-seven thousand nine hundred seventy-two dollars ($12,687,972.00) for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries of school district officials and agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the district. This article does not include appropriations contained in any
other article of this warrant. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends this
appropriation.)
ARTICLE 3: To see if the District will vote to approve the cost item in the collective bargaining agreement
reached between Haverhill Cooperative School Board and the Haverhill Cooperative Education
Association/NEA-NH which calls for the following increase in the salaries and benefits,




and further to raise and appropriate the sum of two hundred four thousand five hundred thirty-five
dollars ($204,535.00) for the 2009-2010 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs
attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing
levels paid in the prior fiscal year. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends this
article.)
ARTICLE 4: To see if the School District will raise and appropriate up to fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be
added to the previously established Building Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund, such amount
to be funded from the year-end undesignated fund balance available on June 30, 2009. (The
Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends this article.)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the School District will raise and appropriate up to fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be
added to the previously established Special Education Expendable Trust Fund, such amount to
be funded from the year-end undesignated fund balance available on June 30, 2009. (The
Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends this article.)
ARTICLE 6: To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands this
.
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TO THE CITIZENS OF HAVERHILL WE SUBMIT THE
TENTH ANNUAL SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
It is my privilege to bring to you tine tentli annual report of the Haverhill Cooperative School Board.
This year, what started as a simple re-shingling project at the Haverhill Cooperative IVIiddle School turned
into a substantial repair of the roof. On September 29* it was determined that for the safety of all in the
building, the school be vacated until all trusses could be reinforced and necessary repairs be made to the
ceilings. The middle school remained closed until October 6**^ while arrangements were made for an
alternative site for the school during the construction process. We were able to obtain the use of the old
Woodsville Armory to house students in grades 4-7 while 8* grade students were housed at the high
school. Additional locations in Woodsville had to be used for various programs such as music, band, and
physical education.
Parents, teachers, community members, and community businesses volunteered their time and resources
to assist in building and setting up classrooms at the armory and ensure that the staff and students had
the necessary tools to work with.
On October 23'^'' a special school district meeting was held to ask the voters to approve a bond of
$2,151,470 to fund the cost of the repairs to the middle school. An overwhelming 88% of the voters at the
meeting cast a ballot to approve the bond. Work on the project began immediately and at this writing we
are anticipating a reopening of the middle school by the end of January.
We will be asking the taxpayers to approve the cost of the first year of a three-year agreement between
the teachers and the school board. This negotiated settlement is listed as a warrant article and if
approved it will add approximately $.53 to the tax rate in this budget.
The School Board and the administration have worked together to bring you a budget that continues the
progress we have been making in our school system, and is fiscally responsible. The administrators and
staff have worked exceptionally hard to cut costs wherever possible knowing what a difficult time this is
economically. The budget for the 2009-10 school year is $12,687,972 an estimated tax impact of $.34 per
thousand. This, along with the warrant article for the teachers' contract, represents a $.87 per thousand
tax increase.
The School Board would like to convey our best wishes and heartfelt thanks to Wayne Dickey who has
announced his retirement at the end of this school year. Wayne has been with the school district for 27
years and he will be missed.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the community members of the Haverhill Cooperative
School District for their continued support. A special thanks goes to the members of the Budget Advisory
Committee and to all those who assisted during the move to the armory who freely gave of their time
and/or resources.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I am pleased to have the opportunity to report to the voters and taxpayers in Haverhill the educational progress
of the Haverhill School District.
Both Woodsville Elementary School and Haverhill Cooperative Middle School (grades 4 & 5) are now using the
standards based math program, Everyday Math. We believe with this unified approach to math we will start to
see improvement in the NECAP Test scores. This same series is being used in all the school districts in SAU
#23. We have also added a summer class in math at Woodsville Elementary for those students who need the
extra help to improve their sicills.
Haverhill Middle School teachers attended a Data Camp at Plymouth State University to help them look at and
evaluate data around student performance. Teachers are also focusing on climate and culture within the
school to assist with the overall improvement of the school. Technology integration continues to be a large part
of the work at HCMS as it is in all the schools.
At Woodsville High School, teams of parents, teachers, and students continue to work on answering a special
progress report for the New England Association of Schools and Colleges. Teams have been formed to work
on student success, instructional improvement, and general school improvement. The staff members are also
engaged in writing course competencies for each course taught at the school. This is required by the NH
Department of Education for all high schools. It is a huge undertaking by all professional staff members in their
curriculum area.
With the funds received from the Catherine A. Moran Memorial Fund, which is administered by the NH
Charitable Foundation, we have been able to set up After School Programs at all three schools to assist those
students in need. These funds will continue to benefit students who need extra help in math and science for
years to come.
The opening of The Learning Center at Woodsville Elementary School (formally the Tembec Building) has
given some much needed space for special needs, preschool, and Title One programs. It has also provided
valuable storage space to the school.
After two years, and much work, we hope to have a new set of policies approved by the School Board this
March. Once the policies have been approved by all of the SAU #23 school districts we will be making them
available online through the SAU #23 website.
The budget we bring to you has been a collaborative process and we have worked diligently to present you with
a fiscally conservative budget while keeping our direction for the education of the students of Haverhill.
I want to take this opportunity to thank the people of Haverhill for their support this past October in passing the
bond issue for repairs to the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School. The support shown to the staff, students,
and all involved has been tremendous. It never ceases to amaze me how this community comes together for
support of their schools. I want to assure you that I will never take for granted your support.





SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #23 REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT'S AND
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR'S SALARIES
One-half of the School Administrative Unit expenses are prorated among the school districts on the basis of
equalized valuation. One-half is prorated on the basis of average daily membership in the schools for the
previous school year ending June 30. The Superintendent will receive a salary of $95,762.00 during the 2008-
09 school year. There is no Assistant Superintendent or Business Administrator position at SAU 23 at this
time. The table below shows the pro-ration of the salary.
Superintendent Salary
Bath 11,003 1 1 .49%
Benton 1,848 1.93%







During the summer of 2008, members of the WES faculty conducted research and developed goals for our
School Improvement Plan during the summer of 2008. We were required to formulate this plan as a result of
students' performance in mathematics on the state NECAP assessment. Within this plan are goals for
instruction, professional development, data acquisition, parent communication, and early intervention. We've
already implemented some associated changes such as the "After School Mathematics" tutoring and created a
new parent information center In the front lobby that included free informational materials about creating the
conditions for students' success in school. Our guests also seem to be enjoying the bench we've placed in the
lobby for their comfort.
Mrs. Debbie English and a large group of very ambitious volunteers spent countless hours in the summer and
early fall refurbishing our gardens. Students also helped her create a new garden bed along the front of the
WES Learning Center. We are truly grateful to Mrs. English, the multiple volunteers and the numerous
donations that made these wonderful improvements possible. Their changes have really created a much more
welcoming approach to our buildings.
Our implementation of Everyday Math is now in its second year. Consequently, teachers are feeling much
more confident about utilizing these materials and students are demonstrating gains because they are more
familiar with the program's expectations.
In addition, we have begun using the new "Storytown" literacy series that integrates reading, writing, spelling,
and phonics. This program also includes remedial materials that support the core program so that students
who need additional assistance are receiving very targeted support. Students are liking these new materials
and teachers are becoming increasingly knowledgeable about matching these materials to the needs of
learners.
With the economy in such turmoil, the entire WES staff was sensitive to the need to prepare a very
conservative budget for the 2009-10 school year. The amount requested will allow us to provide meaningful
instruction but it does not include funding for so-called 'frills' or extra enhancements. We felt strongly that this
was a year to be ultra conservative in deference to the financial concerns confronting our community.
As I complete my third year at WES, I continue to feel blessed by the opportunity to work in such a fine
community. The dedication of the staff, the delightful nature of the children and the amazing support from
parents make my days a joy. Thank you, one and all!
Respectfully Submitted,
Kathleen S. Clark, Principal WES
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE MIDDLE SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
The 2008-2009 school year opened on August 27, 2008 with 290 students in grades four through eight from
the towns of Haverhill, Benton, Bath, and Warren. Two new teachers joined the faculty this year: Lorna
Renfrew, Title One, and Laura Moodie, 6* grade. Sally Mulcahy began working in July as a secretary in the
office. Marilyn Farris joined the staff in December as an instructional assistant.
Average homeroom class size at the middle school this year is 17. Students in all grades complete a course of
study that requires them to take math, science, social studies, and English all year long. In addition, all
students complete six-week courses of study in art, life skills, music, physical education, and technology
education. Band, chorus, and theater programs involve about half of ail students. A strong athletic program
includes soccer and basketball for students in grades 5-8, baseball and softball for students in grades 7-8, and
track and field for all students.
As of this writing, the middle school students and staff are unable to occupy the middle school's building in
North Haverhill. As has been widely reported, what began as a roof replacement project this summer turned
into an extensive repair of the roof, trusses, and ceilings. On September 29, officials ordered the school to be
vacated until all trusses could be reinforced and all overhead sheetrock could be replaced. School remained
out of session until October 6. During this week, the staff, administration, district officials, and school board
worked to find alternative locations for the students while these repairs took place.
When school reopened, the students in grades 4-7 found themselves in temporary classrooms at the old
Woodsville Armory on Court Street near the Community Field. Grade 8 students found themselves in four
classrooms that were made available for their use at Woodsville High School. The school's functional skills
program relocated to the trailer behind Woodsville Elementary School. Over the next few weeks, it became
necessary to identify additional locations for specific classes. Because of the open classrooms at the armory, it
was not possible for the music classes to take place concurrently with other classes. These classes began
meeting in the hall below St. Joseph's on Pine Street. Later, as weather worsened, the hall below the
Methodist Church on Maple Street became a location for physical education classes. Currently, there is no firm
date for our return.
What follows is a list of those who have helped to make this relocation go as smoothly as possible:
• Woodsville High School, for providing space for the 8**^ grade students, especially those teachers
who volunteered to give up their spaces for our students and the administration for tolerating the
extra administrative load our presence created in its office.
• Woodsville Elementary School, for providing space for the Functional Skills Program, for absorbing
the extra demands the program made on their building and personnel, and for providing a location
for after-school basketball practices.
• The New Hampshire National Guard, for granting the school district permission to use the armory,
a building that, despite its age and limitations, has been an excellent temporary home for our
students.
• Father Daniel Sinibaldi and St. Joseph's Church, for allowing the use of the church's activity hall.
• The trustees of the Woodsville Methodist Church, for allowing the use of their church's hall.
• The precinct of Woodsville, for improving the infrastructure on both Cheney Hill and at the
Community Field in order to make both locations safer for our students.
• Mr. Wayne Bigelow and the rest of his state road crew, for setting up the school zone, providing
safety equipment and making other improvements to the roadway in front of the armory.
• Mr. Richard Patten and the rest of the custodial staff at all three schools, for shouldering the extra
burdens that have come with the repairs of the building and the maintenance demands created by
our use of the additional facilities.
• Dozens of parents and community members, for donating their time and resources during the set-
up of the armory and the moving of items from the middle school.
• Wal-Mart, for providing a donation of $1 ,000 to help with unanticipated relocation expenses.
• Valley Floors, for providing carpet that helped reduce the noise level and improve the safety of the
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armory classrooms.
• Cafe Services, for providing meals in all locations in a professional, friendly manner, even with the
burden of having to transport prepared meals and of having to work with inadequate kitchen
facilities.
• Goulet Communications, for a long weekend of work getting the armory's communication system
up and running.
• Alarmco, for many extra hours of work needed to upgrade the armory's fire alarm system.
• Mr. Brad Kennedy and the rest of the Woodsville Fire Precinct, for assistance in making the
armory safe for occupancy.
• The Haverhill Cooperative School District Board, Superintendent Bruce Labs, and Mrs. Pat
Amsden for making sure the right decisions were made to ensure the safety of our students and
their tireless oversight of the building project.
• The faculty and staff of Haverhill Cooperative Middle School, for demonstrating incredible
dedication to our students, for modeling a can-do attitude, and for doing whatever was necessary
to help the students be as comfortable and productive as possible during the relocation.
• The students of Haverhill Cooperative Middle School, for the patience, flexibility, and
understanding they have demonstrated while learning in less than ideal conditions.
• The taxpayers of Haverhill, who have provided financial support, even in these hard economic
times, to ensure that the students of Haverhill have a high quality school facility for years to come.
HCMS continues to be identified by the state as being a school in need of improvement in the area of math.
HCMS students with educational disabilities did not meet the state's performance targets in the area of math
on the assessments given in 2005 and 2006. As a result of being identified as a school in need of
improvement, the school has submitted to the New Hampshire Department of Education a plan for improving
the performance of students in the area of math. The school has already taken several steps to address
weaknesses in the area of math, including the adoption of a new math program for students in grades 4 and 5.
Additional improvement efforts include a campaign to help parents be more informed of each grade level's
expectations for math achievement and the creation of after-school and summer learning opportunities
specifically designed for students who struggle with math. Teachers are receiving additional training in data-
based decision-making and differentiated instruction. Any interested community member can request a copy
of this improvement plan by contacting the school.
HCMS continues its commitment to having computers be an integrated part of daily instruction. All 7* and 8*
graders have a laptop computer that they use in their wirelessly connected classrooms. Instruction in all
academic areas is enhanced by the use of the computers. In addition to allowing students more opportunities
to write, create, and share their work digitally, students can more easily supplement their textbooks with
additional research and take advantage of software programs that promote critical thinking. Sixth grade
science is now taught in a laptop-based classroom. Students in the fourth and fifth grades receive computer
instruction in their homerooms and have access to a set of wireless laptop computers. Teachers are receiving
ongoing training in ways to more fully integrate technology into their instruction.
The staff and students of HCMS are grateful for the strong support of the PTA, an organization that continues
its tradition of making HCMS a great place for children. This organization's donation of over $1 5,000 has lead
to this winter's installation of a new playground structure for the 4**^ and 5* grade playground. In addition, the
PTA annually supports field trips and other special programs for students.
HCMS is fortunate to be able to offer the Haverhill Extended Learning Program (HELP). Funded by a mix of
local tax dollars and private, state, and federal grant funds, the program provides homework tutoring before
and after school, enrichment activities, field trips, daily snacks, and a late bus.
The students and staff of Haverhill Cooperative Middle School are grateful for the taxpayers' generous support
of the middle school's programs and invite any interested community member to visit the school and observe
its programs. Students receive a strong education at HCMS because of the town's long-standing, thorough
commitment to its schools. Thank you.
Submitted by Principal Brent Walker on December 23, 2008
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8TH GRADE GRADUATION AWARDS LIST
June 1,2008
WILLIAM J. FILLIAN MEMORIAL AWARD
Michael Gadwah
JAMES R. MORRILL AWARD
Alejandra Herrera
PHYLLIS PAGE MEMORIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Jacob Knehr
ANTHONY WOODBECK MEMORIAL AWARD
Heath Page
EVERETT F. SAWYER AWARD
Jacob Knehr Rebecca Linnell
Luke Poor Rachel Butler
Heath Page Alexandra Slack
Ian Fournier Samantha Catterall
Kyle Mooney Alejandra Herrera
Corrina Kinder Joseph Marshall
HOWARD W. EVANS AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Nathaniel Swain








SILVER CERTIFICATE-OUTSTANDING EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT
Shane Elethorp Joshua Peart
Elliot Matteson Michael Gadwah
Truman Kimball Jacob Knehr
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Truman Kimball Luke Poor
Sherry Lin Dilan Stockton
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WOODSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL CO-PRINCIPAL REPORT
During the last three years, we have been working diligently to bring consistency, discipline, and a real focus of
serving every student at Woodsvilie High School. We felt that these attributes of a quality school had been
missing for a few years because of frequent "turn over" in administration. For example, the students who
graduated in 2007 had experienced five different administrations in four years. This constant change meant
that faculty, staff, parents and the community also had been worl<ing witii school leaders with very different
philosophies and ideas for Woodsvilie High School during that short time. The lack of continuity had caused
problems. We recognized that for any institution to be cohesive and work for a common goal, it needed to
have a shared vision for the future. Our shared vision at Woodsvilie High School seemed to have been
missing. This has led us to question the relevance of the school's old mission statement. The old statement
was completed in 1 999 /2000, and had lost its real focus, in light of the many changes in the school since IVir.
Labs left as Principal. Beginning in the 2007-2008 school year, a committee at Woodsvilie High School began
the task of writing a mission statement for the school that would better reflect the school's focus, purpose, and
future direction as it continues to serve the students and families in our community. This process brought in
the opinions of parents, teachers, students, and community members. We posted our progress on web sites,
in the news media, and reflected on the suggestions for change. By the summer of 2008, we were ready to
ask for the approval of the Haverhill School Board. The new mission statement for Woodsvilie High School
was adopted by our School Board in August 2008 and reads:
"In keeping with its century-old traditions and sense of community, Woodsvilie High School values all
students and provides them with diverse opportunities and a well-rounded education to help prepare
them to become responsible, productive citizens in the ever changing world beyond high school."
Once established, our new mission statement has become the measure that we use as we continue to improve
our school. Our next step was to think about the needs of our students. In considering this, we thought not
only of their academic needs, but also their social and emotional needs, as well as their need for safety and
good health. All of our teachers have volunteered to be an active member of one of three "teams". Each team,
has a slightly different focus, but collectively, the three groups try to consider the needs of each of our students.
The first team is called the "Instructional Improvement Team". This group meets regularly to discuss items
like curriculum change, learning theory, the interpretation of test results for individual students, improved
teaching strategies; and new developments in teaching and learning that can be shared across the whole
school. The second team, known as the "Student Success Team" deals more with the social and emotional
aspects of keeping students engaged and interested in learning. This group looks for information found in
studying data related to current discipline statistics, finding ways to offer more opportunities to ail students.
Supporting our "Friends of Rachel" student group, investigating new opportunities and ways to earn a high
sctnool diploma, and studying different ways to best schedule a school day. The third team, the "High Quality
School Team", has made great strides in looking at the safety, health, and welfare of all of our students. They
have developed new evacuation plans, drill procedures, and safety plans to protect our students in all types of
emergencies. In addition, this team looks at current issues related to health and nutrition. Recently they have
supported a smoking cessation program run by our nurse. Each team keeps the rest of the faculty aware of
topics being considered, which has allowed for rich discussion. This is another step in trying to build unity,
common direction and a sense of purpose.
Another area that we felt has needed strengthening has been our connection with parents and community
members. We are excited about the formation of the parent/ community group known as the "Friends of
Woodsvilie High School". This informal meeting is held on the fourth Thursday of each month from 7 PM until
8 PM. Topics are suggested by the people who attend and have covered everything from hunting for
scholarships, to technology in the classroom, to understanding the attendance policy. This group always
provides us with new ways to think about how to make our school even better. We are also able to share
information electronically. Thanks to the efforts of our technology education teacher, Ms. Ericka Wilson, we
have developed a very active website where community members are finding interesting information and
material. The school's website can be found at whs@sau23.org.
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To accomplish our work, we are proud to have partnered with various groups and agencies. We continue to
receive great help and support form the APEX 11 grant from the University of New Hampshire; Main Street
Academix at New England College; the Grafton County Human Services; White Mountain Mental Health; the
New Hampshire Agency of Juvenile Justice; River bend Career and Technical Center; River Valley Career and
Technical Center; Woodsville Elementary School; Bath Elementary School; Jobs for Americas Graduates;
Woodsville Boosters Club; Haverhill Academy Corporation; and the Haverhill Police Department. Each of these
programs and agencies allows us to expand our offerings to students and families.
Woodsville High School welcomed twelve new members to our staff and faculty this year. Each person has
brought with them new ideas, energy and a positive attitude toward working with high school students. New
members include: Stephanie Morris (Art); Scott Nichols (Social Studies); Rod Hull (Driver and Traffic Safety
Education); Jean Bombard (Business Education); Christina Plateau (Choral Music); Rose Parr (Mentoring and
VHS Coordinator); Linda Robinson (Audio Engineering Coordinator); Shirley George (Principals' Secretary);
Angela Hannett, (Instructional Assistant); Kerri-Ann Rives. (Instructional Assistant); Ericka Tierney, (Student
Assistance Counselor); and Joan Emerson (School Nurse).
With the excitement of welcoming these great new members to our faculty, we do need to make note of a huge
loss that we will face in June of this year. Woodsville High School will be saying "goodbye" to a person who
has become a true legend, not only in our community, but also around the state of New Hampshire. This
person is Mr. Wayne Dickey, who is known as a coach, advisor, counselor, friend, listener, custodian,
comedian, Good Samaritan, and ail around wonderful person. Speaking for the entire WHS community, we
wish him the very best in his retirement and hope that he does not become a stranger to us! He will be deeply
missed!
In closing, we regard it as a privilege and an honor to be your school's Co-Principals. We are excited about the
progress Woodsville High School is making toward fulfilling its mission for every student in our school. We are
very proud of the traditions of this fine school and we are excited to be part of the school's transition to serve
future generations.
Respectfully submitted:




































































*National Honor Society Members




Valedictorian Alicia Swain TInird Honor
Salutatorian Nikk.] Papcun Fourth Honor
CLASS MARSHALS
Benjamin Kidder- Elizabetln Marsinall
Commencement Awards - Class of 2008
Bassler-Keyes Award
Carl Sawyer IVIemorial Award
Catherine E. Newman Trust Scholarship
Cohase Lions Club College Educational Scholarship
Kyla Joslin
Miranda Fullerton
Dr. Robert Colby Campbell Scholarship Award
Douglas "Bum" Bigelow Award
Frank G. and Irma Woodward Memorial Scholarship
Francis E. Wilkins Memorial Scholarship
Frank & Olive Gilman Scholarship
First Congregational (UCC) of Haverhill Memorial Scholarship
Garceau-Covell-Grenier Scholarship
Grace Thayer Hallock Award
George D. Kidder Scholarship
Grafton 4-H Leaders Association Scholarship








































Haverhill Academy Alumni Association Scholarship
Haverhill Education Association Scholarship for Future Educators
Independent Order of Odd Fellow & Rebekah's Lodge Scholarship
Jim "Bose" Gallagher Scholarship
John Bagonzi, Jr. Scholarship Fund
John O. Keyes Masonic Memorial Scholarship
Jonathan F. Currier Memorial Scholarship
Joseph A. Lavoie Family Vocational/Technical Scholarship
Karen Siegmund Memorial Scholarship Fund
Leslie Lackie, Jr. Memorial Award
Mass Blasting Memorial Scholarship
Mike Williams Memorial Fund
Monica Smith Memorial Scholarship
New Hampshire Athletic Directors Association Female Scholar
Athletic Award
North Haverhill Girls' Club Award
Orcutt Achievement Award
Paul P. Tucker Memorial Award
Pine Grove Grange #298 Youth Scholarship
Principal's Leadership Award
Prudential Spirit Of Community Award
Robb Evans Technology Award
Ross Wood Post #20 American Legion Citizenship Award
American Legion Auxiliary Unit #20 of Woodsville Citizenship Award
Ross Wood Post #20 American Legion Scholarship




































Souhegan Valley Engineering Achievement Award
Special Achievement Aw/ard
Squadron 20 Sons of the American Legion Award
Steven Holden Memorial Award
The Blake Fund
The Doris Marguerite Douglas Memorial Scholarship
The Robert H. Butson Scholarship
The Smilemaker Scholarship
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post #5245
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post #5245 Auxiliary Award
William V. Daley Scholarship
W.H.S. Class of 1934, Marjorie Tilton Chamberlin Scholarship
W.H. S. National Honor Society Appreciation Award
W.H.S. National Honor Society Community Scholarship
W.H.S. Student Council Scholarship
Woodsville Area Booster Club: Citizens for Scholars
Scholarship Award
Donald R. Evans Student/Athlete Award
Woodsville High School Alumni Attainment Award










































HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
TEACHER QUALITY REPORT
Education Level of Faculty and Administration at Each School
BA BA+15 MA MA+30
WES Teachers 6.1 11 3.03 3
WES Administration 1
HCMS Teachers 7 5 14.05 4
HCIVIS Administration 1 1
WHS Teachers 7 11.5 7.10 4
WHS Administration 1 1
Numberof Teachers with Provisional (Intern) Certification
Woodsville Elementary School
Haverhill Cooperative Middle School 1
Woodsville High School
Number of Core Academic Courses Not Taught By Highly
Qualified Teachers
Woodsville Elementary School
Haverhill Cooperative Middle School
Woodsville High School
PARENTS RIGHT TO KNOW
As a parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle, or legal guardian, you
have the right to know:
1 . Who is teaching your child
2. The qualifications and experience of your child's teacher(s)
For information conceming your child's teacher(s),
please contact the Superintendent's Office at:
SAU #23
2975 Dartmouth College Highway
North Haverhill, NH 03774
603-787-2113
www.sau23.org
A copy of the Title One School Report Card is available at each school.
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112 SUPPORT STAFF SALARIES
113 SUMMER SCHOOL SALARIES
120 TEMPORARY SALARIES









240 TUITION REIMBURSEMENT -PROF
241 TUITION FOR HOT
242 TUITION REIMBURSEMENT- SUPPORT
250 UNEMPLOYMENT COMP
260 WORKERS COMP
310 SAU MANAGEMENT SERVICES
320 PROF. EDUCATION SERVICES










































2007-08 2008-09 PROPOSED INCREASE/
EXPENSE BUDGET BUDGET (DECREASE)
3,539,592 3,687,482 3,658,974 (28,508)
419,398 430,033 448,514 18,481
934,252 985,245 1,011,792 26,547
31,213 40,790 32,490 (8,300)
95,130 117,375 120,975 3,600
3,134 3,300 3,655 355
81,650 91,141 87.386 (3,755)
7,488 9,900 9,900 -
1,013,447 1 ,069,431 1,017,357 (52,074)
3,111 3,191 3,187 (4)
2,743 2,890 3,054 164
389,687 413,746 415,272 1,526
87,515 90,241 97,816 7,575
230,740 241,983 285,521 43,538
19,612 43,550 46,675 3,125
2,298 3,000 4,000 1,000
3,811 6,000 6,000 -
8,701 10,075 8,074 (2,001)
27,075 24,742 20,446 (4,296)
423,470 441,437 445,831 4,394
349,736 284,055 340,744 56,689
418,559 479,575 394,353 (85,???)
- 500 - (500)
15,208 17,950 16,730 (1,220)
16,512 19,900 19,900 -
21,553 17,500 22,300 4,800
81,157 82,535 87,114 4,579
50,346 53,555 55,608 2,053
96,867 95,899 103,435 7,536
54,063 - - -
3,717 5,380 3,950 (1,430)
398,877 418,362 438,776 20,414
33,223 35,650 27,150 (8,500)
19,382 15,075 18,790 3,715
34,319 34,320 34,080 (240)
6,385 8,701 8,726 25
3,917 4,947 4,547 (400)
3,510 4,100 3,900 (200)
254,835 276,402 214,590 (61,812)
6??,?95 667,362 672,852 5,490
12,821 15,820 17,020 1,200
179,522 189,736 188,285 (1,451)
765 800 800 -
102,140 108,400 • 119,137 10,737
3,472 4,185 5,787 1,602
129,497 168,300 189,600 21,300
3,636 4,350 6,050 1,700
100,725 102,269 81,121 (21,148)
66,571 85,280 53,738 (31,542)
14,957 30,393 23,605 (6,788)
- - 4,480 4,480
4,072 1,495 3,856 2,361
23,721 23,294 26,107 2,813
4,298 14,658 9,175 (5,483)
18,495 17,700 8,140 (9,560)
50,421 55,910 51,599 (4,311)
129,091 102,888 135,574 32,686
1,767 2,000 2,000 -
576,267 571,268 723,639 152,371
87,837 41,014 50,710 9,696
11,318,605 1 1 ,777,080 11,894,887 117,807 1.0%
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112 SUPPORT STAFF SALARIES 24,211
120 TEMPORARY SALARIES
211 HEALTH INSURANCE 5,472
213 LIFE INSURANCE 35
214 DISABILITY INS. 50
220 PICA 1,852
231 EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT 1,454
250 UNEMPLOYMENT COMP 44
260 WORKERS COMP 136
310 MANAGEMENT SERVICES 281,151
430 CONTRACTED REPAIRS/MAINTENANCE 9,645
650 SOFTWARE 7,844
733 ADDITIONAL FURNITURE 542
734 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 5,736
738 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 560




















110 PROFESSIONAL SALARIES 176,064
112 SUPPORT STAFF SALARIES 50,697
113 SUMMER SCHOOL SALARIES 5,447
115 GRANT SALARIES 46,800
120 TEMPORARY SALARIES 2,417
210 HEALTH INS. STIPEND
211 HEALTH INSURANCE 58,995
213 LIFE INSURANCE 185
214 DISABILITY INS. 180
220 PICA 21,333
231 EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT 7,800
232 PROFESSIONAL RETIREMENT 11,226
240 TUITION REIMBURSEMENT 664
320 PROF. EDUCATION SERVICES 6,505
330 OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 16,586
340 TECHNICAL SERVICES 500
440 RENTALS 200




640 BOOKS & OTHER PRINTED MATERIAL 2,423
643 ON-LINE SERVICES 275
650 SOFTWARE 250
734 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 1,324
810 DUES/FEES 11,395
TOTAL GRANT FUNDS 429,680
HAC FUNDS 8,239
QZAB CAPITAL PROJECTS 65,372
GRAND TOTAL 12,160,626
HCMS ROOF PROJECT - ADDED AT SPECIAL MEETING






























































HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT REVENUES
ACTUAL REVISED BUDGET
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 Difference
Fund Balance used to reduce taxes 201,397 218,789 100,000 (118,789)
General Fund
Local Revenue
1111 Current Appropriation 4,009,450 4,084,201 4,175,643 91,442
1310 Tuition from Individuals 2,039
1314 Summer School Tuition 2,414 1,420 1,420
1315 Driver Education Tuition 13,425 14,000 13,300 (700)
1320 Tuition from other LEA's in'NH 1,381,363 1.417,325 1,654,855 237,530
1322 Special Ed. Tuition from LEAs 290,677 282,099 252,317 (29,782)
1510 Interest on Investments 26,152 30,000 25,000 (5,000)
1511 QZAB bond interest 5,838 6,800 7,800 1,000
1710 Gates admissions 3,333 3,300 3,300
1910 Rentals 24,637 20,000 14,027 (5,973)
1950 Services to other LEAS 14,109 16,550 4,415 (12,135)
1980 Refund from Prior Year 14,039 5,300 - (5,300)
1990 Other IVIisc. Revenues 39,283 43,000 43,000
Total Local Revenue 5,826,757 5,923,995 6,195,077 271,082
State Revenue
3111 State Adequacy Grant 3,879,594 3,879,594 3,839,027 (40,567)
3112 State Adequacy Tax** 654,573 740,745 781,312 40,567
3210 School Building Aid 320,429 311,914 424,717 112,803
3230 Catastrophic Aid 214,829 178,958 180,000 1,043
3241 Vocational Education Tuition 134,317 244,326 107,914 (136,412)
3242 Vocational Transportation 10,480 12,760 8,140 (4,620)
3270 Driver Education 5,850 6,000 5,700 (300)
Total State Revenue 5,220,072 5,374,296 5,346,810 (27,486)
Federal Revenue
4810 National Forest Reserve 2,121 - -
4580 Medicaid 178,321 180,000 180,000
Total Federal Revenue 180,442 180,000 180,000
Transfers from Other Funds
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust 99,000 80,000 73,000 (7,000)
TOTAL TRUST TRANSFERS 99,000 80,000 73,000 (7,000)
236,596TOTAL GENERAL FUND REVENUE 11,326,271 11,558,291 11,794,887
Grants
Title 1 226,787 217,148 219,211 2,063
Title 2 GSR. T1 & T4 87,241 80,372 88,985 8,613
Title 2 Technology 1,389 995 - (995)
Title 4 Safe & Drug Free Schools 8,557 6,500 6,572 72
Rural Low Income Schools 24,672 20,587 (4,085)
Mentoring 66,899 - -
After School Programs - 118,058 110,950 (7,108)
Other sources/Focus Monitoring 30,808 10,000 - (10,000)
National Writiing Project 8,000 8,000 8,000
TOTAL. GRANT REVENUE 429,681 465,745 454,305 (11,440)
Food Service
1600 Food Sen/Ice Sales 164,028 174,239 182,190 7,951
3260 State Reimbursement 3,153 4,000 3,200 (800)
4560 Federal Reimbursement 122,128 115,926 104,980 (10,946)
5221 Transfer from General Fund/Reserve 49,422 33,014 40,410 7,396
TOTAL FOOD SERVICE REVENUE 338,730 327,179 330,780 3,601
HAC Funds 8,239 8,000 8,000
SUBTOTAL 12,304,318 12,578,004 12,687,972 109,968
Transfer to Trusts from Fund Balance 38,000
TOTAL REVENUES 12,342,318 12,578,004 12,687,972 109,968
Capital Projected added 2008-09 - 2,151,470
14,729,474
ACTUAL ACTUAL ESTIMATED CURRENT
SCHOOL TAX RATE 2007 2008 2009 +/- Valuation
LOCAL 10,87 10.54 10.77 0.23 387,625
"STATE 1.88 2,02 2,13 0,11 366,351




















QUALITY ZONE ACADEMY BONDS (QZAB)

















NOTE: There will be one more 10-year bond issued on the middle school roof. Costs and payment
schedule have not been finalized at the printing of this report.
Annual Annual
Year Payment Year Payment
2008-09 33,333 2008-09 132,933
2009-10 33,333 2009-10 112,933
2010-11 33,333 2010-11 112,933
2011-12 33,333 2011-12 112,933
2012-13 33,333 2012-13 112,933
2013-14 33,333 2013-14 112,933
2014-15 33,333 2014-15 112,933
2015-16 33,333 2015-16 112,933
2016-17 33,333 2016-17 112,933
2017-18 33,333 2017-18 112,933




AUDIT REPORT: The Haverhill Cooperative School District has been audited by the firm Plodzik &
Sanderson Professional Association. Copies of the audit are available for public review at the
Superintendent's Office in the James R. Morrill Municipal Building, North Haverhill, NH.
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
BALANCE SHEET 6/30/2008
Fund 10 Fund 21 Fund 22 Fund 30 Fund 70





CASH 100 305,999 -
INVESTMENTS 110 508,472
INTERFUND RECEIVABLE 130 1,442 38,575 188,385 -
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RECEI 140 366,309 20,215 15,162 50,000
OTHER RECEIVABLES 150 7,048 -
PREPAID EXPENSES 180 4,373 -
OTHER CURRENT ASSETS 190 -
Total Current Assets 683,728 21,658 53,737 188,385 558,472




















Total Current Liabilities 436,927 21,658 53,737 - 50,000
Fund Equity
RESERVE FOR ENCUMBRANCI 753 28,012 1,501 1,708 119,308 -
RESERVED FOR SPECIAL PUR 760 (1,501) (1,708) 69,078 508,472
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE 770 218,789
Total Fund Equity 246,801 (0) - 188,385 508,472
Total Liabilities and Fund Equity 683,728 21,658 53,737 188,385 558,472
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM COST




1430 Summer School 58,145 59,191
2150 Speecli and Audiology 162,423 168,111
21 62 Pliysical Therapy 16,713 13,423
21 63 Occupational Therapy 44,051 42,017
2722 Special Transportation 60,751 92.276
Total Expenses 2,494,294 2,636,577
Special Education Revenue paid directly to School District
1322 Special Ed. Tuition 210,252 290,677
31 1 Special Ed. portion Adequacy funds 514,694 495,837
3230 Catastrophic Aid 225,665 214,829
4580 Medicaid 206.503 178.321
Total Revenues to School District 1,157,114 1,179,664
Federal IDEA Entitlement Funds received and expended throughout SAU 23
Part A - Preschool 9,321 7,835
Part B - Special Education 221 ,782 257,470
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #23 REVENUES
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN ASSESSMENT
1320 Tuition - French Pond
1 321 Tuition - King Street Scliool
1325 Tuition -Frencli Pond/King St. Summer Schoc
1950 Itinerants teachers serving districts
1 951 Speech/ Language
1 990 Other local revenue (town internet line fees)
1510 Interest
521 Indirect Costs from SAU IDEA Grant
Use of Fund Balance
Total Other Revenue General Fund
1111 DISTRICT ASSESSMENTS
TOTAL GENERAL FUND
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUES FUND 22 - GRANTS
TOTAL SAU BUDGET INCLUDING GRANTS 1,741,085 1,797,585 56,500
BUDGET BUDGET















SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #23 BUDGET SUMMARY
DEPARTMENT NUMBER/ DESCRIPTION
1100 ITINERANT TEACHERS
1230 FRENCH POND PROGRAM
1231 KING STREET PROGRAM
1430 FRENCH POND SUMMER SCHOOL











2321 OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
2330 SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMIN.
2540 SAU-WIDE PUBLIC RELATIONS
2620 BUILDING & RENT
2640 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE & INS.
2810 RESEARCH, PLANNING, DEVELPMT
2820 COMPUTER & NETWORK
2830 RECRUITMENT
SUBTOTAL GENERAL FUND































% increase = 3.2%
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TITLE ONE ASSISTANT/SS $23 108 40
TITLE ONE ASSISTANT/ENRICHMENT $15,354.40
GRADE 7 MATH $44,795.22
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $15,370.60
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $1 4,520.99
CUSTODIAN $27,582.86
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $13,532.09
PHYSICAL EDUCATION SEE WES
GRADE 7 SOCIAL STUDIES $33,752.00





GRADE 8 SCIENCE/MENTORING $41,113.86
ASST PRINCIPAL $61,500.00




INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC SEE WHS
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT/SS $15,694.65
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GRADE 7 SCIENCE/MENTORING $37,661 .22





TITLE ONE TEACHER $44,795.00
GRADE 8 HISTORY $49,644.00
CUSTODIAN $6,698.44
INSTRUCTIONAL ASST./AFTER SCHOOL $18,499.91
ART/ENRICHMENT $43,019.00
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $14,275.12





GRADE 4/ MENTORING $42,227.00
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT/SS $15,006.98
GRADE 6 $55,377.00




SPECIAL EDUCATION/ AFTER SCHOOL $42,31 1 .57





GRADE 4/AFTER SCHOOL $43,748.00

























































































































































































AUDIO ENG INERRING/INST ASSIST $12,137.92
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $14,005.72
CO-CURRICULAR










SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER $500.00
CO-CURRICULAR $490.00
SUBSTITUTE $24.75
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER $500.00
CO-CURRICULAR $253.00




































































































































































































































































































































































DIVISION OF VITAL RECORDS ADMINISTRATION
RESIDENT BIRTH REPORT
01/01/2008-12/31/2008
Child's Name Date Of Birth Place Of Birth Father's Name Mother's Name
AUDET.CAMERON JOEL 1/13/2008 LEBANON,NH
AUDET.CALEB RYLAN 1/13/2008 LEBANON,NH
MORRILL,LEAH MAE 1/18/2008 WOODSVILLE
ROY.GABRIEL FERNAND 1/22/2008 WOODSVILLE
KIMBALL.COWAN PETER 2/15/2008 WOODSVILLE
LAKIN,GAVIN FREDERICK 2/19/2008 WOODSVILLE
CUSHING.CALEB CRAIG 3/1/2008 WOODSVILLE
HOLLIS,SCARLETT MOON 3/18/2008 WOODSVILLE
KRAUSE,JAY ANDREW 3/30/2008 LEBANON,NH
JONES,TRISTAN ALEXANDER 4/3/2008 LITTLETON,NH
BAILEY.TEAGAN LYNN 4/15/2008 WOODSVILLE
CROCKER,MORGAN ELIZABETH 4/26/2008 WOODSVILLE
THOMPSON.CASSIDY ANN 4/30/2008 WOODSVILLE
FLATEAU.LILIDAE JANE 5/10/2008 WOODSVILLE
FENN,ALYSSIA MARIA 5/16/2008 LEBANON,NH
TATTERSALL,MIURA LEE ANNETTE 6/6/2008 WOODSVILLE
BOUTIN,THOMAS GABRIEL 6/17/2008 LITTLETON,NH
SMITH,BRAYDEN PHILIP 6/23/2008 WOODSVILLE
INGERSON,KASEY LEE 6/24/2008 WOODSVILLE
JOCK,JOSEPH ANTHONY 8/8/2008 LEBANON,NH
LEWIS,ELIANA MAE 9/9/2008 LEBANON,NH
BROWN,AYLA MARIE 9/18/2008 WOODSVILLE
TETREAULT,OWEN MATTHEW 9/20/2008 WOODSVILLE
ECK,ADDISON JANE 9/24/2008 LEBANON,NH
GREENE.ETHEN SEAN 9/29/2008 LEBANON,NH
PAGE,LINCOLN JOSEPH FOSTER 10/24/2008 WOODSVILLE
RODGER.LUCAS DYLAN 10/24/2008 LEBANON,NH
WYMAN.ARAYAH LEXIS 10/30/2008 WOODSVILLE
ROY.AUDREY ANN 11/4/2008 LEBANON,NH
KNIGHT,OLIVER JAMES 11/19/2008 LEBANON,NH
SMITH,FALLON DEVIN-MACKAY 11/23/2008 WOODSVILLE
BESSENT.EMBER MAE 11/24/2008 LEBANON,NH



















































































































































































































































































Person A Residence Person B Name









Decedent's Name Death Date

















ROSSI SR, LOUIS 03/05/08
DUPUIS, ELEANOR 03/11/08
COTA, KENNETH W 03/1 5/08
BYLOW, OLAND 04/04/08





BROWN ROSS, ELIZABETH 04/09/08





























KEYES JR, WILLIAM 09/1 0/08
SIMONE, GERALDINE 09/14/08
DEPARTMENT OF STATE




Death Place Father's Name
FLORIDA MACDONALD, MILTON
HAVERHILL THORNTON, EDWIN
NORTH HAVERHILL CHIARADIA, EUGENIC





NORTH HAVERHILL PIPER, HARRY
NORTH HAVERHILL XENAKES, VICTOR
WOODSVILLE VIGENT, LEO
NORTH HAVERHILL BARBER, JAMES
NORTH HAVERHILL CADIL, JOSEF
NORTH HAVERHILL DIETTE, WILFRED
NORTH HAVERHILL MARCOTT, HARRY
NORTH HAVERHILL RODIMAN, AMOS
PIKE MARSTON, ARTHUR
WOODSVILLE ROSSI, OLIVIO




NORTH HAVERHILL STRONG, CHARLES
NORTH HAVERHILL WARD, J
LEBANON HEALEY, JAMES
WOODSVILLE ARRIGO, NICOLO
NORTH HAVERHILL DARDO, PAUL
WOODSVILLE BLAKE SR, EARLE
LEBANON MARTINEZ, JOSEPH
NORTH HAVERHILL BROWN, WALTER
NORTH HAVERHILL EMERY, FAY
NORTH HAVERHILL WHEELER, CLINTON
NORTH HAVERHILL GATES, WILLIAM
LEBANON BROWN, PHILIP N
LEBANON BARTKOWSKI, WALTER
NORTH HAVERHILL CLARK, BRETON
NORTH HAVERHILL RHOADES, WILLIAM
FLORIDA WADDELL, LEON
NORTH HAVERHILL PICHE, VICTOR
NORTH HAVERHILL STEBBINS, FREDERICK
NORTH HAVERHILL CRAWFORD, STANLEY
LEBANON CAROZZA, CARMINE
PIKE OZOLINS, KARLIS
NORTH HAVERHILL MOODY, BERT
WOODSVILLE EASTMAN, DAVID




NORTH HAVERHILL ELSNER, KARL
WOODSVILLE SIMMONS SR, RALPH
NORTH HAVERHILL FENOFF, WINFIELD
NORTH HAVERHILL WITHAM, NED
NORTH HAVERHILL SMITH, HOWARD
NORTH HAVERHILL RIVES, WRIGHT
NORTH HAVERHILL ALDRICH, BLISS









































































































































I hereby certify that the foregoing Vital Statistics are correct, according to the best of my knowledge.






\ \ A^ >
AMERICA'S OLDEST
.X COVERED BRIDGE ,
